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John Zaki Bou-Younes 

A Database Development and Analysis of Selected Side Impact 

Collisions In Toronto 

Ryerson University, Master of Applied Science, 2003 

Abstract 

This thesis is based on the initial phase of a project that developed an 

in-depth collision database and performed an analysis of police 

reported side-impact collisions for City of Toronto intersections 

between 1998 and 2000. Currently, collision data exists through 

several different sources in Ontario. The development of a database 

involving the amalgamation of collision forms, the selection of data 

fields, and the collection of real collision data from selected, 

thoroughly investigated side impact collisions involving late model , 
vehicles (1998 and newer), is described. For analysis, Statistical 

Analysis Software Release 8.02 was used to investigate causation and 

casual factors of side impact collisions. Statistically significant 

collision factors determined by fault propensity included apparent 

driver action, driver age, front seat passenger age, maximum posted 

speed, approximate vehicle speed, road character, and number of lanes. 

For intersection collision propensity, statistically significant findings 

included the system used, presence of flashing signals, intersection 

legs, roadway volume, and intersection leg road classifications. It is 

anticipated that the findings from this analysis can provide insight into 

significant factors in side-impact collisions that will be applied with 

greater focus to the in-depth collision database, once developed. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 General 

This is a thesis based on a portion of an ongoing research project involving a 

multidisciplinary approach to side-impact collision investigation. The main 

objective or underlying drive for that research project stems from a statement 

taken from the U.S. Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) [1], that 

involved the following question ~nd answer: 

I'm shopping for a new car. Why can't I find driver death rate or insurance 
loss data for new models? It takes considerable time to gather and tabulate the 
real-world data needed to provide statistlcalJy~ significant results for new models. 
Complete vehicle registration data for each model year typically are released about 
two years later, and data on fatalities are first available approximately nine months 
after the end of the calendar year. Similarly, it takes time to amass sufficient 
insurance claims information to provide meaningful results for a range of vehicles. 
For vehicles that have not been fundamentally redesigned, previous model year 
results are good predictors of the current model's experience. 

Hence, a case has been made for the need for up-to-date collision data based 

on new vehicle models, as it comprises an important component for driver 

death rate and insurance loss data and may be a deciding factor in the purchase 

of a new or late model vehicle. Furthennore, current late model vehicle safety 

data are based on mainly two sources: crash vehicle laboratory testing, and 

databases containing very recent collision records. The pros and cons of 

laboratory testing are not discussed in this paper. However, limitations exist 

when using laboratory sanitized conditions to determine factors involved in 

motor vehicle collisions. Very recent collision data on late model vehicles 

published by the IIHS has created a perception in the general public that 

certain models are safer than others, when tables published for various 

- 1 -
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categories of passenger vehicles are compared. Table 1.1 below includes 

selected excerpts from their online website where particular recent models are 

tallied with their respective driver death rates. 

Driver Death Rates 
Model Per Million Registered 

Vehicle Years 

Toyota Camry 37 
Volvo 850 39 

Mazda MX-6 101 
Pontiac Sunfire 206 
Ford Explorer 231 

Chevrolet Camaro 308 

Table 1.1: Driver Death Rates by Model 

These rates may make it all too easy for the general public to believe particular 

models are superior to others. While it may be true that particular vehicle 

models are dangerously over-powered, have insufficient brakes, terribly high 

centre of gravities, poor construction, etc., certain figures may cause readers to 
• 

believe that some models are in fact "dangerous", or perhaps the opposite, 

giving them a false sense of security. This is particularly the case because of 

the lack of normalization for exposure and other measures required in making 

more legitimate and fair comparisons. Normalizing for Driver Death Rates for 

Million Registered Vehicle Years, as they have, does not necessarily"account 

for the use of these vehicles (i.e., high use vehicles such as taxis, fleet 

vehicles, as compared to personal vehicles), nor for driver types (Le. elderly vs 

young) and a host of other confounding factors. Clearly. there is more to this 

than just vehicle driver death rates. 

- 2-
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It is commonly accepted amongst transportation engineers that there are three 

main types factors involved in road safety and collision investigation: 

• Vehicle factors, as mention above; 

• Human (Driver) factors; and 

• Environmental factors. 

The objective of human factors in road safety is primarily to improve safety 

through the understanding of the link between' humans, vehicles and their 

environment. Driver workload, fatigue, reaction time are just a few classic 

examples of studies repeated in search of this link. Humans have capabilities, 

but they are limittd. In fact, some may argue that researchers are most 

interested in human limitations rather than capabilities. Regardless, human 

physical, perceptual and cognitive capabilities are significant since all vehicles 

require a human driver who is in control. One study performed in 1977 by 

Treat et al determined that human error contributed to 90% of a subset of 

collisions This supports a commonly accepted notion that "bad drivers" cause 

collisions. 

Environmental factors include external or extrinsic physical conditions that 

affect and influence the operation of a motor vehicle. The conditions that 

vehicles are operated in can significantly contribute to the occurrence of 

vehicle collisions. Several of these factors can lie outside the direct cuntrol of 

- 3 -
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a driver, transportation planner, or law-maker (i.e., illumination, road surface, 

weather conditions, etc.,) while others (Le., lane widths, signal timing, 

roadside furniture, etc,.) can lie within this control. Typically, only experts in 

each field can make contributions that increase efficiency and improve upon 

the safety aspects of environmental factors. 

Managing these three aspects are not typically easily accomplished by a 

transportation engineer, or for that matter, by any individual professional. Yet. 

in order to maximize effectiveness, simultaneous consideration of these three 

factors is required. The solution lies in the combined efforts of multiple 

professionals, where factors within vehicle, driver and environment can be 

tackled separately, with appropriate expertise. The concept of a multi

disciplinary approach to collision investigation is only' recently emerging. and 

a portion of this report includes recent efforts made as part of an on-going 

investigation in side impact collisions. The analysis of these three types of 

factors depends on collision data. Recent collision data are always in demand. 

Findings based on outdated collision data may be just that - outdated. This 

report shall illustrate sources, types and methods for analysis of side impact 

collisions in Toronto, its usefulness as part of a linked data set for analysis. 

and its analysis to bring out factors associated with these collisions with 

respect to driver, environmental and vehicle attributes. 

-4-
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Collisions have traditionally been classified in many ways. Side impact 

collisions are particularly important because they are unique. Unlike other 

collisions such as frontal and rear, occupants in target vehicles have very little 

protection. In fact, less than eight (8) centimeters typically separate the 

occupant on the side that is struck from the striking vehicle. There are 

essentially no bumpers, engines, etc, to help absorb the energy of the impact. 

Therefore, these types of impacts can cause severe injury; especially to the 

occupant on the side the vehicle,was struck [2]. 

In 2001, 39.2% of all Ontario collisions accounted for occurrences of side 

impact collisions (where side impact collisions are identified by police as: 

Angle, Sideswipe, and Turning Movement) [3]. However, this number may be 

conservative, as many collisions that fall outside of these categories may still 

be considered side impact collisions (i.e., when motor vehicles slide into 

roadside furniture in a sideways manner). 

1.2 Thesis Arrangement 

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Following the Introduction, Chapter 2 

summarizes the literature reviewed on recent and emerging analyses 

concerning similar collision data. This chapter also includes analyses from 

different studies using different data for the purpose of establishing that these 

techniques indeed have competent applications to the data in this study. 

- 5 -
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Chapter 3 describes the data used in this study, challenges experienced in 

managing it and its associations to the research project this report stems from. 

Chapter 4 provides methodology and analysis selected or developed for this 

study. Chapter 5 provides results of analyses and interpretations. Chapter 6 

provides conclusions and recommendations based on this report. 

-6-
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 General 

Through the many resources afforded by on line catalogues at Ryerson 

University and The University of Toronto, a literature review of past, present 

and emerging studies on the analysis and identification of factors involved in 

side impact collisions is provided in this chapter. 

2.2 Literature on Methods of Collision Assessment 

A recent paper by Persaud et al in 2003 reviewed various methods in isolating 

causes of collisions and assessing effects of treatments, using both routinely , 

available and specifically collected databases. Their review breaks down road 
-",,--:,-,:--------

safety studies as falling under essentially two categories: Experimental Studies 

and Observational Studies. Of particular interest is the latter type, where 

methodology of past and emerging ~()hort and case-control studies are explored. 

Cohort studies are described as the identification of two otherwise comparable 

groups, or cohorts, (alike enough to be compared, at least after controlling for 

measured confounding variables), that differ by some variable of interest (e.g., 

exposure to a particular program or a particular engineering feature) and 

involves following them over time to asses differences in consequences (e.g., 

their collision record) [4]. 

-7-
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The above research paper is based on the case-control study type, used in two 

separate analyses. This type of study differs slightly from cohort studies in that 

case-control studies have a known outcome where one group, the case group, is 

attributed with this known outcome, and the other group, the control, is not 

attributed with this outcome. Persaud et al (2003) noted that in many 

transportation safety studies, the estimate of safety effect can be difficult to 

interpret, because it is usually not possible to statistically control for all 

confounders such as speeds, sight distance, and geometry [4]. Furthennore, 

case control and cohort studies are subject to selection biases because sample 

entities may differ in unacknowledged but nonetheless important ways from the 

population. 

Findings from their paper expose advantages of case-control analysis as a 
• 

preliminary step in investigating collision safety data. Perhaps the most notable 

suggestion involves the use of a two part analysis with a case-control 

preliminary analysis followed by a cohort study that avoids the bias commonly 

found in a sole case-control analysis. An example of how a case control study 

could be expected to be constructed following their suggestions can be seen in 

Figure 2.1. 

-8-
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Example of Applicable Two Step Analysis Recommended 

Analysis Part One: Case-Control Study 

CASE-CONTROL ANALYSIS: SIDE IMPACT 
COLLISIONS BY FAULT 

Determination of Alcohol and Occupant 
Prese,nce as significant factors 

Analysis Part Two: Cohort Study 

Figure 2.1: Two Part Analysis 

The example outlines the use of a case-control and cohort two-part analysis, 

where the initial case-control analysis is used to identify collision causative 

factors_ The secondary analysis that follows can be used to focus on cohorts 

targeting specific factors, traditionally, casual factors acting as exposure 

measures_ In the example, alcohol involvement and occupant presence are used 

and the cohort study would also employ many other factors available in the 

-9-
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data, including outcome variables. The reliance on case-control studies alone to 

determine these relationships expose problems of bias that are much less 

common in cohort studies, [4] and using both types of analysis, as shown above, 

overcomes this issue. Furthermore, cohort studies have the advantage of 

generally being prospective in design- the outcome is not known at the 

beginning of the study and therefore is less likely to influence the collection of 

data-and of better collection of data to ensure comparability [5]. 

2.3 Literature for Side Impact and Left Turning Collision 
Data Analysis 

Past research shows that there is a higher risk involved in making left turning 

movements at intersections as compared to other intersection movements. The 

reasons for this include crossing of two directions of traffic and estimating 

speeds of oncoming traffic [6]. Researchers such as Kirk et al [6] have 

examined this movement with Kentucky collision data and found it possible to 

define factors in the driving characteristics of people such as age, gender, 

occupancy rates, and. period of the day. A trend of decreasing crash 

involvement while the driver ages, was found. Within this trend, a sharp 

decrease was noted between the ages of 16 and 17, while after the age of 17, 

this decrease dramatically slowed. It was concluded that crash likelihood 

decreases rapidly within the first few years of driving. Findings from their 

study also found no statistical differences: 

• between genders for Left Turing Collisions; 

- 10-
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• for period of day (day or night); and, 

• between occupancy rate. 

In addition, the authors note the disagreements between researchers in 

determining ideal exposure methods for each application, as traditional methods 

are based on estimating the amount of v_~hicle-miles traveled (VMT) by simply 

multiplying the average daily traffic (ADT) with the length of roadway [6]. A 

quasi-induced exposure is used to avoid limitations existent in estimations of 

driver exposure from these and other exogenous' values such as travel distance, 

drivers licensed, and vehicles registered. The data itself are used to derive 

exposure estimates [8]. For instance, it is known that certain driver groups 

modify their driving pattern towards proportionately more exposure to low-, 

speed and daylight situations and proportionally less exposure to high speed and 

night situations. Exposure based solely on total distance driven does not 

account for these changes in driving patterns [7]. 

Furthermore, these methods have been validated against more conventional 

techniques [8] and are becoming common practice. Surrogates for vehicle-

distance of travel by different classifications of road users are acceptable, 

granted that an assumption is made bearing a consistent composition of road 

users. 
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1 
I 

The format for one such analysis uses relative collision involvement rates ---- ',.... 

(RAIR) [8]. RAIR are calculated by taking the ratio of the percentage of at-

fault drivers of one group within a given category, to the percentage of not-at-

fault drivers from another category within the same group. It is considered a 

form of quasi-induced exposure since the distributions of both types of drivers 

is a representative sample of the same exposures of all drivers in the group. 

Of further interest with this method is the necessity to define at-fault and not at-

fault drivers. The researchers assigned fault in a crash from information 

contained in the accident database, where available. This relied on a human 

factor category that indicated each driver's contribution to the colIision. Cases 

where fault was indeterminate or otherwise when both drivers were 

simultaneously at fault or not-at-fault were excluded for, this study. 

Factors selected in their study included age, gender, period of day, and number 

of occupants. Examination of these factors· both individually and in 

simultaneous combinations were used to focus on particular categories and 

conditions which were exceedingly unsafe. The analysis used a logistic 

regression with a statistical significance at the 0.05 level, with a dichotomous 

independent variable (fault vs not-at-fault), where the probability of the at-fault 

driver is: 

P (driver is at fault) = 1/(1 +e 'Z) (2.1) 

- 12-
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r 
f 

where: (2.2) 

and Xn = driver factors, confounding factors, and interactions [6]. The effect of 

the independent variables on the crash rates employed a multivariate analysis. 

Interestingly, over half (32 out of a total 56) of the published RAIR values in 

the study were not statistically significant at the 5% level [6]. 

This methodology and similar types are commonly used by researchers for 

analysis of categorical collision data. In fact, another study on motor vehicle 

crashes in Ontario ,that cross-sectionally examined factors affecting the severity 

of motor vehicle traffic crashes (MVTCs) by class (i.e., fatal, major, minor, etc.) 

was performed, where percentage distributions of crashes at each level of 

severity were examined according to specific factors and tested using bivariate 

analyses (X2 test, P < 0.05) [9]. The researchers chose to limit the analysis to 

variables that were both restricted to observations without missing observations 

and those statistically significant to the 0.05 level (as determined through 

bivariate analysis). Note that these researchers were fortunate to have a large 

sample size, as it exceeded 34,000 collisions (after exclusion of observations) 

with excellent data integrity (less than 2% missing values). Initial findings 

include determination of 18 factors which achieved statistical significance in the 

bivariate analysis, listed as follows: 

- 13-
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r 
1. Age of Driver 1 
2. Sex of Driver 

3. Driver Condition 

4. Driver Action i 

t 
5. Use of Seatbelts 1 

I 6. Ejection from vehicle 

7. Month l 
.~ 

8. Day of Week i 
i , 9. Hour of Day 
I 

10. Road Alignment I 11. Roadway Configuration ; 
12. Road Surface Condition 

13. Speed Limit 

14. Weather Conditions 

15. Light Conditions 

16. Crash Configuration 

17. Vehicle Type 

18. Vehicle Maneuver 

One portion of the analysis consisted of calculating relative risks through crude 

odds ratios (COR) for a primary comparison, complete with their 95% 

confidence intervals. 
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Odds ratios are briefly explained as ratios of probabilities for success/failure, 

where the probability of success, p and the probability of failure, q = I-p. 

In such a case, the odds of success are defined as 

Odds(success)::; p/q (2.3) 
t 

t , 
1 

The odds of failure would be the inverse of the odds of success, 

Odds(failure)::; q/p (2.4) 

The odds of success and failure are clearly reciprocals of each other. 

, 
In order to determine the OR ideally, the odds of success for two or more 

different groups within a category are divided by each other. Variations on this 

exist and many valid OR scenarios often exist (i.e., where the inverse is true, 

where the odds of success for two or more different categories for a group are 

compared, etc.). 

For example, gIven that 9 out of 10 teenage drivers survive side impact 

collisions while only 6 out of 10 elderly drivers survive in the same conditions, 

the probabilities for teenage driver survival are: 

p = 9/10 = 0.9 (2.5) 

q = 1-0.9::; 0.1 (2.6) 

And for elderly drivers: 
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p = 6/10 = 0.6 

q = 1-0.6 = 0.4 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

These probabilities are then used to determine the respective OR of success 

(successful in survival event occurring). 

Odds(teenage survival) = p/q = 0.9/0.1 = 9.0 (2.9) 

Odds(elderly survival) = p/q = 0.6/0.4 = 1.5 (2.10) 

Finally. we can calculate the OR of teenage vs elderly survival as: 

Odds Ratio. OR = 9.0/ 1.5 = 6.0 (2.11) 

This value is greater than 1.0 which indicates that the odds of teenage vs. 

elderly survival under the given conditions are 6.0 times greater for teenagers as 

compared to the elderly. (given identical assumptions). Note that confidence 

intervals should also be considered and issues arise when confidence intervals 

straddle a range inclusive of 1.0. In such cases, the propensity and value for a 

given group to be either a factor that is increasingly or decreasingly causative is 

indeterminate. 
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Through screening literature, it was found that selected published research 

papers included crude odds ratios in their analysis. This is rather troublesome, 

as crude odds ratios are inferior and do not account for potential correlations 

between factors. For instance, a portion of the previously mentioned analysis is 
!~ , 

not ideal, particularly since it did not control for other effects of unaccounted ,. 
I 
j' 
; for factors [9]. To account for this, multivariate unconditional logistic 

regression analyses were employed to estimate each specific factor in relation to 

crash severity while controlling for these other effects. The importance in 

controlling for these other effects is very important. Through a multivariate 

analysis, SAS computed Adjusted Odds Ratios. Using similar criteria to the 

first portion of their analysis, (the bivariate analyses X2
, P < 0.05), SAS 

• 

computed that the majority of these factors were still significant. However, the 

magnitude of the adjusted odds rations decreased considerably compared with 

the crude ORs. On the other hand, the multivariate analyses showed that several 

factors including the month, hour, road alignment, light conditions, and vehicle 

type were no longer statistically significant and road surface condition was 

inversely associated with fatal crashes [9]. The relationships between the 

findings from the bivariate and multivariate analysis are not clear. Some may 

argue that it is a worthless comparison. 

The trend of selected variables being no longer statistically significant when 

analyzed in-depth at the multivariate level continues to the final component of 
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the study, where significance similarly at p < 0.05 level through the log 

likelihood test in SAS. This test reveals that only two of the variables remain 

statistically significant, namely driver age and driver condition. Even at first 

glance, numerous OR values (and 95% confidence intervals) are seen tottering 

above and below 1.0. The usefulness of much of the report's published tables 

on adjusted OR are therefore questionable, but its methodology and purpose are 

exemplary. In this study, quasi-induced exposure is recommended due to the 

difficulty and present unavailability of travel estimates. 

Interestingly, another similar study where experimentation with logistic 

regression models were used to explain similar dependent and independent 1 
I , variables was performed [10]. Several regression analyses of driving record 

variables over a six-year time period (1986 -1991) were performed to compare 

the results obtained using various techniques and found that this did not yield I 
I 
t 

I 
different results. The techniques compared were ordinary least squares, 

weighted least squares, Poisson, negative binomial, linear probability and 

logistic regression models. 

Through the process of literature review, an appreciation for normalized data 

and meaningful analysis became apparent. In similar studies, many weaknesses 

exist. Even one recently (2001) published paper by Pulugurtha et al [11] is 

easily criticized as tables and results are limited to frequencies and percentages 
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by category, with no mention of missing neither data nor consideration for level 

of significance. 

Another superior study used logistic regression to analyze collision data to 

identify driver, highway, and environmental factors that differentiate collisions 

with a dichotomous independent outcome variable [12]. Logistic regression 

determines f3 coefficients that make the observed outcome most "likely," using 

the maximum-likelihood method. Since the model is nonlinear, an iterative 

algorithm is used to estimate coefficients [13]. The validity of each variable's 

presence in the regression model is checked by examining the statistical level of 

significance (LOS) for its f3 coefficient. A typical acceptance level for LOS is 

0.05, which indic~tes that if the f3 parameter were equal to zero, the probability 

of seeing a value of p as extreme or more extreme than the one observed is less 

than 0.05 (5%) [12]. 

Independent (explanatory) variables included in their research paper, falling 

under three major categories, are: 

Driver: 

• age, gender and alcohol involvement; 

Highway: 
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• location, horizontal alignment, vertical alignment, setting, 

speed limit, and type of highway; and, 

Environmental: 

• light conditions, pavement conditions. 

Interestingly, where categorical (zero-one) variables were needed to represent 

different conditions within a given category, the number of zero-one columns is 

always one less than the number of conditions (i.e., three categorical zero-one 

variables were needed to represent four different light conditions, and two 

variables were used for three pavement conditions) [12]. 

Zero-one variables were set with hypothesized collision. contributing conditions 

as 1. The "base" condition (all categorical variables equal to zero) represented 

an intersection on a flat section of straight roadway in an urban area during 

daylight when the pavement was dry and the driver had not been drinking. 

From this base condition, the increase in collision odds attributed to each 

independent variable can be computed from the logistic regression coefficients 

[12]. Of particular interest is the method used to split the categories. For 

I 

I 
instance, age groupings were determined by varying the range of ages in a 

model until the age variable was no longer statistically significant within the age 

group [12]. They were fortunate to have over 400,000 observations and achieve 

low levels of statistical significance (0.00005) for several of their models. 
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A similar breakdown of independent explanatory variables by driver, vehicle 

and environmental variables are found in a report titled "An Evaluation of 

Severity and Outcome of Injury by Type of Object Struck (First Object Struck 

Only) for Motor Vehicle Crashes in Connecticut" [14]. Variables were derived 

from several sources of data, all falling under the umbrella of the State of 

Connecticut Department of Transportation (DOT). Record Types from Crash 

Summary Records, Traffic Unit Information Records, and Involved Person 

Records, were linked together., This created information pertinent to the: 

• crash as a whole; 

• identification of each vehicle or pedestrian involved in a crash; and, 

• information about vehicle operators, struck pedestrians, passengers, 

'and witnesses. 

This linking process allows an in-depth analysis of severity and outcome of 

injury, providing a more complete picture of the effects of crashes with any 

particular collision. Their study used variables similar to the other reviewed 

papers above, with variables classified in seven different categories (as opposed 

to three), namely: 

1. demographic factors including age and gender; 

2. geographic factors including location of the crash and location of the 

fixed object struck; 

3. subjective factors including speeding, following too closely, 

violating traffic controls, unsafe use of highway, etc; 
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4. objective factors including driver illness, vehicle involved In 

emergency; 

5. road and weather/season condition including construction and road 

surface; 

6. police judgment/investigation including whether or not the driver 

had been drinking; and. 

7. clinical variables. 

Interestingly, the categories within each of these variables differ from report to 

report. In their study, categorization was as follows: 

• drivers' age having five subgroups: age less than 25 years, 25 to 44, 

45 to 64, 65 to 74, and greater than 74 years.); 

• length of (hospital) stay categorized into three groups: Emergency 

Department (ED) treated and released, inpatient with length of stay 

equal to 1 day, and inpatient with length of stay greater than 1 day; 

and, 

• mortality categorized as died at the crash site, ED death (died in 

hospital with zero length of stay), died as inpatient (died in hospital 

with length of stay equal to or greater than 1 day), and died after 

discharge. 
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The methodology used was almost identical to the above mentioned report 

(McGuinnis et aI, 1998) where all categorical variables were converted into 

binary variables, as required for the analysis. Stepwise logistic regression 

models were constructed with Level of Significance (LOS) of 0.01 and 0.05 for 

entrance and exit, respectively, to identify parsimonious sets of independent 

variables. 

A Review of the Evidence fot Factors Affecting Incidence and Severity [15] 

reveal several key components summarized from a wealth of related and recent 

collision studies. Driver, vehicle and environmental characteristics are 

determined to play relevant parts in these crashes, as the review authors stated 

that, 

"Older drivers, the variability in the size and weight of the vehicles 

sharing the roads, the characteristics of intersections and the 

mechanisms used to influence traffic flow all combine to affect the 

rates of occurrence of side impact crashes. Older vehicle 

occupants, presumably because of increased physical frailty, are 

more likely to be killed or injured, especially in the target vehicle." 
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The paper also reveals "evidence that wearing the seatbelts will reduce the risk 

and severity of injury, although this clearly does not affect the risk of collision 

in the first place" [15]. 

But the argument exists that seatbelts do indeed "affect the risk of collision in 

the first place", as seatbelts are often overlooked for their added benefit of 

keeping the driver restrained and in control of the vehicle. The Canadian Health 

Network states that "Besides protecting people in a collision, seat belts also 

keep the driver in place so they can stay in control of the car" [16]. Should the 

vehicle require a sharp tum or hard deceleration, seatbelts may make the 

difference between a driver remaining in an ideal seating position versus 

moving loosely around, losing control and potentially having a collision. In 

fact, this paper [16] reveals, 

"Seat belts reduce your chances of dying in an accident by 45 to 

55%. They reduce your chances of serious injury by about 50%. 

Child passenger restraints (infant car seats) reduce the risk of death 

and serious injuries by about 70%. In' 1997 in Alberta, people who 

used restraints were much less likely to be injured in a crash 

(14.7%) than those who didn't use them (35.7%). Transport 

Canada estimates that since 1989, the increased use of seatbelts 

has avoided 66,000 injuries." 
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Without further criticism of one specific comment from an otherwise 

outstanding paper, other findings include that evidence exists to better engineer 

intersections "whether as roundabouts, or by adding appropriate traffic controls, 

or improving sightlines for approaching vehicles" [15]. Several studies 

reviewed in the paper identify numerous vehicle design factors such as "the 

disparity in the size and weight of vehicles sharing the road... a particular 

challenge to vehicle designers". Furthermore, the authors noted, 

"A number of design features - in brakes, to make it easier for the 

bullet vehicle to stop to avoid a crash, in the strength and energy-

absorbing capacity of the target vehicle, to protect its occupants 

from intrusion, in the design of interior surfaces of the target 

vehicle, in the visibility of either vehicle so that drivers have more 

warning to avoid a crash ... " 

In addition to vehicle design features, intersection features are also of great 

interest in determining causes of side impact collisions. Of particular 

importance is signal phasing, especially since many side impact collisions occur 

at intersections, where left-turning vehicles narrowly cross other vehicle's paths 

with synchrony. A recently published report by the National Cooperative 

Highway Research Program (NCHRP) comprehensively evaluates safety and 

effectiveness of signal displays, with emphasis on Protective Permissive Left------- --- --_. -_. ~--. ---.- --~-

Turn Control (PPLT). A key concern with PPLT control is the "yellow trap," 
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which occurs during the change from permitted left turns in both directions to a 

lagging protected left turn in one direction [17]. In layman's terms, this happens 

when a vehicle enters an intersection on a priority (or protected) phase 

attempting a left-turn maneuver when suddenly, the priority phase turns amber, 

and the opposing thru traffic commences, thereby leaving the driver vulnerable 

to the oncoming traffic. This occurs for a number of reasons, and the report 

describes this issue as it pertains to many of the phasing systems (shown in 

Figure 2.2) used throughout the United States. 

As evidenced by the multiple phasing and display options identified above, 

"accommodating left-turning vehicles at signalized intersections has been an 

ongoing concern for transportation engineers as they seek a balance between 

intersection capacity and safety through signal pha,:;ing techniques" [17]. 

Through surveys, field studies and controlled lab experiments, measurements on 

the comprehension of these signal systems and phasing schedules were 

determined. Confusion based on the sampled driver population'S lack of 

understanding of these signal systems, particularly priority phases and flashing 

vs. steady-green lights, shows issues such as the "yellow trap" amongst others, 

can be overcome through a more understandable display and a less complicated 

phasing plan. 
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Figure 2.2: Variations in PPL T Displays 

The "Dallas Display" signal system (as shown in Figure 2.3) has been known to 

overcome these issues through its simple and effective design. 

S·SECTION "DALLAS DISPLAY· . 
PPlT with "Dallas Phasing" 
eliminating yellow trap 

ADJACENT THRU HEAD 

Figure 2.3: Illustration of Dallas Display 
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A portion of their report focus on measures of average response time for various 

signal systems and phases. In general, it was determined that response time was 

generally lower for the flashing permissive indications. Furthermore, "a trend 

in average response time by age was very evident as drivers over the age of 65 

took between 2 and 4 sec of additional time to respond when compared with 

drivers under the age of 24" [17]. This is likely attributed to the effects of 

dementia associated with aging. 

Their research also includes crash data analysis left-tum crash rates associated 

with field traffic conflicts for PPLT displays. Observed traffic events were 

categorized by four potential left-turning conflicts types, (see diagrams in 

Figure 2.4), namely: 

• Type l--opposing left-turn conflicts; 

• Type 2-left-turnlsame direction conflicts; 

• Type 3-left-turnllane change conflicts; and 

• Type 4-secondary conflicts, such as those involving a pedestrian or 

bicyclist or resulting from a lane overflow. 

A total of 11 hours of data were collected at each of the 24 study intersections 

for a total of 264 hours of observation time. During the observation period, the 

research team observed approximately 2,000 vehicles; of which 5,000 were left-

turn vehicles; and 17,000 were through vehicles [17]. A summary of the 

observed quantities for each type are shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of Conflict Types 
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Figure 2.S: PPL T Field Conflicts 

From this study, there were several important findings, namely: 
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• Most left-turn conflicts were related to hesitation at the onset of the 

green indication; 

• Aggressive driving appeared to be the major cause of Type 1 

conflicts. Drivers continued to make left-turn maneuvers during the 

yellow and all-red phase following the protected left-turn phase and 

were in conflict with the opposing through traffic. 

• Type 2 conflicts were primarily the result of a driver's hesitating to 

tum left on the left-turn permissive indication. The sudden hesitation 

would cause a conflict with following vehicles. There appeared to be 

a relationship between the driver's understanding of the permissive 

circular green indication and the observed Type 2 conflicts; 

• The few Type 3 conflicts were a result of driver error and not the 

lack of understanding of the PPLT signal display; and 
• 

• There were no Type 4 conflicts observed. 

In addition ~o field conflicts, classifications for "Traffic Events" 

paralleling the four conflict events were: 

• Type 1: Driver hesitating on the left-turn protected indication; 

• Type 2: Driver hesitating on the left-turn permissive indication; 

• Type 3: Driver going through the circular red indication; and 

• Type 4: Driver backing a vehicle out of the intersection, back into 

the left-turn lane. 
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Traffic Events Observed 
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Figure 2.6: PPL T Field Study Traffic Events 

• The largest occurrence of Type 1 traffic events involved a five-

section horizontal PPLT signal display arrangement. The 

simultaneous illumination of the green arrow and the circular red 

indicatjons appeared to increase the workload of the driver, resulting 

in an increase in driver uncertainty. 

• Type 2 traffic events were observed at each of the study 

intersections. The occurrence did not appear to be related to the 

PPLT signal arrangement or phasing or indication. 

• Numerous drivers were observed proceeding through the all-red 

indication (i.e., red light runners). Therefore, Type 3 traffic events 

were recorded only when the action was clearly a function of driver 

misunderstanding. For this reason, only five Type 3 events were 

recorded, and the occurrences showed no pattern to suggest an 

influence of the PPLT signal display, indication, or phasing. 
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• 33 Type 4 events were associated with a flashing permissive 

indication. The driver would enter the intersection during the 

permissive phase and not have the opportunity to make the left-turn 

maneuver. The driver would then choose to back up. 

Another portion of the above mentioned study involved a "Crash Data 

Analysis", where selected components of a crash database created in 1988 as 

part of a FHWA study were examined through comparisons of left-turn crash 

rates associated with various PPLT signal displays. This initiative was sparked 

by the past "inadequate documentation of causes of a crash related to traffic 

signal display and operation" [17]. Traffic volumes, signal display information, 

and 3 years' of crash data for the study intersections (the same intersections 

studied in the operational study and the conflict study) were evaluated in the 

crash analysis. General findings on the use of PPLT signals for intersections 

with left-turning vehicles include: 

• leading protected left-turn phasing has the lowest crash rate (as 

compared with lagging protection; 

• vehicle delay decreases; 

• fuel usage decreases; 

• vehicle progression is improved; and 

• vehicle crashes increase. 
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As the number of left-turning vehicles increase, average delay and accident 

potential for both through and left-turning vehicles increase [17]. 

The report shows a relationship exists between driver's understanding of signal 

systems and its effect on safety. A focus on the weaknesses associated with 

left-turns at intersections is made with "conflicts" and "traffic events" as key 

indicators. There are a number of limitations associated with their 

methodology. The narrow classifications used for the four "conflicts" and four 

"traffic events" do not account for other situatiohs, nor for other confounding 

factors. For instance, the duration of each of the traffic events varies, as the 

amount of available time for each of the classes (i.e., hesitating on the left-turn 

permissive indication; vs. going through the circular red indication) differs . 
• 

Also, traffic way volumes are not explicitly accounted for either. This may bear 

particular significance as individual jurisdictions may have their own 

specifications (i.e., minimum left-turning volumes, etc.) that call for particular 

signal systems to be used. Furthermore, there are a handful of issues associated 

with using crash rates as a measure of safety, such as: 

• Regression-to-mean or bias-by-selection effect must be accounted for, 

otherwise over-estimation of the effectiveness of any condition or treatment 

may result. In fact, some situations with high crash rates may have fewer 

crashes in subsequent periods, even if no treatment is carried out; and 

• The use of the crash rates to compare the safety 'before ' and 'after' or 'with' 

and 'without' a treatment, leads to a paradox; by comparing crash rates one 
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would be led to the incorrect conclusion about which selected site is safer, 

or whether a treatment helps or impairs safety. This paradoxical result 

stems from the fact that the crash rates fails to separate the effect of traffic 

flow on safety from the effect of a treatment on safety. In fact, when safety 

is improved from a given treatment, the expected crash rate may actually 

increase. This kind of error will be present always when the relationship 

between crash frequency and traffic flow is not a straight line through the 

origin [18]. To remedy this, crash frequency should be used instead of crash 

rates. Using crash frequency avoids this kind of error through modifying 

the crash frequency. 

An interesting limitation of their study found throughout the report was their 

failure to measure influences of the intersection geometry. They reasoned that 
• 

this is "could not be measured because the study simulated only exclusive left-

turn lane configurations" [17]. 

Another weakness shows "in the aggregate, the crash analysis findings ... did 

not perform consistently within a selection of four crash statistics. The ranking 

of one crash statistic [observed conflicts] did not match that of another crash 

statistic [traffic events]" [17]. Also, the results of the crash rate analysis and the 

conflict study had no correlation in rank ordering. This poor synchronicity 

certainly reduces confidence in their findings. 
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Findings and oversights from the literature reviewed above have been 

incorporated and considered where possible in this report. 

2.4 Summary of Literature Review 

In general, findings from the literature reviewed point to a number of methods 

for the analysis of collision data, including side-impact collisions. The use of 

logistic regression and statistical programs is superior to simple summary 

statistics and crude odds ratios (COR). In addition, odds ratios (OR) are most 
.c 

typically deemed statistically significant and publishable when criteria for P < 

0.05. 

A number of significant factors in collision involvement have been shown to . 

appear in past research as human, vehicle and environmental factors emerged. 

Also, the range of variables available and used in the reviewed studies differed 

from study to study, but commonalities exist where driver, vehicle and 

environmental factors are essential. The fact that certain factors are absent in 

particular studies is disheartening, and it must be stressed that great importance 

lies in the availability and inclusion of all relevant factors for a worthwhile 

analysis. It has been revealed that great advantages lie in the linking of separate 

data sets, as the linking process allows an in-depth analysis of severity and 

outcome of injury, providing a wider picture of the effects of crashes with any 

particular collision. Chapter 3.0 expands on this idea of the data linking process 

used to construct a database. 
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3 Development Of a Collision Database for In-Depth 
study of Side Impact Collisions 

3.1 General 

In order to fully benefit and accommodate an analysis of collision data with 

experts in multiple disciplines, all available Toronto data-sets were linked 

together. Catering to each specialized expert is accomplished through the 

accumulation and linkage of data-sets containing vehicle, driver and 

environmental information. Talents for each expert are harnessed in this way. 

This chapter focuses on the Toronto data sources available and those used to 

develop a database for further multi-disciplinary research efforts. 

Within The City of Toronto, there are a number of official documents that are 

used to record collision information, as follows: 

• Ontario Ministry of Transportation Motor Vehicle Accident Reports 

(MVAs) (Figure 3.1) and accompanying investigating officer field 

notes 

• Ministry of Transportation Self Reporting Collision Reports (Figure 

3.2 and Figure 3.3) 

• Transport Canada Vehicle Safety Research Team Collision 

Investigation Reports (Booklet, Appendix A) 
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In addition to these documents, Transport Canada's Vehicle Safety Research 

Teams have access to VIN (vehicle identification number) code reading 

software, which can be used in combination with vehicle VIN's to obtain 

important characteristics such as vehicle mass, weight distributions, and other 

dimensions. 

Also, it was decided that provisions exist for "control vehicles" as part of the 

linked-data set. This is discussed in the following sections. 

In order to develop a superior and unique database, it is proposed that all of the 

above available data sources are merged together, as shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.1: Ministry of Ontario Motor Vehicle Accident Report [19] 
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Transport Canada 
Collision Investigations. 

VIN ASSIST and 
Canadian Vehicle 
Specifications 
Program 

MVAReports 

Self-Reporting 
collision reports 

"Controls" and Scene 
Investigations 

Data converted to a 
multiple dimension 
database 

Use of statistical 
analysis to detennine 

significant factors and 
relationships. 

Panel of ex pens 
apply professional 
expertise in various 
aspects of each 
selected collision. 

Ideally, vehicles with certain features, in addition to drivers and geometric 
conditions with certain characteristics, may provide insight into better future 
design and recommendations. Statistically significant findings complemented 
with expert findings shall point to recommendations that justify the costs entailed 
in a multidisciplinary approach to collision investigation. 

Figure 3.4: Proposed Database Multiple Data Sources Flowchart 

3.2 Ministry of Transportation Ontario Motor Vehicle 
Accident (MV A) Reports 

The Ministry of Transportation of Ontario (MTO) maintains a database on 

every reportable motor vehicle collision that occurs in Ontario. MV A reports 

are official forms completed by investigating officers typically at a given 

collision scene. They are important records that consist of three parts: collision 

information, driver/vehicle information, and involved person information. 

Some details of each include: 
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• Collision Information: Date, time, street name, reference location, 

collision severity, weather conditions, etc. 

• DriverlV ehicle Information: License class, administration of 

breathalyzer, safety equipment use, vehicle maneuver, etc. 

• Involved person Information: Age, gender, seating position, injury, 

etc. 

Titles for these MY A report form variables and the classes they contain are 

shown on Figure 3.5, and additional fields are also shown in Figure 3.6. 

A comprehensive list of the variables found in this report is listed in Appendix 

B. The definitions for the terms found in this report are listed in the Glossary. 

The data handwritten in these reports are essentially permanent, aside from 

occasional updates within 30 days that involve changes in involved person's 

status of health, (e.g., in th~ event of hospitalization followed by death). 
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In many instances, symptoms of these injuries will not occur immediately. 

Instead they may take up to 72 hours to manifest themselves. Some of the 

common symptoms for the injuries include headache, blurred vision, loss of 

taste, smell, or hearing, blood in urine or stool, swelling, loss of motion to the 

area/stiffness/tightness and more [2]. 

As a result, deaths and injury severity may still be underestimated for a variety 

of reasons. These are discussed in the Limitations section of this report. 

3.3 Ministry of Transportation Self Reporting Collision 
Reports 

Due to the large frequency of motor vehicle collisions combined with the 

limited resources of investigating Police Forces, officers are limited to the 

investigation of collisions at the scene when there is at least some injury 

component defined in four categories as: 

1. Minor: person did not go to hospital when leaving the scene of 

the accident. Includes minor ,abrasions, bruises and complaint of 

pain. 

2. Minimal: person went to hospital and was treated in the 

emergency room but not admitted. 

3. Major: person admitted to hospital. Includes person admitted for 

observation. 
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4. Fatal: person killed immediately or within 30 days of the motor 

vehicle crash. [20] 

To account for the limited police resources, partnerships between government 

(police), Insurance Providers and private enterprise have developed a solution; 

Collision Self-Reportfng Centres. The concept of Self Reporting of collisions 

is the main function of the Collision Reporting Centre (CRC). Drivers involved 

in property damage collisions report within 24 hours to the CRC where a police 

officer inspects the vehicle damage. Here, drivers themselves complete a 

simplified version of a collision form that is checked by a police officer [21]. 

Under the Ontario Highway Traffic Act [22], when one is in a collision in 

which there is only property damage (no injury or death, and, among other 

conditions, no criminal activities such as impaired driving) the involved 

person(s) may report the collision immediately by proceeding with one's 

vehicle to a Collision Reporting Centre. Self-reporting of a collision was 

introduced on January 1, 1997 [23]. (There are other requirements, such as a 

$1000 minimum reportable level for property damage only collision, but these 

bear no significance to this report and are not discussed.) Immediately, digital 

pictures are taken and a CRC sticker is permanently attached to indicate that the 
-/ 

damage has been reported. A great benefit of this process is its quick resolving 

nature and the convenience it affords to the typical driver through the 24 hour 

grace period. This service is free of charge to motorists as it is funded in part 

through insurance companies is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
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Further improvements in CRCs are well underway, particularly through 

electronic claims reporting Web-based software. For example, Allianz Canada 

successfully completed the first ever pilot project on February 19th
, 2003. A 

motor vehicle accident report has been electronically submitted from North 

York Accident Support Services Ltd., one of Toronto's three CRCs, directly to 

Allianz Canada's Toronto claims office. Allianz believes that having the driver 

record and submit the data themselves can save duplicate work typical of this 

type, in addition to doing the work of what would have otherwise been an 

employee. 

3.4 Transport Canada Vehicle Safety Research Team 
Collision Investigation Reports 

Through the Government of Canada, the Road Safety and Motor Vehicle 

Regulation of Transport Canada has a mandate to contribute to a r~duction in 

deaths, injuries, and property damage resulting from motor vehicle use, through 

improved safety of the motor vehicles. 

Transport Canada satisfies this through five areas of activity, including: 

1. Directed studies Investigations 

2. Defect Investigations 

3. Special Investigations 

4. Community Involvement and Education 
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5. Professional Development 

Of particular importance are the Directorate's established Directed Studies 

Investigations and Special Investigations. These investigations consist of in-

depth and impartial analysis of collisions where multi-disciplinary research 

teams are established typically working out of Universities. The term "Multi-

disciplinary" indicates that the members of the teams are either full-time staff or 

consultants hailing from a diverse group of professions. Scientists. Engineers. 

Physicians, Coroners, Psychologists, Police dfficers and other specialists. 

scientifically analyze motor vehicle collision data to determine vehicle 

crashworthiness and injury causation. Subsequently, the teams recommend to 

the Directorate imRrovements to the Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety Standards 

(CMVSS) or the need for new standards. Included in their in depth 

investigations are many fields relating to crush, injuries, estimated speeds, 

injury sources and more. These and other forms from their investigations are 

attached in Appendix A. These forms are completed through vehicle. occupant 

and scene inspections conducted by their team of experts, often followed with 

occupant and investigating police officer interviews. 

Vehicle interiors are investigated to determine the dynamics of occupant and 

vehicle contact. Interior vehicle environment and particularly safety features 

are also thoroughly examined and recorded. Features such as air bags. seat 

belts, seat back structure and roof strength are examined to determine their 
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usage and effectiveness in a collision. Through confidential communication 

with the occupants and other confidential sources (i.e., medical treatment 

records, coroner, police, witness, etc.,) further information is determined. After 

harvesting this information, the sensitive components are purged from their files 

upon completion of the case in order to ensure anonymity of those involved. 

Also performed are collision scene inspections "measuring skid marks, fluid 

spills and gouges". 

Aside from the large amount of detailed collision information this source 

provides, the team members that conduct the investigation are typically more 

specialized in collision investigation, as compared to police officers and the 

self-reporting public. In fact, members of these teams have offered seminars 

and other collision investigation training to police dep,artments. Included in 

their reports is output from two programs, namely, VIN ASSIST, and Canadian 

Vehicle Specifications. These programs decipher VIN numbers of involved 

vehicles and output characteristics such as vehicle mass, weight distributions, 

height, width, and more. A notably important field is the seventeen character 

Vehicle Identification Number (VIN). This is a unique code that is found on all 

motor vehicles. It has been recognized by Transport Canada as an important 

field. Identifying a vehicle for detailed investigation is best achieved through 

its VIN. Ideally the VIN of each vehicle involved would be part of a police 

report. This will be potentially reliable when electronic readers are practical and 

widely available. 
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Electronic readers are becoming widely used, as many emission testing facilities 

in Toronto are scanning VIN codes located on vehicle pillars for easy tracking. 

A sample of VIN ASSIST and CANADIAN VEHICLE SPECS output appears 

in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. 

Figure 3.7: VIN ASSIST Software Output Sample 

-.- ,Ic:'. SPI'(s\SPECS.EXE . ,., . i;.ff , ' 

Figure 3.8: Canadian Vehicle Specifications VIN Software Output Sample 
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3.5 Control Investigations and Form Creation 

Experts involved in this research project insisted on obtaining additional 

information for the database from "control vehicles". (This is useful for 

comparisons and contrasts in order to determine what factors differ form 

collision and non-collision experiencing vehicles, drivers and environments.) I 
To date, Transport Canada has not performed this before. It was decided that 

\ 
collecting additional information by returning to collision scenes at the same ." \ 

'I 

hour, seven days after the collision, to note traffic and weather conditions and to 
i 

select control vehicles traveling at the crash scene would generate useful 

information about non-crashing vehicles. 

It was proposed that the license plates of control vehicles be used to determine 

the VIN numbers and driver's names and addresses, (assuming registered 

owner's are driver's). Through government resources, this information is 

available, although it is guarded. For a marginal fee, vehicle history searches 

can be completed online through the Ministry of Transportation Online Services 
. 

(http://www.mto.gov.on.ca/englishldandv/catalogue.htm). In addition, Ontario 

Private Driver and Vehicle License Issuing Offices also offer this service. 

Road safety statistics experts would argue that this report's focus is in fact that 

of a comparison group and not a control group. Hauer supports the notion that 

! 

\ 

"when the assignment to treatment is 'at random', it is legitimate to speak of a 

'statistical experiment' which involves a 'control group'" [24]. 

I , 
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r 
Despite efforts to select control vehicles at random, controlling for day of week, 

time of day, and day of year was possible, but not other fields such as weather. 

Thus, despite any efforts, this study never had a true control group, since 

regardless of the size, as "even if both entities are very large, they will differ 

systematically with respect to some casual factors" [24]. It should be noted that 

vehicles were not selected entirely at random. In fact, control vehicles are 

selected with a ratio of 4: 1, four control vehicles per case vehicle, respectively, 

(with the intention of sending drivers surveys at a later date). Furthermore, 

since the study's focus is on late model vehicles, efforts have been made at 

control scenes to collect only relatively late model vehicles (defined as 1998 

and newer) traveliqg in target and bullet vehicle directions. 

"In contrast, when the assignment of entities to the treatment group is not made 

at random, then ... they will differ systematically with respect to some causal 

factors" [24]. In part, a goal of this report is to identify and quantify these 

systematic differences between case and control vehicles, with consideration of 

driver fault. Finally, for the reasons explained above, the term "control" shall 

be replaced with "comparison" throughout the remainder of this report. 

The construction of the control investigation forms followed the format 

provided by Transport Canada's Vehicle Safety Research Teams Collision 

Investigation Fields. When composing these forms, field selection was carefully 
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matched with as similar as possible a manner. Having comparable fields 

ensures easily comparable results. 

Furthermore, additional fields were recorded for use in analysis other than the 

comparison group type. Provisions to accommodate signal timing, sight 

distance, approximate vehicle speeds, volume counts, and more were created 

and included. The completed forms are attached to the Vehicle Safety Research 

Teams Collision Investigation Booklet in Appendix C. 

3.6 Database Creation for Data on All Available Forms 

Ideally, all possible fields recorded about a particular collision would be of 

greatest benefit to researchers and analysts. However, this is often unpractical 

as it would seem natural for collisions of particularly minor severities to be 

given less attention and detail than those of a more serious nature. 

Regardless, using the commonalities that exist between all motor vehicle 

collisions, and even between the three diffe~ent collision report forms found in 

Ontario, the link of them into one all encompassing and all inclusive data set 

increases its potential for analysis. Also, great potential exists in making them 

compatible with one another, such that fields for the common data (i.e., weather 

conditions, match piecemeal with variable numbers). Difficulties in this process 

arose when conflicts between identical fields (such as weather conditions) had 

differing options. For instance, Transport Canada's field for "Weather 
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Condition", contains class "3 - Raining", while the MV A report's corresponding 

"Environment Condition" class "3 - Snow" differs, yet other classes are matched 

exactly. Although many parallels exist with the available variables, this was a 

tedious and time-consuming process. 

For this report, a database has been constructed that meets this requirement, 

1 

I 
and is essentially all encompassing and far more complete than anyone of the 

existing three collision data collection schemes. The similar nature of many of 

the data fields found in the explained three report types required decisions to be 

made as to the prioritizing of data. 

For instance, the l?olice reported collision severity may differ from the results of , 

the interview performed with the occupant several days later. Often injuries 

may be discovered after the initial excitement of a collision. At times, the body 

tries to stop these signals by creating chemicals that help block pain signals. 

These chemicals, called endorphins, are morphine-like painkilling substances 

that decrease the pain sensation. [25] Afterwards, soreness may appear days 

later, where occupants then seek medical treatment. One example of the 

triggering mechanism behind endorphin release is one's own thoughts and 

emotions. For example, a father who is driving his children is hurt in a car 

accident. He is so worried about his children that he doesn't feel the pain of his 

own broken arm. The concern for his children has caused the natural release of 

endorphins, which block the pain signal and prevent him from noticing the pain. 
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As explained earlier in this report, different formats for similar data from the 

multiple sources of data existed. In such cases, the format from the most 

reliable source was adopted. More specifically, reliability was based on a 

combination of considerations. Typically, investigating officers are first to 

arrive immediate at scene, so fields such as road surface environmental 

condition, weather and illumination are taken from their reports. However, 

other non-time sensitive information such as pre- and post-collision vehicle 

positions, target and bullet vehicle actions, etc, are recorded from the Vehicle 

Safety Research Team investigations. The synopsis composed by summation of 

hours of work by the Research Teams for each collision held the highest regard 

as an information source for each collision. As a result, fields from MV A 

reports, self reports and Vehicle Safety Research Teams were all incorporated. , 

The size of the generated linked spreadsheet initially contained over 3000 

observations. From this, carefully selected factors have been selected from the 

data sets and are discussed and used for regression modeling in the following 

chapters. The shall provide researchers insight on the selected collisions, as it 

\ 
exists as a preliminary investigation based on currently available linked-data 

using methods derived from the literature review in Chapter 2. 

I 

\ 
\ 
" 
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4 Preliminary Investigation of Toronto Police Reported 
Side Impact Collisions - Research Approach 

4.1 General 

This chapter describes the data and methodology used for the preliminary 

analyses 1 and 2, with data available from MVA reports and electronic 

intersection data files, respectively. Using electronically available data and 

through several linked data sets, 1 ~35 signalized intersections for years 1998-

2000 inclusive within the City of Toronto were analyzed to identify factors 

affecting intersections with collisions vs. those without. In addition, 1718 motor 

vehicle accident reports representing 1466 motor vehicle collisions (as there are 

frequently mUltiple MV A reports per collision) were selected and further 

scrutinized manually to identify only the side impact collisions. These 

collisions were linked with the intersection data and analyzed too. The results 

of this report's research efforts illustrate the usefulness of using linked data sets 

to perform analysis, as mentioned in the literature review section. Individually, 

each data set could not provide the degree of insight and depth that has been 

afforded only through this linking process. -

As mentioned earlier, there are multiple sources of data. These are merged into 

only two databases and are used for two analyses (see Figure 4.1: Data for the 

Two Separate Analysis). 
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} 
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COLLISION DATA I I INTERSECTION DATA 

MERGE WITH 
INTERSECTION 

DATA 

,. 
~r 

ANALYSIS #2: 
ANALYSIS # 1: COMPLETE INTERSECTION 
WITH INTERSECTION DATA DATA 

Figure 4.1: Data for the Two Separate Analysis 

Researchers typically compose a null hypothesis in hope that it can be 

discredited. Both analyses performed in this study follow this idea. Briefly 

explained, the null hypothesis, 

Hci: (4.1) 

And when summarized takes the following form: 

n 

y=a + IJixn =0 (4.2) 
;=1 

where. 

Ho: Null Hypothesis 
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I y: Outcome variable (in this report it is dichQtol!louS, zero-one) 
.-~;::~-' - ~ 

a: y intercept, (constant) 

Explanatory predictor coefficients 

Predictor variable names 

When there is no evidence of a significant relationship between the response 

variable and the predictors,_ the null hypothesis is accepted. Contrasting this is ___ 0"--

the alternate hypothesis, 

(4.3) 

And when summarized takes the following form: 

n 

y=a+ L/3nxn *0 (4.4) 
;=1 

where, 

Alternate Hypothesis 

Explanatory predictor parameters with at least one variable Po 

When there is evidence of a significant relationship between the response 

variable and predictors, the alternate hypothesis is accepted. 
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Throughout the hypothesis testing process, error has traditionally been 

quantified through classifications of Type 1 and 2. Type 1 errors are those that 

arise from rejecting what is true. Existing as a measure of probability, Type I 

error is designated by the Greek letter alpha (a) and is called the Type I error 

rate. The smallest error probability this report has allowed itself to accept is 

5%, thereby fixing a at 0.05. With this said, rejecting what is true is henceforth 

\ fixed at a maximum of 0.05. "Statistical significance", P, is defined by this 

concept and its value throughout this report. P can be defined as the probability 

of a more extreme absolute value than the observed value if the true value was 

zero or null. 

This differs from a Type 2 error, where accepting what is false occurs. \ 
I 

Designated by the Greek letter beta (~), this error rate is only an error in the \ 

\, 

\ 
sense that an opportunity to reject the null hypothesis correctly was lost. It is not 

an error in the sense that an incorrect conclusion was drawn since no conclusion 

is drawn when the null hypothesis is not rejected. \ 

I~ 

In summary, this paper strives to determine the salient factors that cause a 

defined response, (either fault or collision occurrence, as in analysis 1 and 2, 

respectively). The null hypothesis assumes that there is not even a single 

significant predictor. The alternate hypothesis assumes that there is at least one, 

possibly even many. 
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Linear regression is a common way of studying relationships between a 

dependent variable and independent factor(s). Since the independent variables 

in this study are not linear, a more appropriate method, namely logistic 

regression, is used. 

4.2 Logits and Odds Ratios 

There are statistical computing learning resources provided by the University of 

California, Los Angelos, (UCLA) [26] that provide a great explanation of the 

intimate relationship between the coefficients produced by logit and the odds 

ratios produced by logistic. In this explanation, a logit defined as the log base e 

(log) of the odds, 

[J] logit(p-) = log(odds) = log(p/q) (4.5) 

Logistic regression is explained as simply ordinary regression using a logit 

response or outcome variable as the response variable, 

[2] logit(p) = a + bX (4.6) 

or 

[3] log(p/q) = a + bX (4.7) 

This means that the coefficients in logistic regression are in terms of the log 

odds, that is, the coefficient 1.69 implies that a one unit change in gender results 

in a 1.69 unit change in the log of the odds. 
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Equation [3] can be expressed in odds by eliminating the log. This is done by 

taking "e" to the power for both sides of the equation. 

[4] p/q = ea + bX (4.8) 

The end result of all the mathematical manipulations is that the odds ratio can 

be computed by raising e to the power of the logistic coefficient, 

[5] OR = eb = e1.69 == 5.44 (4.9) 

When reading odds, it is important to recognize that an odds value on its own 

has little meaning. For instance, if the eldest graduate student cohort's odds of 

passing a thesis defense was 3, this shows promise that the odds are favourable 

for success for members of this cohort. However, whether the odds are 3, or 4 

or for that matter 10, one can only draw similarly vague "favourably successful" 

conclusions. 

In order to produce more meaningful and comparable results, comparisons to 

other cohorts for passing a thesis defense c,ould be, made. Odds determined 

from the other younger cohorts could be compared using odds ratios calculated 

against a given base group. For comparisons against the eldest cohort, the base 

group would be selected as this eldest cohort and similarly for other 

comparisons. Throughout the results Chapter of this report, odds ratios are 

determined with base group rows highlighted. These can also be easily 

identified as having an odds ratio value (against themselves) of 1. 
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4.3 Logistic Analysis 

Logistic regression was carried out in this analysis through SAS's GENMOD 

procedure. Although the typical logistic regression in SAS would use the 

LOGISTIC procedure, this was not ideal for this study since; the data in this 

report contained categorical (classification) and character explanatory variables. 

In fact, using the. LOGISTIC procedure requires explanat@ variables to be 

numeric. and cannot easily accept categorical variables as they are. It is 

possible that LOGISITC could have been used. However a significant amount 

additional coding to convert and essentially construct indicator variables in 

advance would be required. Furthermore, this process often results in too few 

observations per parameter for the necessary sample size and is not appropriate 

for these statistics. TJ'lese limitations are overcome through the GENMOD 

procedure, and in particular through its provision of a class statement, as 

explained later, for specifying categorical (classification) variables. The 

GENMOD procedure can fit logistic regression models for response data using 
~--------------

maximum-likelihood estimation . 
. _-----

The GENMOD procedure fits generalize~_~n~~ ~~del~ including, not only 

classical linear models but also logistic and probit models for binary data, 

loglinear models for multinomial data, and Poisson regression models for 

Poisson data [27]. 

Note that a generalized linear model has three components: 
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• a response variable [Yi] with some probability distribution. i = 1. 2, 

...• n 

• a set of explanatory variables Xi and parameter vector 13 

• a monotonic link function g that describes how the expected value of 

Yi,8i, is related to Xi '13: 

g(8i ) = xl 13 (4.10) 

Consider the relationship of a dichotomous outcome variable to a set of 

explanatory variables. Such situations can arise from clinical trials where the 

explanatory variables are treatments, stratification variables, and background 

covariables; another common source of such analyses are observational studies 

where the explanatory variables represent factors for evaluation and background 

variables [28]. 

The model for 8, the probability of an event, can be specified as follows [28]: 

(4.11) 

Recall that the exp refers to the exponential or raising to the power "e" of a 

given value or estimate. It is the natural logarithm base, to a power. 
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It follows that the odds are written: 

_8- = exi a + t /3kXk )= exp (regression model's estimates) 
1-8 t'l k=1 

(4.12) 

This paper uses a generalized linear model by choosing an appropriate link 

function and response distribution. In the classical linear model, the probability 

distribution is the normal and the link function is the identity: g(9) = 9. For 

logistic regression, the distribution is the binomial and the link function is the 

logit which is linear [27]: 

(4.13) 

The exp (13k) are the odds ratios for unit changes in Xk, that is, the amount by 

which 9/(1-9) is multiplied per unit change in Xk. Recall from the previous section 

that a close relative of the Odds is the log-odds or logit. One can easily come back from 

the logit X = logit[ 8] to the probability, where: . 

8 = exp(X) 
l+exp(X) 

(4.14) 

An advantage of using a logit to link the predictors to the outcome is that it 

transforms an unrestricted interval to a restrctied interval [0,1] (the probability). 

This is the essence of why GENMOD uses this link function - to link the binary 
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outcome variable to a probability based on the effects of a set of essentially 

unrestricted independent variables (/3n). 

GENMOD uses Newton-Raphson algorithms. These algorithms are commonly 

accepted by statisticians as computing standard errors that are more 

conservative than those yielded with other procedures. When using the class 

statement in PROC GENMOD, the qualitative explanatory variables listed 

generate a model matrix. Parameterizations of these variables throughout this 

analysis are incrementally estimated for all levels. By default, SAS utilizes the 

last level within a class as a reference. Using features such as CONTRAST 

allows user-defined customized estimates. Throughout this paper, the 

CONTRAST statement was used to make more relevant comparisons, provided 

that a given parameter was statistically significant. ,Details on this and more are 

covered in the following analysis-focusing sections, complimented with actual 

programming used for this thesis. 

4.3.1 Exclusion of Intercepts 

In almost all types of modeling, an intercept is a typical part of the model and is 

almost always significantly different from zero. For every model constructed, 

SAS by default tests whether this parameter is equal to zero. If the intercept 

were zero (equivalent to having no intercept in the model), the resulting model 

implies that the response function must be exactly zero when all the predictors 

are set to zero. For an ordinary regression model this means that the mean of the 
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response variable is zero. For a logistic model it means that the logit (or log 

odds) is zero, which implies that the event probability is 0.5. This is a very 

strong assumption that is sometimes reasonable, but more often is not. So, a 

highly significant intercept in a model is generally not a problem. By the same 

token, if the intercept is not significant, it is not a good idea to remove it from 

the model because this could create a model that says that the response function 

must be zero when the predictors are all zero. 

Since the nature of this report's models are based on outcomes of fault and 

intersection collision propensity, the intercept need not be zero. In this case, 

modeling is such that removal of the intercept is not required, but note that there 

is essentially no meaning in this intercept. For the intersection modeling, the 

intercept is a misnomer, because it gives the odds of intersections having 

collisions which is not as useful since continuous covariates are included. For 

instance, since some of the covariates used were presence of FAG, presence of 

SCOOT, and roadway volume, then the predicted odds of the intersection 

collision propensity. would be for those intersections without FAG, without 

SCOOT, and with a roadway volume of O. Should it be decided that the 

constants be removed, SAS has several automatic procedures for this. 

The intercept can be useful though, provided that the predictor levels were 

constructed in a different manner. Any category may be chosen as the reference 

category, but the results might be easier to interpret if you choose the one that 
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has the lowest proportion on the outcome variable. In such cases of logistic 

modeling, the intercept would have little practical value in itself, but could still 

be useful for reconstruction of probabilities of injury for specific groups. 

Values of intercepts determined from the models developed in this report can be 

found in Appendix E: Model Output. 

4.4 Analysis 1: MV A Reported Collisions 

The data used were three years (1998-2000) of accident data from the City of 

Toronto Traffic Data Centre and Safety Bureau. 

Through descriptive fields selected from Ontario Motor Vehicle Accident 

Report Forms, collisions meeting particular criteria were selected. Inclusion 

criteria included: 

• accident location at intersections or at least reported intersection 

related; 

• a traffic signal exists at the collision scene; 

• the class of accident involves a minimum of some injury component 

reported at the scene; 

• at least one vehicle involved was turning left; and, 

• the collision resulted in a side impact with two passenger vehicles. 

\ 
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The focus on this report is on passenger vehicles and their interactions. 

Therefore, collisions involving trucks, busses, streetcars, motorcycles, 

pedestrians, cyclists, horses and other road users were excluded. 

Other excluded collisions are: 

• those "not investigated at scene"; 

• not side impact; 

• those with poles; and, 

• hit and runs due to lack of information. 

From these data, collision reports were printed and manually further scrutinized 

to ensure only collisions resulting in a side impact existed. Furthermore, when 

no clear identification differentiating target and bullet vehicle could be made, 

the collision was excluded from the study altogether. 

One could argue that this is an entire population, since it includes all collisions 

meeting the above criteria for the specified time interval. However, under a 

stricter sense, the statistical community would consider this claim as having 

external validity issues. This research paper shall not e~plore external validity 

issues in-depth but shall instead carefully state limitations of data and analysis 

with respect to results. Without being sidetracked with comprehensive 

discussions on statistical issues such as external validity, one should recognize 

that in this case, missing elements and entire observations may be a result of 
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other confounding factors which give rise to these issues (of external validity). 

Examples in this research effort's data could consist of poor recording/absence 

of detailed scene and collision information at large, complicated intersections, 

when weather conditions are adverse. Please refer to the section on Limitations 

in this paper, where the existence of these and other issues are recognized. 

For this analysis, the MVA source collision data was used in a different capacity 

than Analysis I. Since the MVA report's data is based on the existence of a 

collision and not aggregated by intersection collision frequencies ,this data can 

be considered dis~ggregate. As a result, merging data into the linked 

spreadsheet (as discussed in the above section covering Analysis I) invoked the 

use of a similar key with "Duplicates" permitted. For each collision, the city 

identifying "PX" label was manually entered and· set as "key" for linking 

spreadsheets electronically. This enabled intersection data to merge with MV A 

report data. 

The spreadsheet formed from the data ~vailable on the selected MV A reports 

was entered manually and is explained in the two following sections. 

4.4.1 Dependent Variables 

Separated into two analyses for target and bullet vehicles, the analysis employs 

driver Fault and Not-At-Fault as single, dichotomous, binary, variables. It is a 

label that is granted to both target and bullet vehicles, where sufficient evidence 
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warrants. Collisions exist where both drivers are at-fault, neither drivers are at-

fault, and combinations within. The modeling methodology used in the analysis 

takes this into account, and does not necessarily rule out collisions falling 

outside of the classic ideal of a single driver at-fault coupled with another driver 

not-at-fault. 

\ 
Assessing fault is not a simple task. Ontario's Statutes and Regulations as 

written 10 Regulation 668 made under the Insurance Act [29] provide a 

comprehensive document on Fault Determination Rul.es. The regulation states 

that "an insurer shall deterinine the degree of fault of its insured for loss or 

damage arising from the use or operation of an automobile in accordance with 

these rules". Interestingly, the degree of fault (of an insured) is determined 

without regard to: 

• The circumstances in which the incident occurs, including weather 

conditions, road conditions, visibility or the actions of pedestrians; 

or 

• The location on the insured's automobile of the point of contact with 

any other automobile involved in the incident [29]; 

• Independently of charges laid by a police officer. A charge under the 

Highway Traffic Act does not necessarily mean that the person 

charged was "at fault". In the same way, a lack of charges does not 

mean that the person was "not at fault" [30]. 
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The regulation illustrates some twenty types of accidents occurring on public 

highways, and sets out rules dealing with intersection accidents, accidents in 

parking lots and other matters. In each case the rule specifies the degree of fault 

to be assessed against each driver. The following excerpt specific to this report 

and its signalized intersection focus was taken from this Regulation 668, 

an intersection with traffic signals. 

\ 

I 
276/90, Section 15 [29]: 

• This section applies with respect to an incident that occurs at 

• If the driver of automobile "B" fails to obey a traffic signal, 

the driver of automobile "A" is not at fault and the driver of 

automobile liB" is 1 00 per cent at fault for the incident. 

• If it cannot be established whether the 'driver of either 

automobile failed to obey a traffic signal, the driver of each 

automobile shall be deemed to be 50 per cent at fault for the 

incident. 

• If the traffic signals at the intersection are inoperative, the 

degree of fault of the drivers shall be determined as if the 

intersection were an all-way stop intersection. 

Furthermore, Rules for Automobiles Traveling in Opposite Directions also bear 

a direct relevance to this side impact study, and are summarized from the 

Regulations as: 
f 
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When automobile "A" collides with automobile "B", and the automobiles are 

traveling in opposite directions and in adjacent lanes: 

• If neither automobile "A" nor automobile "B" changes lanes and 

both automobiles are on or over the centre lane when the incident (a 

"sideswipe") occurs, the driver of each automobile is 50 per cent at 

fault for the incident. (See Figure 4.2). 

Figure 4.2: Sideswipe Collisions 

• If the location on the road of automobiles "A" and "B" when the 

incident (a "sideswipe") occurs (see Figure 4.2) cannot be 

determined, the driver of each automobile is 50 per cent at fault for 

the incident. 

• If automobile "B" is over the centre line of the road (Figure 4.3) 

. when the incident occurs, the driver of automobile "A" is not at fault 

and the driver of automobile "B" is 100 per cent at fault for the 

incident. 
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Figure 4.3: Vehicle Over Centre Line 

• If automobile "8" turns left into the path of automobile "A", (Figure 

4.4) the driver of automobile "A" is not at fault and the driver of 

automobile "B" is 100 per cent at fault for the incident. 

Figure 4.4: Vehicle Turning in Another Vehicle's Path 

• If automobile "B" is leaving a parking place or is entering the road 

from a private road or driveway, (Figure 4.5) and if automobile "A" 

is overtaking to pass another automobile when the incident occurs, 

the driver of automobile "A" is not at fault and the driver of 

automobile "8" is 100 per cent at fault for the incident. 
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Figure 4.5: Vehicle Collision From Entrance 

Other examples include "Rules for automobiles travefing in the same direction 

in adjacent lanes". This section applies when automobile "A" collides with 

automobile "B", and both automobiles are traveling in the same direction in 

adjacent lanes. 

If the incident occurs when automobile "A" is turning left at an intersection and 

automobile "B" is overtaking automobile "A" to pass it, the driver of automobile 

"A" is 25% at fault and the driver of automobile "B" is 75% at fault for the 

incident. 

The Fault Determination Rules are comprehensive and lengthy, but are not fully 

discussed in this report. As a whole, the Fault Determination Rules referred to 

above were followed for this study. Regardless, in every collision, it came 

down to a human decision, which is subject to error and bias. Following the 

fault determination rules helped to provide some degree of consistency and is 

recommended for future use. 
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Through screening collisions, driver statements, investigating officer opinions, 

directions of travel, vehicle maneuvers, driver actions, driver conditions and 

witness accounts (where available) as appearing on motor vehicle accident 

reports, collision reports, and investigating officer's field notes, were reviewed 

and faults assessed. These same sources and an identical procedure were 

employed to differentiate between the target and bullet vehicle. When no clear 

indication of either being at fault or not at fault existed, the fault observation 

I was left blank. Two variables created, namely DIF and D2F, served as flags for 

fault for target and bullet vehicle, respectively. There are included in the input 

statement as labeled in Figure 4.6. For consistency, the designation 1 and 2 has 

been assigned to variables where identification of target and bullet vehicle, 

respectively, is required. For instance, the notation "2" found on the fault 

outcome variable "D2F" indicates bullet, and an identical model for target "1" 

was also formulated. 
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Figure 4.6: SAS Program Editor Window 

4.4.2 Independent Variables 

Independent variables are the individual factors that can be defined as 

circumstances contributing to a result (the dependent variable). 

As discussed earlier, the prime source of data in this analysis was derived from 

MV A reports. These reports contained a wide range of variables available 

existing in many forms; Discrete; continuous; integer; ordinal; nominal; and 

non-integer data included. For a comprehensive listing of the variables found in 

the MV A report see Appendix B. 
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f:m the Toronto Police MY A data available at the time, a limited number of 

I variables were recorded electronically. Their identity and observed ranges are: 

• Number of persons involved (1-7); 

• Vehicle inventory: Number of occupants, including driver (1-12); 

• Traffic control presence: "Control" being the device type for 

intersection signaling ( I-Traffic Signal, 3-Yield Sign); 

• Vehicle type: Note that the VAN vehicle type includes minivan and 

"work vans" and all passenger vans. Similarly, SUV includes jeeps 

and 4 door trucks (I-Automobile, 2-Motorcycle, 4-Passenger Van, 5-

Pick-up Truck, 6-Delivery Van, 7-Tow Truck, 32-Ambulance, 33-

Fire Vehicle, 34-Police Vehicle, 98-0ther Truck); 

• Vehicle number (1,2); 

• Safety equipment use and availability (I-tO); 

• Driver action (1-14); 

and 

• Driver condition (1-8); . 

In order to increase the scope of this research, the reports were scoured to gather 

more information while recognizing target and bullet vehicles distinctly, and the 

following three actions were taken to supplement the existing electronic MV A 

data with independent variables: 

1. Recording information available on MV A reports that are coded but had 

not been included in the electronic spreadsheet provided, including: 
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• Environm~nt condition (1-7); 

• Light condition (1-8); 

• Traffic control (Scoot, MTSS, other); 

• Traffic control condition (1-4); 

• Road character (1-4); 

• Road surface (1-8); 

• Road condition (1-3); 

• Road surface condition (1-9); 

• Road alignment (1-4); 

• Road pavement markings (1-4); 

• Classification of accident (1-3); 

• Initial d'i~ection of travel (1-4); 

• Initial impact type (1-7); 

• Vehicle color; 

• Vehicle year (1938-1999); 

• Vehicle damage (1-99); 

• Safety equipment used (1-10); 

• Gender (M or F); 

• Age (16-96 years old); 

• Seating Position (1-7); 

and 

• Ejection (1-3). 
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2. Coding and including other recorded data on MVA's that are explicitly 

recorded but previously uncoded, including: 

• Day of week (1-7); 

• Time (2400 hrs); 

• City (Etobicoke, East York, North York, Scarborough, Toronto, 

York) 

• Failed to remain at scene (0,1); 

• Driver's license class (Gl, G2, G, GM, Other); 

• Proper license to drive class of vehicle (0, 1); 

• Driver license conditions/suspension (0, 1); 

• Administration ofbreathlblood test (0, 1); 

• Approximate speed (0-85); 

• Maximum posted speed (15-100); 

• Number of lanes (1-12); 

• Charges laid (0,1); 

and 

• Vehicle towed (0,1). 

3. Creating additional fields for data that were not explicitly recorded for 

coding but became apparent when hand drawn scene diagrams were 

viewed and investigating officer or self reporting 

notes/comments/statements were reviewed. These variables include: 

• Number of intersection legs (3,4); 
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• Existence of entry immediately adjacent to intersection (0,1); 

• Intersection perpendicularity (0,1); 

and 

• Intersection stagger (0,1); 

Note: for the above three actions, distinctions were made for target and bullet 

in all cases, where applicable. 

Clearly, having this data electronically included from the start would be ideal, 

particularly since it is already recorded; however, police data entry resources are 

limited. This process of building on existing data is similar to the method used 

[31] where a review of'each report was undertaken to create essentially more 

data fields that indicate characteristics about a collision that were previously 

uncoded yet apparent from scanning scene diagrams. 

The analysis of Target and Bullet vehicles was performed separately, so that 

comparisons could ultimately be made between the two. For each of these 

analysis, at fault vs. not at-fault was the dichotomous dependent outcome 

variable. The tendency of certain predictor factors being attributed to any of 

these groups provides insight into differences and commonalities between them 

but must properly be interpreted. 
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A mix of different data types exist in the above fields, including: 

• B5 Two possible values, the higher value indicates "true" or 

"present", the lower value signifying "no" or "absent". 

Throughout this report 1 and 0 are used, respectively. 

• Nominal: Integer codes with no logical sequence. These codes 

could be used to identify safety equipment used, Driver Action, 

etc. 

• Ordinal: Integer codes having a logical sequence. One such 

example is injury severity, ranging from 0, none to 4, fatal. 

• Continuous: Continuous scale (Le., Driver's age). 

It was intended to compare the binary fault outcome for both target and bullet 

for each collision. Ideally, one could expect JO find statistically proven 

differences between target and bullet drivers by fault. Throughout the analysis, 

contrasts are made between classes of binary, nominal and ordinal predictors. 

Using hardcopy printouts from the collision reports, in addition to data obtained 

from the other sources mentioned, the data was entered in MS Excel 2002 as a 

collection of records. A Pentium 260,088 KB RAM 1.80 GHz CPU computer 

was used throughout the analysis. Each collision record occupied one row, with 

variables occupying individual columns. Formatting the data for transfer to 

Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) Release 8.02 TS Level 02MO required 
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converting missing observations to periods (". ") In addition to maintaining 

consistent capitalization, particularly between class variables. 

For compatibility with SAS, the Excel spreadsheet was converted to the text tab 

delimited format (as shown in Figure 4.7) and inserted directly into the SAS 

program editor. 

Figure 4.7: Data Saved as Tab Delimited 

Programming for SAS J1ecessary to input the data followed the format: 

data tandbt; 

input 

cards; 

DIF 
DIAGE 

D2F DlSEX$ D2SEX$ 
D2AGE 

... (and more variables) 

Briefly explained, the data step provides a filename for the storage of the data. 

In this analysis, the filename chosen was Mtandbt.dat". The *.dat extension is 

automatically added to the file by SAS. 

The input statement instructs SAS to identify, in order of appearance, the 

observations included in the data file. A semi-colon follows this statement. 

When programming in SAS, a semicolon must appear at the end of any 

command line, including the final line of the tab delimited data. 
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After the cards statement, the text tab delimited data can be cut and paste into 

the SAS program editor window as shown in Figure 4.6: SAS Program Editor 

Window. 

At this point, a "run" statement follows. 

After careful examination of the data, it became evident that distinctions could 

be made between driver, vehicle and environmental factors. Since comparisons 

by dichotomous fault outcome for Target and Bullet vehicles were desired, SAS 

required a framework for this logistic type modeling. 

For modeling purposes, a meaningful model doe.s not simply include all 

available variables together and hope for statistically significant results to 

appear. The benefits of using multiple models for collision data analysis as 

opposed to a single model are generally accepted. A recent paper found that 

additional models were advantageous due to it being not possible to account in 

the model for all the factors that cause differences in accident potential (e.g. 

weather, geometries) [32]. With this in mind, careful selection of variables 

based on findings from past research was used as a basis for initial 

consideration of variables within model selection. 
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It was decided that this analysis would separated the drive,r. environmental and 

vehicle factors into two: human and extra-human. while maintaining fault as the 

outcome variable. Model building began with c1<l:ssic hypothesis testing, as 
~~ .. -.--~~-- ..... ~~;-- --~ .. -' :=---==------

reviewed in section 4.0. The null and alternate hypotheses are constructed for 
-..-::-

human and extra-human modeling as follows. 

4.4.3 Human Factors 

Given that. 

Which. when summarized takes the following form: 

'n 

y=a+ L{Jnxn =0 (4.16) 
i=1 

where. 

Ho: Null Hypothesis 

y: Outcome variable (in this report it is dichotomous, i.e., zero-one, 

not at fault, at fault, respectively) 

a: Y intercept 

Human explanatory predictor estimated coefficients for (gender, 

age. etc.) 
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Variable names 

The null hypothesis is accepted when the all the human factors show no 

evidence of a significant relationship between the fault indicating response 

variable, y, where: y = /31 = f32 = /3J = ... = /3n= O. 

Contrasting this is the alternate hypothesis, where the same notations as above 

apply and 

And when summarized takes the following form: 

n 

y = a + 'L/3nxn ~ 0 (4.18) 
;=1 

where, 

Altema~e Hypothesis 

Human explanatory predictor parameters such as (gender, age, 

etc.) with at least one variable /3n ~ 0 

When there is evidence of a significant relationship between the response 

variable (y) and the human factor predictor variables. the alternate hypothesis is 

accepted. 
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Recall that PROC GENMOD is a procedure for fitting a somewhat wider range 

of Generalized Linear Models (GLM) and Generalized Additive Models 

(GAM), and differs in that the sampling distribution of the dependent variable 

may be specified as binomial (amongst selected others); and the links between 

the expected value or probability of Y and the linear additive function of X may 

be: logistic (amongst selected others). For binary data, these models operate to 

predict a function of the mean probability of occurrence for all cases having the 

same scores on X. The outcome for each case is assumed to be from an 

independent binomial "experiment" (each line of the'SAS input used for this 

study reads in this manner). The expected value of the distribution of the 

dependent variable (which is binary) is the probability of one of the two 

outcomes, where the models are predicting the probability of a given (summed 

up) score in anyone trial, conditional on the predictor variables. In this case, the 

X variables are treated as a linear additive function (i.e. y = a + !3tXt + I1X2 + 

... !3I1Xn). Like other linear models, it is possible to transform or link the X's in 

any way (so long as it remains linear in the b parameters) and include 

interactions. Unlike classical linear models, the link function may be any of the 

exponential family distributions (such as binomial) and the link function may be 

any monotonic differentiable function, (such as logit) [33]. That is, the shape of 

the curve that relates the predicted score on X (that is, the sum or !3iXj) to the 

expected value of outcome, y. 
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For the purposes of this research, human factors depend on the individual 

attributes of driver's and are very limited in number. Fields such as seatbelt use, 

proper license to drive class of vehicle, driver's license class, age, vehicle 

speed, passengers etc., are generally accepted to be of interest in such a study. 

Of these variables, only a select few were included in the initial model as shown 

in Figure 4.8. For instance, driver injury was excluded, since it is an outcome 

of a collision and an after-effect not clearly foreseeable prior to the collision. 

/" First Hodel Built for Bullet HUlUJ\l Hodel"'/ 
Bproc genmod data=tancibt desc; 

class HVA34 HVA36 
model D2F- HVA34 

D2SEX V2P1SEX D2LIC; 

HVA36 D2SEX D2AGE V2P1AGE V20CCUP 
V2P1SEX D2LIC/D=bin link=logit type3; 

I"'HVA34 7 1 3 4 6 7 8 10 "I 

contrast '3 Vs l' HVA34 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0; 

contrast' 4 Vs l' HVA34 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0; • 

contrast '6 Vs l' HVA34 -1 0 0 1 000; 
contrast '7 Vs l' HVA34 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0; 

contrast '8 Vs l' HVA34 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0; 

contrast '10 Vs l' HVA34 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1; 
/"~vA36 5 0 1·2 68"'/ 
contrast '0 Vs l' HVA36 -1 1 0 0 0; 

contrast '2 Vs l' HVA36 0 -1 1 0 0; 
contrast '6 Vs l' HVA36 0 -1 010; 

contrast '8 Vs l' HVA36 0 -1 0 0 1; 

/"1 3 4 6 7 8 10"/ 
run; 

Figure 4.8: First Model Built for Human Factors 

The "proc genmod" procedure is followed with a descending option statement, 

"desc". This ensures that the first ordered value is 1. This results in the model 

being based on probability, P{bullet driver at fault}. The "class" statement in 

the programming above serves to identify only the class variables. Represented 
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by the abbreviated variable names MV A34, MV A36, D2SEX, D2AGE, 

V2PIAGE, V20CCUP, V2PISEX and D2LIC, the predictors included in this 

model were driver action, driver condition, driver gender, driver age, front 

passenger age, number of occupants, front passenger gender, and driver license 

class, respectively. (These variables were selected as predictors for the model 

testing based on literature reviewed on findings in other reports, as outlined in 

this reports chapter 2-literature review, subject to availability within the used 

data.) The "class" statement can be combined with the "type3" setting to 

automatically provide likelihood ratio test statistics for the effect of each term in 

the model. When a Type 3 analysis is requested, PROC GENMOD produces a 

table that contains the likelihood ratio statistics, degrees of freedom, and p-

values based on the liffi1ting chi-square distributions for each effect in the model 

statement [34]. The test will be based on (n-I) degrees of freedom for 

categorical variables with n levels. The default analysis is to compute 

likelihood ratio statistics for the contrasts or score statistics for GEEs. Wald 

statistics are computed if the W ALD option is also specified. By default, 

GENMOD uses a corner point parameterization for categorical variables where 

the last category of each variable is used as the reference category [35]. One 

method for specifying a reference category is to define a format for the variable 

using a space as the first character of the formatted value for all categories 

except the reference category and specifying the order=formatted option in 

PROC GENMOD. Since a space is sorted before all other characters, 

GENMOD will use the desired category as the reference. This parameterization 
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is particularly useful ultimately when constructing desired comparisons for odds 

ratios. 

The "D=bin" text indicates the binomial response probability distribution used. 

The "link=logit" specifies a logit link function as the means for SAS to link the 

predictors with the outcome variable, as explained in section 4.3. In addition, 

the "type3" function was specified in order to take advantage of the likelihood 

ratio (LR) statistics for the effect of each term in the model through the table 

shown below in Figure 4.9. Briefly, a Type 3 estimatible function (contrast) for 

an effect is a linear function of the model parameters that involves the 

parameters of the effect and any interactions with that effect. A test of 

hypothesis that the Type 3 contrast for a main effect is equal to 0 is intended to 
• 

test the significance of the main effect in the presence of interactions [28]. Note 

that a Type 3 analysis does not depend on the order in which the terms for the 

model are specified. 

LA Statistics For 'Type 3 Analysis 

Sour-ce 

JIIVA34 
JIIVA36 
02SEX 
02AGE 
V2P1AGE 
V20CCUP 
V2P1SEX 
02LIC 

OF 

5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
4 

Chi
Square 

30.93 
9.69 
0.00 
2.84 
4.52 
0.01 
0.43 
4.12 

Pr > ChiSq 

<.0001 
0.0019 
0.9649 
0.0918 
0.0334 
0.9278 
0.5115 
0.3894 

Figure 4.9: Type 3 Analysis Statistics 
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Figure 4.9 can be viewed as serving a similar role to that of an ANOV A table. It 

includes likelihood ratio tests for each of the parameters effects [27]. 

Also included within this feature are various default measures for assessing data 

fit, as shown in the following Figure 4.10. This is important since once the 

model is applied, an assessment of how well it fits the data are required. This 

output includes several tests of overall model adequacy which test the global 

null hypothesis that none of the independent variables in the model are related 

to changes in probability of even occurrence. 

Two traditional goodness::Qf--fit tests are the Pearson chi-sguare Qp, and the -- ---,-.. 

likelihood ratio chi-squ<\fe, QL, also known as the deviance. If the model fits, 

both Qp and QL are approximately distributed as chi-square. In this report, when 

goodness-of-fit valueslDegrees of Freedom (DF) falls below 1.0, they indicate a 

model with good fit. The deviance is the log likelihood statistic for the 

difference between this main effects model and the saturated model [27]. 

Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 

Criterion 

Deviance 
Scaled Deviance 
Pearson Chi-Square 
Scaled Pearson X2 
log li ke I i hood 

Algorithm converged. 

OF 

123 
123 
123 
123 

Value 

117.1191 
117.1191 
133.6206 
133.6206 
-58.559& 

Figure 4.10: Goodness of Fit 
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Tests of the statistical significance of each independent variable are also 

provided where the criteria displayed are approximate chi-square statistics. 

One study discussed in the literature review performed additional chi-square 

tests or non-parametric tests for each bivariate analysis [14]. In dealing with 

problematic areas of fit, partial residual plots were used as the evaluation tool. 

Goodness-of-fit was evaluated by comparing fitted probabilities with observed 

value of dependent variables within deciles of probability, and calculating the 

corresponding observed chi-square statistic. In addition, an area under the 

receiver operator curve for logistic models was calculated to evaluate the 

models predictive power. 

In this report, these additional tests were not explicitly nor manually conducted. 

However, the goodness of fit statistics described previously and the TYPE 3 

function mentioned on the previous page utilizes the Wald test for the 

interaction terms as a goodness-of-fit test for the main effects model. Odds 

ratio estimates are all considered along~ide in their analysis through 95% Wald 

confidence limits. So long as the 95% Wald confidence limits do not contain 

the value 1, these values are automatically considered significant (see Appendix 

E). 

Figure 4.11 shows contrast results that were custom programmed for levels 

within driver actions as comparisons to a base level "1", namely, driving 
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normally. This was done to avoid potential limitations occurring with SAS 

default contrasts, where the where the last category of each variable is used as 

the reference category, which mayor may not be relevant for comparison 

purposes. Manually programmed contrasts such as this are used throughout the 

analysis and are vital to obtaining meaningful results, complete with their 

statistical significance (p values). 

Contrast Results 

Chi- . 
Contrast DF Square Pr > ChiSq Type 

3 Us 1 0.31 0.5782 LR 
4 Us 0 · · LR 
6 Us 1 16.65 <.0001 LR 
7 Us 1 · · LR 
8 Us 1 1 7.21 0.0072 LR 
10 Us 1 1 3.42 0.0643 LR 
o Us 1 0 · · LR 
2 Us 1 1 0.11 0.7411 LR 
6 Us 1 1 9.27 0.0023 LR 
8 Us 1 0 LR 

Figure 4.11: Contrasts Manually Selected 

Parameter estimates can be conceptualized as how much mathematical impact a 

unit changes in the value of the independent variable has on increasing or 

decreasing the probability that the dependent variable will achieve the value of 

one in the population from which the data are assumed to have been randomly 

sampled. 

Note that the likelihood ratio test for a contrast is twice the difference between -----------------------_._ .... - ... 

the log likelihood of the current fitted model and the log likelihood of the model 

fitted under the constraint that the linear function of the parameters defined by 

the conlrast is equal to zero [27]. 
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Simply looking at this test, successively higher log likelihoods with advancing 

model iterations can be a measure of success. Of course, other concepts, (such 

as estimate magnitudes and polarity) must be simultaneously considered. 

In Appendix E, SAS output for all of the models developed in this report are 

comprehensively shown. A selection of all converging and final models used in 

this are presented and discussed in the Results Chapter. 

To demonstrate the actual regression model evolution process, only the analysis 

titled "First Model Built for Human Factors: Bullet Vehicle", is explained in full 

detail. The steps used in this analysis are essentially duplicated for all other 

models built, which serve as exemplary representation of all logistic modeling 

using GENMOD in this report. 

In this first model, with programming shown in Figure 4.8, there were 624 

missing values and 14<1 observations used. 

Within 0.75 seconds, SAS calculated the following results (as shown in Figure 

4.9): 
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• MVA34 and MVA36, representing bullet vehicle apparent driver 

action and driver condition were found to be (highly) statistically 

significant at p < 0.000 1 and p < 0.008, respectively; 

• D2SEX, representing driver gender was not statistically significant 

. (p=0.965); 

• D2AGE, representing driver age, was found to be statistically 

significant (p=0.0918); 

• V2P1AGE, representing bullet vehicle front seat passenger age was 

found to be statistically significant (p < 0.033); 

• V20CCUP, representing number of occupants in the vehicle was not 

found to be statistically significant (p=O.928); 

• V2P1SEX, representing front passenger gender, was not found to be 

statistically significant (p=0.512) 

• D2LIC, representing driver license class was not sufficiently 

statistically significant (p = 0.389) 

Computed estimates and magnitudes are for these results and more are shown in 

Chapter 5. Selection for an evolving second iteration (see Figure 4.12) followed 

a backwards-stepwise method, were variables were selected based on the results 

of the first analysis and specifically their calculated p values. "Backwards" 

stepwise regression begins with the model including all of the potential 

independent variables, and successively eliminates those which cost the least in 

terms of reduction of the coefficient of determination [36]. 

~ .. i. . , 

, 
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proc genmod datamtandbt dese; 

class HVA34 HVA36 D2SEX D2LIC; 
model D2F- HVA34 HVA36 D2SEX D2AGE V2P1AGE V20CCUP 

D2LIC/D=bin link=logit type3; run; 

Figure 4.12: Second Step of Backwards Stepwise Regression for Bullet "Human" 
Predictor's Model 

The evolution of this model essentially used criteria similar to the automatic 

version of the LOGISTIC procedure's backwards stepwise selection process. 

Using this method, elimination for variables selected in the model occurred 

when the p < 0.05 condition was not met. In this iteration, the least costing 

predictor in this iteration was V2P 1 SEX, since it holds the highest p value with 

p = 0.857. In three subsequent iterations, D2SEX (p = 0.965), V20CCUP (p = 

0.930) and V2PISEX (p = 0.516) (as shown in Figure 4.13: 4th iteration) were 

removed from the model statement. A 5th and 6th ite;ation (see Figure 4.14: 6th 

iteration) were also performed. In the 5th iteration, although driver condition 

met the 0.05 condition, it was removed in this step from the model on account 

of over-parameterization. The basis for this stems from the eight classes within 

this predictor, of which only four levels are found in the observable data. 

Having many predictors and so few observations intuitively outweighs the 

benefit of including this predictor, as the concern for over-parameterization 

arises. This predictor was removed in order to avoid this issue. 
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1* Firat ~odel Built for Bullet HUHP~ Rodel~1 

Sproe qenmod data"'tandlJt desc; 

cla~s MVA34 MVA36 D2SEX V2P1SEX D2L1C; 
model D2F= MVA34 MVA36 D2SEX D2AGE V2P1AGE V20CCUP 

V2P1SEX D2L1C/D=bin link=loqit type3; 
I*MVA34 7 1 3 4 6 ? 8 10 1<1 
contrast '3 Vs I' MVA34 -1 100 o 0 0; 
contrast '6 Vs I' MVA34 -1 0 o 1 o 0 0; 
contrast '8 Vs I' HVA34 -1 0 o 0 o 1 0; 
contrast '10 Vs I' MVA34 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1; 
I *H"v A3 6 5 012 6 8 "I 
contrast '0 Va I' HVA36 -1 1 o 0 0; 
contrast '2 Va I' MVA36 0 -1 1 0 0; 
contrast '6 Va I' HVA36 0 -1 0 1 0; 
contrast '8 Va I' HVA36 0 -1 0 0 1; 

/ "1 3 4 678 10*/ 
run; 

Figure 4.13: 4th iteration 

These predictors were therefore backward stepwise eliminated to consist of the 

remaining apparent driver action (MVA34). front seat passenger age 

(V2PIAGE) and driver age (D2AGE). as found the 6th in iteration below. 

El proc genmod data"'tandlJt de3c: 

class HVAH: 
model D2F= HVA34 D2AGE V2P1AGE 

/D=bin link=logit type3; 
/*WIlA34 7 1 3 4 6 7 8 10 */ 

contrast '3 Vs l' HVA34 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0: 
contrast '6 Vs l' HVA34 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0; 

contrast '8 Vs l' HVA34 -1, 0 0 0 0 1 0; 

contrast '10 Vs l' HVA34 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1: 

run; 

Figure 4.14: 6th iteration 

Having fewer predictors in the model allows for increasingly more available 

models since the criteria requiring all model predictors to exist is reduced from 

seven variables to two. As a result. 500 observations were used with only 264 

missing values. 
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Realistically. there is no perfect answer just as there is no monopoly of 

knowledge. The 4'\ 5th and 6th iterations produce models that are stable and 

converge under SAS's rather stringent type 3 analysis criteria. Perhaps the 6th 

iteration can be considered superior since it is more composed of predictors 

with classes having met the P < 0.05 criteria. When further iterations were 

continued, SAS issued warnings indicating that the model no longer converged. 

Stripping predictors in this backwards regression can increase propensity to fail 

algorithm convergence and collapse models. particularly when so few predictors 

remain and so many other confounding factors are left out. Attempting to use 

extremely few predictors to model any complex situation is poor practice. 

Results from this model and other final converging models are provided in 
• 

Chapter 5. 

4.4.4 Extra-Humal;l Factors 

Ho: 

When summarized takes the following form: 

n 

y=a+ I,Iixn =0 (4.20) 
;=1 

where, 

. 
I 

[' ", 

"""'. 

Ho: Null Hypothesis 
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I 

.1 

y: 

a: 

Outcome variable (in this report' it is dichotomous, zero-one, not 

at fault, at fault, respectively) 

Y intercept 

Extra Human explanatory predictor parameters coefficients (for 

road surface condition, etc.) 

Predictor variable names 

The null hypothesis is accepted when the all the extra-human factors show no 

evidence of a significant relationship between the fault indicating response 

variable, y, where: 

y = 131 =!3z =/33 = ... = 130= o. (4.21) 

Contrasting this is the alternate hypothesis, where the same notations as above 

apply and 

• 
y = a + {3IXI + !3zX2 + {33X3 + ... f3nXn =t= 0 (4.22) 

And when summarized takes the following form: 

n 

y = a + L {3nxn =t= 0 (4.23) 
;=1 

where, 

Alternate Hypothesis 

130: Extra-Human explanatory predictor parameters such as (road 

surface condition, age, etc.) with at least one factor f3n *- 0 

When there is evidence of a significant relationship between the response 

variable (y) and the Extra Human factor predictor variables, the alternate 

hypothesis is accepted. 
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The variables selected having little or no predictive association with "human 

interaction" and which were used as predictors for the initial "extra-human" 

regression modeling were represented by the abbreviated variable names 

RLANES, RMAX, VAPSPD, VBODY, VYEAR, veOL, MVAlO, MVA14, 

MVA16, MVA18, MVA 20 MVA32 and MVA47, representing number of 

lanes, maximum posted speed, approximate vehicle speed, body style, vehicle 

manufacture year, vehicle colour, road character, road surface, road condition, 

road surface condition, road alignment, road pavement markings and vehicle 

maneuver, respectively. These variables were selected as predictors for the 

model testing based on literature reviewed on findings in other reports. as 

outlined in this reports chapter General literature review. subject to availability 

within the used data. 

Since the outcome variable for this analysis was fault, and the predictors 

selected here were extra-human, the results of this modeling aimed at finding 

factors associated with fault that are jus~ teetering beyond the absolute control 

of drivers. For instance, the vehicle colour may have been chosen prior to the 

collision which can be considered weakly associated with the absolute control 

of the driver, at the time of collision. The purpose of this predictor being 

modeled in this way would be to determine various colour involvements and 

propensity in side impact collisions through target and bullet comparisons 

made. 
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4.5 Analysis 2: Intersections With and Without 
Collisions 

For the second analysis using intersection data, the Queries tool in Microsoft 

Access was used to link intersection data in spreadsheet format. 

Synchronization of the data fields was maintained through the "key" feature, 

where in any given spreadsheet at least one variable (and its entire column of 

records) must be selected as "key". Since the first part of the analysis proposed 

uses a single dependent variable based on occurrences of collisions at each 

given intersection, the intersection "PX" identification numbers (as exist in the 

data sets) were set as key. These ill numbers are unique for intersections within 

Toronto, and to avoid repetition and other potential errors within the various 

data sets, all key ID numbers' attributes were set to "indexed" and "No 

Duplicates". Note that this portion of data is considered aggregate since they 

are aggregated by intersection number, and accident counts/frequencies. 

For the intersection analysis, the dependant outcome variable in this analysis 

was chosen as the intersections having no collisions of any kind within the three 

years of available data for left-turn and angle classifications. This included 

collisions that were property damage only PD~, injury, and fatality. 

4.5.1 Dependent Variable 

The dependent outcome variable followed a typical binary coding as 0 and 1 for 

(1) collision or (0) non-collision experiencing intersection for years 1998, 1999 

and 2000. 
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In this case, the odds of a collision occurring are defined as: 

Pr (collision at intersection) = e a + B,X, + B,X, + ... + B,x. = e a e B,X, ... ~;x. 

Pr (No collision at intersection) 
(4.24) 

There were also two other fields provided in the data with flags for collisions 

with: 

• Injuries and fatalities combined; and, 

• injuries exclusively. 

These have potential to be used in combination with the data to yield 

differences in intersection features that vary with intersections experiencing 

• different level of collision severity, namely, PDO,· injury, fatality, and the 

selected combinations mentioned. Differences found between these 

combinations may help identify areas of concern for intersection safety. 

However, these differences are not specifically explored due to the exceedingly 

small number of fatalities found in the data. As a result, only modeling 

comparisons are made for intersections with and without injury collisions of any 

kind. 

4.5.2 Independent Variables 

Intersection data consists of the following potential factors: 

• Intersection PX reference number 
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• System$ : Intersection control system, essentially a flag for the 

presence of SCOOT (Split Cycle Offset Optimization Technique) or 

MTSS (City's Main Traffic Signal System) 

• FAGINT$: Presence of Flashing Advance green (FAG) 

• FDW$: Presence ofFDW (Flashing Don't Walk) 

• Num _Legs: Number of legs at intersection 

• Staggered$: Staggered intersection alignment 

• Ci ty$ : municipality or area of Toronto 

• Q_ maj or Q_ minor: Major and minor roadway 24 hour peak 

volumes, respectively 

• Dstlnt: Distance to closest adjacent intersection 

• Any _ LA$: . Presence of Left tum Arrow (LA) 

• N$, S$, W$, E$: Road classification by each direction 

The backwards stepwise regression procedure used in the target and bullet fault 

Analysis 1 of this chapter was used in an identical manner for this analysis on 

intersections with and without collisions. Similarly, results from this model and 

other final converging models are provided in the following Chapter 5.0 
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5 Preliminary Investigation - Results 

5.1 General 

The results are presented in two separate sub-sections where simple summary 

statistics and calculated odds ratios are featured and are followed with the more 

technical findings from the logistic regressions 

5.2 Target and Bullet Fault Comparison 

The categories along with their frequencies and percentages are shown in Table I, 

5.1. Any missing frequencies are not included in the percentage calculations. 

However. the frequency of missing data should be observed so as to grasp a 

sense of which fields tend to experience highly missing observations. The ( 
• 

effect of missing data is described in the limitations section of this report . 

.. _._~"""", ____ . ____ .~._._.~~~_. ___ .,,~~_ .. __ ._ .. ~ __ .. ___ .~ .. __ ... __ .. _¥_~_~ .... __ .. ",~". _ .. ~"." _. _ n' 

f ! 

Category Crude Odds: ' Crude Odds Ratios: 
Bullet ; Tar et VS Bullet 

Table 5.1: Fault Comparisons for Target and Bullet Drivers 

Crude odds (CO) reveal that target drivers are associated with being at fault, \ 
l' 

while bullet drivers are not at fault. The convention of this report uses the 

highlighted rows, in this case, "At-Fault reference". indicative of the base odds \ 
category for use in constructing crude odds ratios (COR). The base category 

will always have an OR = 1.0, since this is a product of the cancellation from 
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dividing the numerator and base denominator. The odds ratio immediately 

above reveal that there is a low. tendency shown (COR = 0.21) for target vs. 

bullet being not-at fault compared with at fault. This shows that target vehicles 

are inclined to be at fault (with CO = 2.28) as compared with bullet vehicles 

(with CO = 0.47), all other things assumed equal. Recall that these OR are 

essentially only crude summary statistics. More meaningful results are possible 

through the regression modeling as explained in the previous chapter, and the 

results of these regressions are explicitly shown in the following pages. 

5.3 Human Factors 

Beginning with Table 5.2, with predictors considered, each of the variables 

used in the regressiori' modeling are shown. From a simplistic summary 

perspective, driver gender revealed that males are more inclined to be drivers 

for both target and bullet vehicles involved in the collisions under study, with 

OR greater than 1.0 calculated as 1.28 and 1.96 respectively. When target vs 

bullet vehicles are compared by driver gender, female drivers vs. male drivers 

yield an OR of 1.53. Simply stated, females in the data sampled appear to have 

a higher involvement in these collisions as Target drivers. However, under 

careful consideration of other predictors from both the target and bullet 

regression modeling process, this predictor was deemed not statistically feasible 

for model inclusion ( Pr < 0.05 criteria not met) and was removed in the 4th and 

2nd iterations, respectively (see Appendix D for modeling text and regression 

output). 
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Table 5.2: Human Predictors Considered 

Driver age was readily available in the collision data used. Ages were grouped 

into cohorts as shown in Figure 5.1 and the cohorts were chosen following 

similar formats of ORSAM [23] and the "An Evaluation of Severity And 

Outcome Of Injury By Type Of Object Struck (First Object Struck Only) for 
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Motor Vehicle Crashes in Connecticut" [14], which used similar groupings. 

This was purposely done so that comparisons could be made between these 

reports. For target vehicles, the odds seem most favourable for collision 

involvement in the 25-34 cohort. Bullet vehicles appear to have higher odds in 

the younger 15-24 cohort, which supports the commonly accepted notion of 

young, inexperienced drivers having high collision involvements. With 

growing age, speculation on increased maturity levels and driver experience 

seem to correspond with lower odds values. A slight increase in the odds 

occurs in the 65+ cohort. One might speculate tnat this. is a phenomena 

associated directly with decreasing mental and physical abilities that are 

inevitable with aging. The OR set with the 65+ -base cohort indicates notably 

lower values for the 15.24 and 45-54 age categories, as compared to all other 

cohorts. One might speculate that this phenomena could be explained by the 

most immature and inexperienced nature of the youngest cohort, while this 

wouldn't apply to the 45-54 cohort. Perhaps experienced drivers feel "too 

comfortable" and perceived risk phenomena occur. Furthermore, recall that 

measures for exposure and other limitations must be considered particularly 

since certain cohorts may experience significantly different exposures, which 

are not accounted for completely in the quasi-induced exposure method used in 

this report. 

However, under careful consideration of other predictors from both the target 

and bullet regression modeling process, driver age was not statistically feasible 
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for model inclusion (as Pr < 0.05 criteria not met) and was eliminated during the 

backwards regression process. However, driver age for the bullet vehicle is 

considered marginally significant since Pr = 0.074, and through inspection of 

the measures afforded by the stringent type 3 analysis in SAS, its continued 

convergence of the model and improvement in model chi-square statistics, it 

was decidedly included. The estimate for this predictor as a whole equals 1.03, 

(equivalent to odds of exp(1.03) = 2.80) which is a result that is interpreted 

differently from an OR. This estimate is for the predictor as a whole, and not 

for any class comparison within. As such, only a very general observation can 

be made on its positive magnitude, which suggests that increasing age is 

associated positively with being at fault for bullet vehicles. No additional 

comments can be legitimately made since statistical significance was not 

achieved for selected class comparisons within this predictor, but potential for 

further study of this predictor exists through the construction of different class 

contrasts, set with different base classes for comparison. It is entirely possible 

that statistical significance can be discovered within different contrasts for this 

marginally statistically significant predi~tor. 
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Figure 5.1: Target and Bullet by Age of ~river Odds 

Findings based on the number of occupants for target and bullet vehicles 

revealed both target and bullet vehicles shared similar occupancy rates and 

showed a similar decreasing trend in Odds with increasing occupancy (Figure 
• 

5.2). The gross majority of the vehicles (over 60%) had only a single occupant 

at the time of collision. One possible conclusion drawn from these results 

would suggest that number of occupants has a beneficial effect since fewer 

incidences occur with increasing occupancy. However, exposure issues must be 

considered since situations where number of occupants exceeds a single 

occupant are likely far less frequent and are not accounted for in this data. 
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Number of Occupants: Target and Bullet Odds 
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Figure 5.2: Target and Bullet by Number of Occupants Odds 

When occupancy was considered in the regression model combined along with 

all other "human" predictors, the number of occupant's predictor was 

determined to be statistically significant (Pr < 0.039) in the bullet model but not 

statistically significant for the target model. This predictor is, therefore, also 

included in the bullet model. The estimate for this predictor in the bullet model 

is 1.95, which suggests an increased propensity for fault exists with an 

increasing number of occupants. 

Driver's license class summary statistics indicate an overwhelming majority of 

fully (G) licensed driver's involvement in the selected collisions. Crude odds 

(CO) for target and bullet drivers amongst the various license classes (GI, G2, 

any GM combination and full G licensed drivers) are shown in Figure 5.3. The 

CO for G licensed drivers is significantly greater than any of the other classes. 

This may be attributed as a direct result of exposure, in addition to the sheer 

number of G licensed drivers as compared to all other classes. 
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Figure 5.3: Target and Bullet by Driver License Class Odds 

When included in the "human" regression model with the other predictors, 

driver's license class was determined to be not statistically significant and was 

eliminated from the model. 

" . 
The gender of the front seated passenger was also included in the study. 

Examining the CO in Figure 5.4 individually for male vs. female show a three 

to four-fold increase across both target and bullet vehicles. For female vs. male 

passenger presence in target vs. bullet vehicles, a COR of 1.31 was determined. 

This finding suggests female presence has an increased incidence of collision. 

Perhaps the predominantly male driving population is more easily distracted by 

font seat passengers who are members of the opposite sex. However, when this 

predictor was included in the regression model along with other "human" 

variables, it was determined to be not statistically significant. 

.~ 
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Front Passenger Gender: Target and Bullet Odds 
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Figure 5.4: Target and Bullet by Front Passenger Gender Odds 

The age of passengers seated in the front seat was also considered in this study 

as part of the human variables. The CO determined for all cohorts were 

significantly less than 1.0 (Figure 5.5) and this is indicative of a low propensity 

for there to be front seat passengers of any age in target and bullet vehicles. 

0.50 
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Front Seat Passenger Age: Target and Bullet Odds 

[] CO Target • CO Bullet 

15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+ 

Passenger Age G"oup 

Figure 5.5: Target and Bullet by Age of Front Seat Passenger Odds 

When considered in the human regression model, this predictor was marginally 

statistically significant (Pr < 0.087) for bullet vehicles and was included in the 
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model. The regression revealed that all contrasts constructed within this 

predictor did not yield any statistically significant values. Therefore, no OR 

values for corresponding contrasts were available. However, the predictor as a 

whole yielded an estimate of -0.027 (odds::: exp(-0.027) ::: 0.97), which 

indicates in (negative) polarity and (small) magnitude that increasing age is 

slightly associated with decreasing fault. This compliments the findings 

developed from the CO shown above. 

For the target vehicle model, this predictor was determined to be not statistically 

significant (Pr < 0.379) as was eliminated from the model. 

Apparent driver actions were also examined. From the values in Table 5.2, it is 

all to easy to draw immediate conclusions without diligence. For instance, the 

OR value of 1.02 indicates no appreciable difference between exceeding the 

speed limit and the base condition of driving normally. However, due to the 

extremely low frequencies (6 and 11 for target and bullet, respectively) the 

values of this class explain too little and are of little meaning in the scope of 

things. Another class within this predictor, titled "Speeding to fast for 

condition" suffers from this same issue. In fact, a handful of other classes 

available in the data were removed altogether from Table 5.2 due to extremely 

low and zero frequencies. Also, several of the levels within this predictor were 

deemed to be too highly associated with the outcome variable. For instance, 

"Disobeying a Traffic Control" is directly associated with being at fault. These 

variables are shown in Table 5.2 with a strikethrough across them. When these 
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classes were included in· the regression model for "human" factors, both target 

and bullet models eliminated this class as Pr == 0.998 and were even deemed 

"non-estimatible" by SAS through a lack of convergence. 

Improper turns as compared with driving properly for target vs bullet yielded a 

COR==5.26 through summary statistics, with odds from the summary statistics 

of 0.27 and 0.08. From the summary statistics, this class seems problematic for 

target vehicles. From manually screening and entering each collision, officer's 

field notes repeatedly expressed a similar sentiment. This notion is further 

evidenced by the higher propensity for target drivers to be at fault, as apparent 

in Table 5.1. The regression modeling target and bullet "human" model odds == 

43.41 and 18.16 with Pr == 0.001 and Pr == 0.001, respectively. From these fault 

regression model values, both target and bullet. suffer from high odds. 

Furthermore, through taking the OR of these two odds, it can be shown that 

targets suffer from this fault class comparison more than double (43.4: 18.2 == 

2.4) the odds that bullets do. 

When another class within driver actions was considered, namely disobeying 

traffic control, the opposite result was shown. This class as compared with 

driving normally for target vs. bullet yield a COR==0.61. Thus, a lower 

propensity for target driver's to disobey traffic controls exist in the data. It is 

easy to conceptualize that, for a large part, disobeying traffic controls is 

common in the bullet vehicle. For instance, imagine a classic side impact 
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collision where _ a bullet vehicJe_.l,Uns a red light and strikes a target vehicle. 

I Since the above OR indicates that there is a lesser propensity for these to occur 

I 
on target drivers a greater propensity exists for these to occur on bullet drivers. 

The regression results for this class of the predictor compared with the base 

( class of "Driving Properly" are highly statistically significant as P = 0.024 and 

P = 0.001 and for target and bullet respectively. The corresponding odds values 

determined from the regression modeling are 6.49 and 11.84 respectively. The 

OR from these (6.5: 11.8 = 0.54) also indicates a lower propensity for targets to 

be at fault under these conditions. Most likely this is attributed to the intimate 

relationship that may exist with fault and driver actions that are "improper", 

"disobeying", "failed" etc. The connotations of some of the classes within this 

predictor potentially serve as partial indicators of fault outcome, which may 

overwhelmingly serve as a powerful individual class factor. However, this 

could also be attributed to other confounding factors which may cloud the 

values of the salient factors. In addition, this may very well be a rare case 

statistical significance achieved by chance alone. Regardless, it is a class within 

this predictor that is debatable. 

When the "Failure to yield right of way" class was examined against driving 

normally for target vs. bullet a COR=8.24 was determined. There appears to be 

a concern with target drivers failing to yield right of way which creates an 

inclination to be caught in the path of other (bullet) vehicles. From this target 

drivers seem to frequently be in the wrong place at the wrong time. Combining 
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this- finding with the bullet driver's tendency indicated -above to apparently 

disobey traffic controls spells a recipe for disaster. From the regression results, 

an OR = 6.94 was determined for target vs. bullet for "failure to yield right of 

way" vs. "driving normally". This indicates a lower propensity for target vs. 

bullet in this contrast,. Similarly to the previous two class levels within this 

predictor, it is believed that this class serves strongly as an indicator of fault, 

which may overwhelm the fault outcome used in the regression. As a result, 

this contrast is also considered debatable. 

The final predictor considered in the "human" regression modeling was Driver 

Condition. From the summary statistics of Table 5.2, essentially all of the 

collisions (87.7% and 91.0% for target and bullet, respectively) fell within the 

"Normal" base class. Only a handful of more iqattentive target drivers as 

compared with bullet drivers were found, and this resulted in a OR = 1.48. 

When this predictor was considered in the logistic regression modeling for both 

target and bullet, it did not meet the statistical criteria where Pr < 0.05 and was 

therefore backwards stepwise eliminated. 

Table 5.2 shows the Human Variables simple frequency summaries and crude 

OR with all predictors considered in the "Human" logistic regression modeling. 

From the above results and discussion, there appears to be certain faults and 

human predictors which are more attributed to target, while others are more 
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attributed to bullet. Further identification and focus on these can direct eff0l1s 

for future researchers to help increase safety from both the target and bullet 

driver's perspective. 

5.4 Extra-Human Factors 

Summary frequencies and calculated OR for variables having little or no 

predictive association with human interaction and which were used as predictors 

for the initial "extra-human" regression modeling are shown in Table 5.4. 
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Number of Lanes: Target and Bullet Odds 
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Figure 5.6: Target and Bullet by Number of Lanes Odds 

In the selected collisions, Both Table 5.4 and Figure 5.6 show that target and 

bullet have virtually identical distributions. Unlike other figures used to convey 

odds up to this point in the report, COR have also been included on the figure 

above for convenience. When the number of lanes was included in the 

regression analysis as a class variable along with other extra-human variables, it 

was determined to be a highly statistically significant predictor (Pr = 0.001) for 

the target model only, with odds = 1.29. However, when additional contrasts 
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were programmed in the regression modeling to measure the individual effects 

of particular classes, none of the classes were individually estimateable. 

Vehicle body style tended to be predominantly 4 door for both target and bullet 

vehicle. 

o~o 

Vehicle Body Style: Target and Bullet Odds 

IJ COT crgi 

-COBLlIet 

IIJCXR:Tag;tv.; BLilei I 
. For4DoorBa;eOa;s. 

2Dool: 3 Door "Door L~htTlUck 

Vehkle80dyStyJe 

Figure 5.7: Target and Bullet by Vehicle Body Style Odds 

COR values are all less than 1.0 for target vs. bullet vehicle body styles when 

compared with the base 4 door class. Propensity for 4 door vehicles to act as 

both target and bullet vehicles in these collisions appears to rank highest. 

Of the nine classes of vehicle colours selected, silver was most common 

throughout and was selected as a base class for comparison. Black yielded 

rather similar (nearest COR to 1.0) to the base silver (with COR = 0.96), while 

other colours showed higher propensities for collision involvement. Vehicle 

colours in order of ascending COR are brown (COR = 1.19), blue (COR = 

1.35), maroon (COR = 1.48), white (COR = 1.48) red (COR = 1.51) and green 

(COR = 1.52). 
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Yehlde COlOur- T moat Md B 411et OddS 

cCOTag:t 

.COBlllet 

Ca:::R:Tag:tW BllletForSiiva' BaeOas 

BlIIck BlJe Brown Go11 Green MaD)On Red SDrer tfhb 

V.b:k:~ COloRE' 

Figure 5.8: Target and Bullet by Vehicle Colour Odds 

When vehicle colour was included in the extra-human regression modeling for 

both target and bullet models, it failed to allow the model to converge under 

SAS's stringent type 3 analyses, and was therefore eliminated from the models . 

• 
As expected, measures of goodness of fit increased after this variable was 

eliminated from all models. Perhaps this can be attributed to over-

parameterization issues associated with the (rather large number of) nine 

separate classes. Having many descriptors and a limited number of 

observations creates great concern as models struggle to converge. This area of 

concern is discussed in the limitations section of the report. 

Road character and corresponding COR determined from the frequency 

summary is shown in Figure 5.9. Undivided one-way roads in addition to roads 

without a qualifying barrier have COR marginally greater than 1. 
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Road Character: Target a'nd Bullet Odds 

iDCOTaget 

IDcm:Taget VS BLlIEt For 
Urrllllded 2·WO/ BaeOas 

2·UrrlllldED-
t"",,\MOl( 

0.04 4.82 

0.03 5.36 

115 1.00 

Road Character 

3·DlllldedlMlhI4·Dllllded· no 
restrdrint) barlS' 

0.04 0.09 

0.04 0.08 

101 116 

I CCOTag:!t _COBula CCrn:Tag:!tVS BulaFor UndvicEd2·WO{BCEeOCEsI 

Figure 5.9: Target and Bullet by Road Character Odds 

When road character was included in the regression models, both target and 

bullet models found this predictor to be marginally statistically significant, with 

Pr = 0.053 and Pr = 0.064 as highlighted in Table 5.3, respectively. 

BULLET TARGET 

PREDICTOR OF Chi· CPhr'IS~_ eSyti.m'la .• ted EXP of est = ODDS OF Chi' Pro > estimated EXP of est = ODDS 
Sauare >q '..... Sauare ChlSa yalu .. 

Roed Cherecter .. jf; 1I.33t', 0.053<' 1'. • 8.90. 0.0637 1'. 
I·Undivided ·one·way \.. . \.. . 
2·Undlvided·\Wo·waV 0.88 0.3486 0.7689 2.16 1 0.02 0.8950 0.0768 1.08 
3·Divided with restrainino barrier 
4·0 ivided • no barrier 

- "I 

Table 5.3: Extra-Human Regression Model Results for Road Character on 
Target and Bullet . 

Through highlighted rows, as similar t~ the format consistent throughout this 

report, Table 5.3 shows the undivided-two-way class has been chosen as the 

base class. The individual classes had contrasts (essentially. comparisons) 

programmed and their resulting estimates between all classes vs. the base class 

are shown. However, the statistics associated with these are not statistically 

significant, as Pr < 0.05 criteria is not met. In order to clarify, the predictor as a 
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whole is statistically significant, but the contrasts programmed within its levels 

all yield OR with poor statistical significance. 

Frequencies and COR for Road Alignment shown in Table 5.4 indicate that the 

straight-on-Ievel has been set as base class and exists for over 88% of the 

selected collisions. COR = 1.14 for the straight-on-hill class contrasted with the 

base class suggests that only a slightly higher propensity for target vs. bullet 

fault vehicles exists. Other classes for this predictor are obscenely too 

infrequent and the analysis of these variables would likely cause more harm 

than good. As discussed in the limitations section, Simpson's Paradox and other 

issues associated with rare occurrences tends to discredit any results when using 

OR as a measurement -tool. This is simply one of the limitations within the 

realm of Odds and OR. A significantly larger database may help overcome this 

issue. 

Road alignment was included as a predictor in the extra-human target and bullet 

models. Like the majority of other predictors in this report, it too was 

determined to be not statistically significant and was backwards stepwise 

eliminated in the 5th and 9th iterations for target and bullet models, respectively. 

Vehicle Maneuver fell almost entirely into two classes, namely Going ahead 

and Turning left. This is a direct result of the selection criteria for these 

collisions, where left-turning side impact collisions were sought (as discussed in 
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Chapter Analysis 1: MVA Reported Collisions). The -sum of the . left turning 

percentage distributions of 78.9% and 19.5% for target and bullet (totaling 

98.4%, slightly less than 100% due to missing and incomplete observations,) 

confirm this. From Table 5.3, target vs. bullet vehicles turning left are 

compared with the base condition of going ahead. A calculated COR = 15.97 

indicates a high propensity for this condition to exist. This is likely attributed to 

the consequences associated and conflicts arising from making left turns 

through: crossing the paths of other oncoming vehicles; judging available gaps; 

watching out for pedestrians; and monitoring signal phase. However, under the 

regression modeling for target and bullet, this predictor was determined to be 

not statistically significant by the 6th and 7th iterations, respectively, and was 

therefore eliminated from any further modeling. 

From Table 5.4, Road Surface Condition is predominantly dry, followed by wet. 

More importantly, there is no appreciable difference in the distributions within 

the various classes. Th!s seems logical, since the conditions on the target road 

are likely to be identical to the conditions on the bullet road, with exceptions on 

one side or the other due to rare circumstances such as improper drainage, 

debris, spills, partial salting/plowing, etc. When this predictor was included in 

the target and bullet regression modeling, it was determined to be not 

statistically significant at the 4th and 6th iterations, respectively, and was 

therefore eliminated. 
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.An asphalt Road surface exists in almost entirely all of the collisions studied. 

Even so, it was included in the initial modeling. This predictor was eventually 

backwards stepwise eliminated as it became apparent that it was not statistically 

significant in the regression modeling. It is not explored any further in this 

report. Other remaining predictors including road condition, road pavement 

markings and vehicle condition all followed similar conditions, where 

extremely few observations were noted outside of the basic and normal 

condition. These predictors were also eliminated in the regression process due 

to poor statistical significance and a lack of convergence of the models. 

Note that all predictors discussed up to this point were categorical, having 

multiple levels within.' Rather unique to these other variables, RMAX and 

VMAX representing maximum posted speed and maximum pre-collision 

vehicle speed, respectively, are treated as continuous and included in the 

regression analysis for target and bullet models. Because of the nature of 

continuous variables, it is not possible to construct or compare contrasts and OR 

for these two predictors. However, through regression it was determined for the 

bullet model that RMAX was highly statistically significant, P = 0.003, with an 

estimate of 0.05. The positive polarity of this value indicates a marginally 

increasing propensity for target vehicle to be at fault with higher posted 

maximum speeds. Perhaps this positive association is a result of the lesser 

amount of time associated with smaller gaps that creates fault causing 

conditions. For the corresponding bullet model, this predictor failed to meet 
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statistical significance criteria and was eliminated. The regression modeling 

yielded both target and bullet models Maximum Pre-Collision Vehicle Speed to 

be highly statistically significant, as P = 0.0001 and P = 0.0001 with estimates 

of, respectively. The negative association of these estimates suggests that both 

target and bullet are inversely fault associated with higher pre-collision speeds. 

While this may seem counter-intuitive, it may be a direct result of the nature 

and circumstance in which this data field is recorded. The pre-collision vehicle 

speed is typically determined through simply questioning the involved persons, 

and involved parties may intentionally understate their actual traveled speed in 

fearing consequences of admitting high speeds to investigating officers. If this 

is widespread enough, a bias may exist within this predictor. 

Table 5.5 lists remaining variables available which 'were excluded from any 

modeling in this analysis. These were excluded from modeling through a 

combination of logical grounds and a lack of past research showing any fault 

outcome associations. . 
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Category 

Number of LInes 
I 
2 
3 
~ 
5 
a 
1 

.. he. 
Frequency mtssing 

YeI1lde Body Sly," 
20 ... 
3 DO« 
40-···· 

LogtII Tn .. " 
Frequency misSing 

Vehlde Colour 
BIad< -B""", 
Gold G_. 
""oon 
Red -. 
Wh .. 
Frequency n"IISsing 

AOIId Character 

1·UndtYidod ·one·way 
Z~_ 

3·Owldad """h reslral"' 
4·QMded • no barne' 
S·Ramp 
I·CoIIector lane 
7-ExpNSS lane 
"Transfer lane 
Frequency messing 

Aa.dSurface 

S 
o 
o 
I 

106 

1~;.'."· Mr. 
2-011 t,."ed gravel " 
3-Gfavel 01' crushed 51 0 
4·Conc,... 1 
5·Eanh 0 
a·Wood 0 
7·St .. 1 0 
8·Bncklmtetlocking sic 0 
Frequency mISSIng '. " 102 

AoHCondltlon 
l-Goad .... 
2·1'0« 
3-Under repair Of coni 
Frequency mISSIng 

AOIId Surfaw Condnktn 

'153 
6 
4 

'0' 
1-!lty' "121 . 
2·Wel 127 
3·l00se snow 2 
4-Slulh 2 
5-Pactted snow 2 
1·lce 1 
7·Uud 0 
'·loose sand 01' grave 0 
9-Sp_liquld 0 
FreqiMtncy milSlng 

Road Alignment 1-SIIoigIII .. _ 

2·SWratghl on hili 
3·Curve on IewtI 
4-CUrve on h4I 
Frequency mtlsing 

Aced Pavement Mariling. 

581 
65 
10 
2 

.06 

IC£ldoI 641 
2·Non .. XfSlant 13 
3-Obscured 3 
4.Faded 1 
Frequency messing 106 

Vehicle CondHlon 1·No __ 
a5I 

gg·Oefecl 

Vehfcle Menoeuver I-Gc*Ig __ 
138 

2·SIowtng 01' SlOPPing I 
3-Oie".king 2 
4.Turingletl S30 
5-Tunngrighl 0 
e-Matung -yo turn • 7·Cbang.ng lan.s 0 
8·Mer~ 0 
9-Reversing 0 
10-S.opped 2 
11,Pllked 0 
12·OisabJed D 
13·PulIinO away from I 0 
14·Pulhng onlo should- 0 
Frequency fnlSSlng 9' 

F. ue 

-·12.4 
18.7 
0.3 
0.3 
G.3 
0.1 
0.0 ',;-
0.0 ',\ 

,;·00 'J 

.' 
11.3 
U 
I.S .',c 
U',~ 

:J<j~'<1! 

.', 

124 
130 
2 
2 

• 1 
o 
I 
o 

592 
51 
3 
4 

.07 

17.4 ,~.642 
2.0 
0.5 
0,2 • 

109 

/t" .... '" 111:-
0,2 , ,," 

c " 
; 211.2 

" 
• 537 

0.1 2 
0.3 0 

,7'" 13' 
0.0 

, 
I 

0.1 <~ 0 
0.0 I 
0.0 0 
0.0 
0.3 
00 
OJ) 

0.0 
0.0 

~ -.;: -'12.0· '-f. 

':F~': 
0.1 
0.1, 
0.' 
0.0 'ri 

:~}h 

udt dds: 
TO' 

'" 4.111 
0.20 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

.... ·7.56 
0.11 
0.02 
0.00 

37.71 
0.02 
0.00 
000 

US 
0-00 
000 
al3 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
000 
D.OO 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

Crude CrUde Odde Ratio.: 
Bullet Ta. tVSBuilet 

0.00 
0.15 US 
0.03 0.98 
'.G4 '.00 
0.09 08. 
0.27 0.14 
0.03 0.70 
0.01 '.38 
0.00 0.49 

0.32 0.68 
0.00 0.87 
U8 '''''.' • .00 . 

0.'7 

0.14 
0.19 
0.07 
0.03 
0.'0 
0.01 
0.18 

- 0.20 ,-. 

0.18 

003 
&.3s 
0.04 

'0.08 
0.01 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

. 1&5.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
000 
000 

c, .1.25 
0.01 
0.01 

4.56 
0.21 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
000 
000 
0.00 

'.11 
0.'0 
0.00 
0.01 

08.38 
0.01 
0.00 
0.00 

.. 

0.68 

0.96 
US 
1.19 
0.49 
1.52 u. 
1.51 
1.00 
u. 

1.15 
UlO 
1.01 
1.16 
014 

",00 

1.00 

1.00 
1.49 

'.00 

1.00 
'0.87 . 
D .• 
0 .• ... 
0." 

0.00 

1.00 
1.1. 
3.010 
0.51 

.1.00 
us 
1.00 
'.00 

"'.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 

3.111 1.00 
000 1,97 
000 
0.24 15.97 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 
D.OO 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
000 
0.00 

Table 5.4: Extra-Human Variables Considered 
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Categooy 

On_lnjurie • 
. 0_ .'\~ ::5 .. : ; c .. ~" •. ;:~;:~: ..... . 
1_ 
2 MInor 
3 Major 
<4 Falal 
Frequency missing 

Driwr'. Solely Equlp .... nl U .. 
t-lop MCI_boII. :.,. 
2-I..8Il bel only 
3·lap bel only 01 combined .... mbly 
6·"" beg deployed 
9·Equipment t10I used but .v.iIabIe 
Other safety equipment used 

1. P ........... InJuriH 
0_ .,::: , .. 
1 Minimal 
2 Minor 
3 Major 
Frequenty missing 

VehlcloType 
.1.-.otaIlan_: ;. 
4·PasoengorVan 
5-Pick-<.tpfruclc 
6-Detiveryvan 
Other 
Frequenty missing 

InHiel DI_ion 01 T .... I 
I·North 
2·Sooth 

3-EMI _'" 
4·Wnt 
Frequenty missing 

Loc.Iion 01 Vehle" DarMge or Aru of 
ImpKI: InliollmpKI 

I.RighI lront comer 
2·RoghIlront 
3-Righl centre 
4·Righlrllr 
SoRlghi r .. r comer 
6-Back centre 
7·len rear comer 
8-lefl, .. , 
9-Leftcentre 
lo-LoI1 front 
11 ~Leh front comer 12·F __ ,. 

13·Front co""*,,i . 
14·Righl side compieIe 
15-Back compIefe 
16-LoI1 aide complete 
Fr_missing 

LOCIIlion 01 Yehle. eamllge or Aru of 
ImpKI: _netery Impoct 

I·Rogh1 front comer 
2·Righl front 
3·Right centre 
4·Righl'lIr 
5·Right rear comer 
6-Back centre 
7-Left rear comer 
8·Left' .... 
9·Leftcertr. 
lo-LoI1 front 
11-1.011 front comer 12-1' __ '. : 

13-Front compiete 
t4·RighI side compfete 
15·Back compiete 
16-LoI1 lide complete 
17·Top 
la-Undercarriage 
Frequency missi 

Fr ue 
T 3rget Bullet Crude Odds: 

Fr uenc 11..,. TOUI Fr uenc 11..,. T..... Tar et 

.. LIIII:;;· 
3f9 
234 
15 
o 

97 
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6 
3 
f9 
8 
9 

158 
175 

, 180 . 
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94 

! :}t~ii 
go:. 13.5,; 

~E"!ff 
~:c 

~j'~l ~~~:; 
36, :~ ~;~.~',i 59,,:;. 
G.d 8A ,-',1 . 

64 .... 
50 7.5 
3 0.'1 

15 U 
96. r .;~ of ,. 

:,.~,;; .~ 

" 

1~~";~ .• 'J 
13i : U· 
12'. . 7.1' 

:'. U 
3.3 

6 U 
15

1
',.- I .• 

10, :~:: 1 
6 U 

22 14 .• >,' 
9.'" U " 2" U l ,," 0.7 
6': 3.' '.~ 

7" 4." ", 

6, a.,. " 
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14 
11 
8 
2 
1 
1 
2 
8 
12 

112 
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173 
5 
2 
6 
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5 
8 
2 
1 
1 
1 
7 
9 
2 
4 
4 
26 
19 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 

671 

0.17 .• ,~ ... 
0.92 
0.54 
0.02 
0.00 

0.31 
0.35 
0.37, 
0.31' 

0.13 
0.04 
0.09 
0.09 
006 
0.03 
0.04 
0.11 
0.07 
0.01 
0.04 
0.17 
0.06 
0.01 
0.01 
0.04 
0.05 
0.04 

Cr_ Odds: Crude Odds Rei"': 
Bullet Tar VSBullet 

.o.n,,;; .. ',' ... '.1.00' , ... C-

0.55 3.79 
0.29 4.42 
0.01 6.89 
0.00 

11.60 
0.01 
0.01 
0.05 
0.01 

0.66 
0.41 
0.34 
0.02 

4.17 
0.09 
0.04 
0.03 
0.02 

0.36 
0.31 
0.33 
0.33 

0.19 
0.02 
0.02 
0.01 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.01 
0.02 
0.21 
0.42 
0.36 
001 
0.00 
0.01 

0.06 
0.09 
0.02 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.08 
0.11 
0.02 
0.04 
0.04 
0.37 
0.26 
0.02 
0.01 
0.01 
0.00 
0.01 

1.00 ~<1'1{ 
o.n ' .. 
0.52 
063 
0.83 

1.00 
1.53 
1.96 
1.66 

1.00 .. ' 
0.79" 
0.60 
0.44 
0.88 

0.82 
1.02 
1.00 
0.88 

2.63 
17.24 
23.07 
24.38 
7.74 
6.19 
0.00 

30.95 
14.32 
9.29 
1.63 
1.00 
1.15 

30.95 
4.64 
7.74 

3.86 
085 
7.39 
13.64 
10.23 
5.68 
0.97 
1.89 
5.68 
0.28 
1.70 
1.00 
0.54 
1.1. 
1.14 
6.82 

6.82 

Table 5.5: Additional Variables Available Not Used in Analysis 
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5.5 Summary of Results for Human and Extra-Human 
Factors 

A summary from Analysis I: MV A Report Fault Comparisons of the four 

different models obtained using the backwards stepwise regressions and Pr < 

0.05 criteria are shown below. Predictors eliminated in the backwards stepwise 

regression have been excluded according to the mentioned criteria, and it is the 

opinion of this paper that these are acceptable but not perfect models. 

Bullet: 

• Human (6 Iterations): 

D2F= MVA34 D2AGE V2PIAGE 

• Extra-human (10 Iterations): 
• 

D2F= R2MAX V2APSPD MVAIO 

Target: 

• Human (6 Iterations): 

DIF= MVA33 VIOCCUP 

• Extra-human (9 Iterations): 

DIF = RILANES VIAPSPD MVA9 
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5.6 Intersection Collision Factors 

Table 5.6 shows all of the intersection variables and their frequencies in the data 

used for this analysis. Data containing missing observations is not included 

below. 

Category 

T,.ttie Control Condition 
, ·Functionlng 
2-NoI functIOning 
3-Obscured 
.·Missing/damaged 

Environment Condition 
I·Clear 
2·RaIn 
3·Snow 
"·Freezing rain 
5·0rihin9 snow 
6-5lroog wind 
7·Foa. mist. smoke. dust 

Light 
1·0811'9111 
2·001ligl1l. on«lCial 
3·00 ... 
.·00 ... , andieoal 
5·0u'" 
6·0u .... andicial 
7·0011< 
e·Oark •• rtiflCial 
Frequency missing 

p,. .. nee of Left·Tum Anow 
Prese ... 
Not Present 

P ........ 01 Flolhlng Ad •• G_n 
Present 
Not Pres.hI 

CtlylWard Collilion OCcurred 
Elabic:oke 
east YCHk 
NonhYork 
Scarbo<ough 
T...."o 
Yar1< 

Signorrzed Systam Used 
MTSS 
SCOOT 

P ........ 01 FIo.hlng Don' Walk 
Present 
Not Present 

O.y01 W .... 
Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursdoy 
Friday 
Saturday 

Fr uen 

651 
8 
1 
1 

103 

666 
85 
7 

I 
o 

337 
2 
2 
2 1. 
• 42 
91 

270 
764 

565 
199 

400 
364 

154 
14 

239 
222 
119 
16 

565 
199 

559 
205 

110 
654 

115 
112 
112 
93 
137 
119 
73 

.,,:~ 17.4 r.,.;', ,: 

~:·'d 
0.1 <~-", 

0,3"1 
0.1 ':: 

• 0.0 '. 
f- , 

18.2 
G.4. : 
0.4.' 
OA;?)i'~.·.f-. 

",.I / t,':; 

"ljf,~~H. 
C • 74.0 

26.0 , 

IOJ! ." .• ,'. 
1.' ~ " ~ 
:~::/ 
IS." ., 

2.1 

14.4 . ,; 

• IS .• 

15.1:~X 
14.7 
1 •. 7 
12.2 
18.0 
15.' 
I.e 

Crude Odds 

65.10 
0.01 
0.00 
0.00 

6.94 
0.13 
0.01 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

2.15 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.03 
0.01 
0.09 
0.23 

2.84 
0.35 

1.10 
0.91 

0.25 
0.02 
0.46 

0 .• ' 
0.18 
0.02 

2.84 

2.73 
0.37 

0.17 
5.95 

0.18 
0.17 
0.17 
0.1. 
0.22 
0.19 
0.11 

Table 5.6: General Intersection Data 
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, 
A 

Figure 5.10 shows that the majority of intersections featured LT A in the data 

under analysis. 

Presence of Left-Turn Arrow (LTA) 

C Present 

• Not Present 

Figure 5.10: LTA Presence 

Figure 5.11 shows that slightly over half of the intersections featured FAG. 

Presence of Rashing Advance Q-een (FAG) 

48% 
52% 

! [] Present ! 
I. Not Present 1 

Figure 5.11: FAG Presence at Intersection 

In Toronto, many intersections are under the fixed control of MTSS, while 

others are activated with the magnetic loop detector SCOOT system. In the 

intersections studied, Figure 5.12 shows that the majority are controlled by 

MTSS. 

Signalized System Used 

J<'igure 5.12: Signal System 
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The flashing hand and pedestrian system is shown in Figure 5.13 exists in 73% 

of the intersections under study. 

Presence of Flashing Don't Walk (FDW) 

Figure 5.13: FDW Presence 

The intersections under study were entirely either 3 or 4 legged. The gross· 

majority are shown in the following Figure 5.14 to be of the 4 legged 

configuration. 

NuniJer of Legs at Intersection 

Figure 5.14: Intersection Legs 

When collisions were examined by d~y of week, Figure 5.15· shows that 

Thursday and Friday lead in highest frequency. 
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I 
I 

Intersection CoUisions by Day of Week 

Figure 5.15: Collisions by day of week 

Figure 5.16 shows a breakdown of how weekday collisions dominated in 

frequency weekend collisions. Of course, this could not be considered an 

entirely fair comparison since more days of the week exist in the weekdays vs. 

the weekend, but differences in travel patterns and travel demand potentially 

confound this. 

Weekend and Weekday Collision Percentages 

I [] Weekdays I 
:. Weekends I 

Figure 5.16: Weekend vs. Weekday Comparison 

The above are all merely summary findings associated with the intersections 

selected which are modeled for collision existence. 

The initial modeling (and first iteration) for this intersection analysis consisted 

of the following 14 variables: System, FAGINT, FDW, Num_Legs, Staggered, 

City, Q_major, Q_minor, DstInt, Any_LA, N, S, W, and E. Recall that these 
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variables ·have been described previously. From the first ·iteration, SAS 

revealed that the model converges. Due to insufficient statistical significance 

(where P > 0.05), the following summary of backwards stepwise eliminated 

variables is shown in Table 5.7 below. 

Iteration that Variable is 
Variable Nam e 

Stepw ise E lim ina ted 
2 Ostlnt 
3 Any. LA 
4 Q minor 
5 City 
6 E 
7 FOW 
8 Staggered 

Table 5.7: Intersection Regression Variable Elimination 

The remaining variables all had sufficient statistical significance to remain in 

the model. These factors for intersections with and without injury, property 

damage only and fatality collisions, yielded after 8 iterations are: 

A summary of P statistics associated with these factors are shown in Table 5.8 

below. 

Parameter Pr> ChiSq 
System 0.0366 
FAGINT 0.0001 

Num Le~s 0.0159 
Q major 0.0003 

N 0.0289 
S 0.0282 
W 0.0001 

Table 5.8: Parameter Statistics 
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Although all of the parameters within Table 5.8 are statistically significant, only 

select class contrasts within levels of several of these predictors were also 

statistically significant. These contrasts are shown in Table 5.9 below. 

Parameter Estimate Odds = eXJ!LEstimate) 
FAG: No vs. Yes -1.12 0.32 
Num Legs 3 vs 4 lanes -0.90 0.41 
a major 0.00 1.00 
Northbound: Local vs Major Arterial -1.27 0.28 
Southbound: Local vs Major Arterial -1.34 0.26 
Southbound: All other road classes vs Major Arterial -2.85 0.06 
W es tbound: Collector vs Major Arterial -1.25 0.29 
Westbound: Local vs Major Arterial -2.67 0.07 
Westbound: All other road classes vs Major Arterial -3.89 0.02 

Table 5.9: Statistically Significant Class Contrasts for Intersection Analysis 

Odds derived from the exponentiated estimates of the regression model results 

for intersections with vs. without collisions yielded the following statistically 

significant results: 
.. 

• An odds of 0.32 shows a lower propensity exists for No vs. Yes for 

the presence of appearance of FAG Intersection Systems at 

intersections with collisions. 

• 3 legged vs. 4 legged intersections had an odds of 0.41, which shows 

a lower propensity for selected collisions to occur at 3 vs. 4 legged 

intersections exists. 

• Q_major statistically shows no effect with increasing or decreasing 

odds. This suggests that the data sampled shows no statistical 

difference for intersections experiencing collisions vs. those without 

based on volume on the major roadway. 
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• Major Arterial appeared to outweigh road classes In northbound, 

southbound and westbound directions. 

• Through additional examination of this intersection data, outside of 

the regression modeling, a manual approach to explore the FAG 

factor was conducted. Manually calculated, separated and plotted 

odds show (Figure 5.17) differences in FAG and FAG-free 

intersections. An apparent trend occurs near the middle of the graph, 

which is likely attributed to a high proportion of vehicles on both 

roadways (especially those with crossing paths) resulting in a high 

number of potential conflicts. More importantly, it can be seen that 

the FAG curve lies above the without FAG curve throughout the 

graph, which indicates a higher odds of a given intersection having a 

collision. However, it should be noted thtlt minor roadway volumes 

are not statistically significant when considered in the regression 

with all other predictors, but that is an analysis which exists in 

isolation of this. 
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I 
Intersections Collisions vs Percentage diff in Mm 

Volumes by FAG presence 
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Figure 5.17: FAG Presence and Major Minor Flows 

SAS output including entire statistics associated with both predictors and 

contrasts custom programmed appear in the printed model output in Appendix 

E. 

5.7 Summary of Results for Intersection Collision 
Factors 

For intersections, system type (scoot or mtss), presence of FAG, the number of 

legs, the major trafficway flow, and the road classifications of the North, South 

and West legs were found to be statistically significant factors. 

Even with the parameter contrasts described above, it is possible to gain a 

general understanding but difficult extract an exact meaning behind several of 

the results. Statistically, it has been determined that these findings do exist. 

Pessimistically speaking, reasons for their existence could be attributed to 
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- chance since no current literature supporting this exists. Optimistically, one 

could speculate that this is a valid new discovery, perhaps even a function of 

Toronto's road structure, where there are significantly different attributes of city 

intersections by their approaches - attributes which have bearing on collision 

propensity at intersections. Specific examples of this could be the commuter 

nature of the city, where more people enter than leave during work-trips in the 

morning/afternoon hours, or perhaps even commuters traveling with sunlight in 

their eyes both ways, from their dwellings in the east end, etc. both of which 

may "clash" when crossing paths at intersections. Certainly, other such 

confounding factors have the potential to cloud salient factors from emerging. 

Regardless, inferences have been made from the data and never have any beliefs 

been imposed - the like of which would sabotage a fair analysis. Rather, 

including variables that were believed to be of relevance quantifies a belief. 

5.8 Limitations 

Although it is difficult. to quantify, it is the opinion of this author that the 

greatest limitation of this report results from the inability to capture and include 

all relevant factors for analysis. As discussed throughout the report, other 

confounding factors likely exist. Literature reviewed and discussed pointedly 

shows this. It is better to do less exhaustively than to do more haphazardly. 

The second most significant limitation is underestimation, which stems from 

numerous sources. According to the data available for the year 1998, there are 
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notably on a sliver of reported collisions that occur in "Metro Toronto", and a 

massive disproportion of locations listed as "Other", as compared to later years 

where many more collisions are listed within "Metro Toronto". This is like 

attributed to the City of Toronto's amalgamation on January IS., 1998, when 

many collision reporters (police officers) were in a sort of transition phase 

where they were partial to label Metro Toronto's "new" territory correctly. 

Also, it is likely that the number of collisions going unreported increased first in 

1997 with the introduction of self-reporting, and again in 1998 (in combination 

with the mentioned effect in paragraph above), when the property damage 

minimum for reporting increased to $1000. It is also likely that the numbers of 

collisions involving minimal injuries are underreported since injuries such as 

whiplash or soft tissue injuries are not apparent at the scene of the collision. The 

reverse holds true, albeit weaker, when retribution for losses is required. 

As mentioned earlier in the report, injury severity and death is updated 30 days 

after the collision and any change of status of injury severity (and possible 

death) will be left out of the data. This can lead to underestimation, which may 

not be captured on the file. This also occurs when injury victims seek medical 

attention after the collision is reported. Perhaps electronically linked medical 

and collision records could overcome this. 
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Another -source of underestimation exists in reported "Driver Condition", which 

is indicated as a separate field within the Ontario Motor vehicle Accident 

Report's Field (see Appendix B for complete list of fields). Since investigating 

officers must make judgment calls on driver's ability and condition as related to 

alcohol, drugs, medical condition, fatigue etc, and these judgments are subject 

to error. Also, since investigating officers arrive after the collision, driver 

conditions may change with time - provided that the driver is still even in 

attendance of the scene. Often times, injured drivers have left to seek medical 

treatment. 

However, there are issues with the data used in this study. Similar to other 

studies is the issue of completeness of police reports on motor vehicle 

collisions. There may be considerate under reporting of minimal and minor 

injury classified collisions. Another concern is the reliability of injury coding, 

as misclassification between levels is possible. Although police should follow-

up through hospital, r~cords for 30 days in order to identify fatal-injuries, 

patients who die following this period rpay not be rep0r:ted appropriately [9]. 

Furthermore, it is expected that there is an underreporting of alcohol 

involvement, but this paper shall not focus on approximating this objectively. 

It is generally accepted that many motorists wish to avoid insurance coverage 

increases associated with reporting collisions and fault assessments. Examining 

the Fault Determination Rules reveals that if no degree of fault is assessed 
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against ,a driver, his renewal premium should not be affected • .However, if a 

degree of fault is assessed against the driver, it is likely that there will be some 

effect on the renewal premium [40]. 

This concept is increasingly likely to be true with decreasing severity of 

collisions. 

Furthermore, "[i]f an insured feels that fault has been improperly assessed and 

cannot resolve the matter with the insurance company, his or her remedy would 

be to commence an action in court and have the degree of fault established by 

the court [40]. The hassle and intimidation of going to court may further 

disway driver's from reporting collisions. 

As indicated in a study by Applied Research and Evaluation Services, another 

significant problem with these data is that for the most part, police in Canada 

are not trained in recognizing driver intoxication by either alcohol or drugs 

(especially considering the effects of alcohol impairment can resemble those 

caused by a head trauma), so their estimations probably under-represent actual 

frequencies of impaired driving in the crashes that they attend and report upon 

[37]. This report also argues that the extent of drug-impaired crashes is 

underestimated due to a variety of reasons, primarily due to a lack of testing and 

testing sensitivity. They point to the results of a classic study by in 1982 by 
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Terhune that -found- that -driver- BACs had to reach 0.20 or over before 58% of 

the police recognized impairment level [38]. 

However, even the collisions which are investigated are subject to many other 

types of limitations. For instance, not all police officers are vehicle collision 

experts. As a result, data obtained from their reports may be erroneous. 

Furthermore, their reports must be manually entered from handwritten forms to 

electronic spreadsheets. This process is currently still the responsibility of 

Police, and since it is a manual human process, it introduces potential errors. 

Contributing to this error source is the fact that Toronto's current Police chief is 

renowned for "getting officers out from behind desks, and back onto the streets" 

- Unknown source. 

Currently in Toronto, linking self reporting collisions from one to another is 

becoming a daunting task. CRCs are often abused as driver's claim collisions 

occurred at differing in~ersections and under different conditions that the truth. 

Furthermore, drivers are trying to test the system by reporting to different CRCs 

throughout the city with differing false statements. Perhaps the greatest 

weakness of this process can be attributed to drivers reporting at separate CRC's 

with falsified intersection names and explanations. This makes it increasingly 

difficult to link collisions to a specific intersection. Fortunately, the system 

discussed earlier in this report developed by Allianz, predicts that widespread 

use of their electronic self-reporting system will speed up and simplify the 
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process of matching reports from the various parties involved 10 the same 

collision. 

As mentioned in a summary by the Chronic Disease and Injuries - Injury 

Prevention and Substance Abuse Prevention [20], there are limitations 

associated with the Ontario collision data location fields. In particular, collision 

data is limited to location of collision entered geographically by place of 

occurrence. Their report expresse's hope for future work on behalf of the 

. 
Ministry of Transportation to include additional information by residence of 

driver in future publications since analysis based on place of occurrence can be 

misleading. Collisions may occur to people who do not live in that area, 

particularly in areas frequented by tourists and commuters. This has particular 

importance when considering underreporting. 

In addition, there are issues with stepwise variable selection process used in the 

analysis's that should be stated. Here are some of the problems with stepwise 

variable selection. 

1. R-squared values are biased high, yielding confidence 

intervals for effects and predicted values that are falsely 

narrow (See Altman and Anderson, Statistics ill 

Medicine). 
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2. It yields P-values that do not have the proper meaning 

and the proper correction for them is apparently a very 

complex issue. 

3. It has problems in the presence of collinearity. 

4. Increasing the sample size doesn't help very much (see 

Derksen and Keselman). 

5. It allows us to not think about the problem. 

6. It uses a lot of paper. 

[39] 

In addition to analysis limitations, this report is affected by issues associated 

with exposure. As with the quasi-induced exposure techniques used commonly 

in similar studies, one must remember that OR used iq this report are a measure 

rather different than one that can account for driver miles, licensed drivers, and 

a host of other exposures. 

Furthermore, the interpretation of odds and OR are surrounded by limitations, 
. , 

perhaps most profoundly by that of Simpson's Paradox. The fact that a 

marginal table may exhibit an association completely different from the partial 

tables is known as Simpson's Paradox (Simpson 1951, Yule 1903) [28]. 

Missing values have significant implications when dealing with OR's as they 

can affect the denominator of the ratio and yield exaggerated results. These 

become even more apparent when over-parameterization issues arise, as many 
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predictors in the variables used contain several classes. The large number of 

parameters and relatively limited quantity of data available create over-

parameterization issues 

The fault assessment used to create flags indicating target and bullet driver 

faults was not a simple task. Ontario's Statutes and Regulations as written in the 

Insurance Act [40] provide comprehensive Fault Determination Rules, which 

were used in this study. One we~kness inherent in using the fault determination 

rules stems from the its use of percentage attributions of fault in specific 

scenarios. These percentage attributions, particularly partial fault assessments 

(i.e., of 25% and 75% at fault) do not directly translate to a binary fault 

outcome. Under the given conditions, this was decided to be the best method . 
• 

Note that when no clear indication of either being at fault or not at fault existed, 

the fault observation was left blank. It is also possible for both vehicles to 

simultaneously be either at fault or not-at-fault. In light of this, support in 

following the fault determination rules is achieved through its provision of a 

consistent means of assessment, and is recommended for future use. 

As in any report, it is essential that these limitations be recognized throughout 

all of the presented results. Further to this is the potential multiplicative 

negative effect of all these mentioned limitations, some of which may act in 

conjunction with others to cloud the salient factors from emerging. 
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1 General 

At a minimal cost, a preliminary analysis the identification of factors involved 

in side impact left turning collisions was performed. Crude odds ratios in 

addition to regression model computed and exponentiated estimates for odds 

ratios were examined. Differences between these were primarily attributed to 

the fact that other confounding variables exist and lie outside the scope of this 

research. Limitations aside, statistically significant values for factors associated 

with these collisions were discussed and certain factors showed clear 

associations with the fault outcome. 

It is not surprising to see different factors appearing in separate models. It 

seems possible that bullet vehicles are sensitive to maximum posted speeds. 

After all, it is almost expected that the characteristics that define target and 

bullet vehicles be different~ particularly because they are two unique and 

independent items. 

Missing values for each variable was rather problematic throughout the data 
.", 

used, especially in comparison to the large sample sizes in other studies 

discussed in the literature review. 
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I 

6.2 Conclusions 

The factors that were statistically significant and included in the bullet models 

differed slightly from the factors found in the target models. Both target and 

bullet human factor models shared Apparent Driver Action and Front Seated 

Passenger Age as significant factors. However, only the bullet model included 

Driver Age and only the target model included Number of Vehicle Occupants. 

Similarly, for the extra-human factors, both Road Character and Approximate 

Vehicle Speed appeared in target and bullet models. However. the bullet model 

contained Maximum Posted Speed while the target model contained Number of 

Lanes. 

• 
From the intersection analysis, intersections were studied to determine causes 

and factors associated with intersections experiencing collisions and those 

without with classifications of left-turning and angle. over a period of three 

years. Certain features and combinations of features showed statistically 

significant propensities to be associated with intersections with collisions as 

compared to those without. These factors were intersection system (SCOOT or 

MTSS), presence of FAG. Number of Legs. Flow on the major roadway, and 

classifications of North, South and West roads. While these predictors as a 

whole were statistically significant, only selected contrasts within yielded 

statistically significant odds. 
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Crude odds (CO) and crude odds ratios (COR) were used to exhibit findings 

from summary statistics for the combination of both target and bullet vehicles. 

Odds and odds ratios (OR) were used throughout the report as measures 

between predictors and predictor contrasts for statistically significant results (P 

< 0.05) of target vs. bullet comparisons. The organization of the data through 

classifications and sub-classifications (i.e., Human and Extra-Human) make 

distinctions between variables for separate models more apparent. This creates 

ease in model building. The logistic modeling with the commonly accepted P < 

0.05 criteria as shown for other reports reviewed is easy to interpret. 

i 
Furthennore, it was intended to compare the known case target and bullet 

vehicle driver's characteristics. Ideally, one could expect to find statistically 

proven differences between target and bullet drivers involved in collisions, 

particularly matched with fault outcomes. Unfortunately, due to confidentiality 

issues, this infonnation on comparison vehicles drivers was never made 

available. Perhaps with continued persistent efforts, policy makers and in 

particular, Metropolitan Police decision makers will provide better access to 

confidential data for legitimate studies such as this. 

Salient factors associated with selected side impact collisions and intersection 

collisions in general have been reported. These provide insight into the analysis 

of data that shall be applied in further research in a more focused analysis of the 

in-depth collision database that has been developed. 
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6.3 Recommendations 

Throughout the composition of this report, a number of recommendations 

became apparent. These have been separated into two categories, namely, 

recommendations for data, and future work. 

I 
( 

Recommendations with respect to Data: 

• Investigating officers should have a provision on the MV A reports to 

record info on the object struck, specifically what happened to it 

(i.e., breakaway pole, did it indeed breakaway? Did it fall over, 

deform, displace the roadside barrier, etc.) . 
• 

• Include other environmental weather conditions, linked 

electronically, such as temperature, humidity, etc. 

• The MV A report author's should create a field within Vehicle Type . 

for "Sport Utility Vehicle", and "Mini-Van" and "Full sized 

Passenger Van", as opposed to the existing "Passenger Van" field 

which is too limited. 
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• MVA reports have a limited vehicle occupant "position" (or seating) 

fields that do not account for the rear rows of minivans seats. This 

field should be modernized to account for this. 

• MV A reports should be perfectly linked with Self-reporting fonns, 

using a similar numeric style and sequence for codes depicting 

collision details. This would increase the ease with which these 

documents could be merged.- Transport Canada should also consider 

adopting a similar fonnat, in addition to the extra observations they 

make. This would allow further compatibility and ease for linked 

data set efforts. 

Recommendations with respect to future work: 

• Following the fault determination rules helped to provide some 

degree of consistency and is recommended for future use. Perhaps a 

fault field directly on an MV A would be of some added benefit. 

• MV A reports should have a field indicating more than just two 

different types of L T collisions. There are many more combinations 

of L T collision, and addressing this concern would certainly enrich 

the data. 
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• MV A reports should indicate whether the second generation air bags 

deployed, or at least indicate which phase and type of deployment 

occurred. Insurance agencies would have a particular interest in this 

for many reasons. 

• Through manual data entry, it was repeatedly observed that 

investigating police officer's labeled roadways for vehicle one and 

two as RI and R2. Unfortunately, they did this at their discretion 

without any apparent nor consistent procedure. 

• Police recorded roadway designations often were not respective of 

vehicles one and two, V 1 and V2. This creates confusion in 

differentiating V 1 and V2 between the R2 label, "reference point" 

which differs from the Rl label "trafficway". Officers may tend to 

simply label RI the more major of the two streets. This has negative 

consequences when entering and organizing data for analysis and 

comparison of target and bullet vehicles. 
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• A good next step would be to take the intersection analysis to 

another level and focus on identifying side impact collisions. From 

this, comparisons between intersections with collisions and with side 

impact collisions could be made. Comparisons with intersections 

experience varying levels of collision could also be made. 

• Combinations of contrasts built on existing contrasts would be an 

interesting way to analyze areas of known concern further. With 

additional data, it would be interesting to exploring combinations of 
, . 

features such as FDW and FAG, which wouldn't be possible in the 

current data due to its size limitations. 

• In future work, it may be better suited to model fault outcomes as 

continuous percentages, rather than binary dichotomous outcomes. 

This is particularly true since the Ontario Fault Determination Rules 

[29] produce fault in terms of percentages, and riot simply as binary 

outcomes. 
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Appendix A: Transport Canada Vehicle Safety 
Research Investigation Forms 
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CASE: VEHICLE #: 

, 1-*-1 Transport." Transports . 
...,.. Can'ada ','. Canada",· , . 

abi AIR BAG DEPLOYMENT 

Yes No 

ab2 SEAT OCCUPIED 

Yes No 

ab3 HORIZONTAL DMENSION 

___ -'cm 

ab4 VERTICAL DIMENSION 

____ ,cm 

ab5 NUMBER OF VENTS 

ab6 EVIDENCE OF OCCUPANT CONTACT 

Yes No 

ab7 AIR BAG DAMAGE DUE TO DEPLOYMENT 

Yes No 

ab8 ABRASIONS 

Yes No Unknown 

ab9 THERMAL BURNS 

Yes No' Unknown 

abi0 CHEMICAL BURNS 

Yes No Unknown 

C'DT6IDD: nn,.. 
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OCCUPANT: 

abii IRRITATION FROM RESIDUE 

Yes No Unknown 

ab12 OTHER AIR BAG RELATED INJURIES 

Yes No Unknown 

ab13 DUAL DEPLOYMENTTHRESHOLD 

Yes No 

abi4 SEAT OCCUPANCY DETECTION SENSOR 

Yes No 

abi5 OCCUPANT PROXIMITY SENSOR 

Yes No 

SKETCH AIR BAG COVER DESIGN: 

?111\r..fQ7 I 
r 

I . 
I 
~ 
~' 
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CASE: ___ _ 

ca1 PROVINCIAL COLLISION CASE NUMBER 

POLICE FORCE: _______ _ 

ca2 PROVINCE 

ca3 COLLISION DATE 

-'-'-11 mm dd 

ca4 COLLISION TIME (00 - 23) 

caS SAMPLING DATE 

-'-'-yy mm dd 

ca6 POLICE REPORTED COLLISION SEVERITY 

1 Property damage only 

2 Non-fatal injury 

3 Fatal 

ca7 NUMBER OF VEHICLE FORMS 

VEHICLE INSPECTION DATES 

VEH: ______ _ DATE:_'_'_ 

VEH: ______ _ DATE:_'_'_ 

VEH: ______ _ DATE: , , 
-YYmiildd 

CASE.DOC 
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SCENE INSPECTION DATE 

-'-'-yy mm dd 

LIGHT CONDITION 

1 Dawn - one hour before sunrise 

2 Daylight- between sunrise and sunset 

3 Dusk - one hour after sunset 

4 Dark - between dusk and dawn 

S Artificial illumination 

WEATHER CONDITION 

1 Clear 

2 Drizzle 

3 Raining 

4 Freezing rain 

5 Snowing 

6 Fog, smog 

7 Cloudy 

Q Other 

ROAD SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION 

1 Dry 

2 Wet 

3 Snow covered 

4 Snow patches 

S Ice covered 

6. Ice patches 

7 Slush I wet snow 

B Muddy 

9 Sand I dirt I oil 
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CASE: ____ ___ _ 

ROAD SURFACE MA TERIAL 

1 Concrete 

2 Asphalt 

3 Earth 

4 Gravel 

Q Other 

CASE. DOC 

LEGAL SPEED 

______ kmlh 

ADVISORY SPEED 

______ kmlh 
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CASE: ____________ __ VEHICLE#: 

daS STEERING WHEEL DAMAGE DUE TO 
OCCUPANT LOADING 

Yes No Unknown 

ANNOTATE DAMAGE ON DIAGRAMS: 

da9 

120'CLOCK 
t 

t 

TOP VIEW 

COLUMN COIVPRESSION DUE TO 
OCCUPANT LOADING 

em 

LEFT SHEAR CAPSULE: 

RIGHT SHEAR CAPSULE: 

OR 

ORIGINAL LENGTH: 

COMPRESSED LENGTH: 

DAMAGE. DOC 

em 

em 

em 

em 

::::. .. 

~.'. ~ ;. D!.\MAGE FORM 

da10 STEERING COLUMN REARWARD 
DISPLACEMENT 

___ ,cm 

ORIGINAL DIMENSION: ___ .....:cm 

DAMAGED DIMENSION: em 

FROM: ___________ _ 

TO: ______________ _ 

DESCRIBE COLUMN DESIGN: 

da11 OCCUPANT COMPARTMENT INTRUSION 
LOCATION 

F Front 

B Back 

L Left 

R Right 

T Top 

U Underside 

N None 

da12 MAXIMUM EXTENT OF INTRUSION 

___ em 

21105197 
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CASE: _______ _ VEHICLE#: 

.' ...... __ ,. .... i.~ .... ,- .:, •. ~O;;:"~'t ... ·.~.·\ •. h • ." .: ••••.• ...Ij -. ,.: ••••••. : .•• ; •• ,'.,:: •• ',- ',. ~",. ·Ii ... ~..'·... . 1+1 rTransportt"j)Transports. h':'"" ":"": ... :',.";' :' ........ , ..... ",'. . ....... -.. DAMAGE'· FORM 
·Canada .,.,r~Canada , ... ,<1 ... """ .... ,. ,."-.,, •.•••..••• , ... " ••• ,' ......... .. .......... '. . ......... , .. • '. ~1 11." . ~ •• ,. ~ ...... ~"."'. ,.. • '""' ...... ,,. .... , •. , .,' ',' . 

LEFT HOOD HINGE 

1 Functional 

2 Released during crash 

3 Failed during crash (separated) 

4 Jammed 

5 Deformed 

RIGHT HOOD HINGE 

1 Functional 

2 Released during crash 

3 Failed during crash (separated) 

4 Jammed 

5 Deformed 

DESCRIBE DAMAGE: 

da3 FUEL SYSTEM TYPE 

1 Gasoline 

2 Diesel 

3 LPG 

4 CNG 

Q Other 

DAMAGE.DOC 

da4 FUEL SYSTEM INTEGRITY LOSS 

Yes No 

da5 VEHICLE FIRE 

Yes No 

da6 PRE-CRASH TIRE FAILURE 

Yes No Unknown 

da7 DOOR LATCHES AND DOOR HINGES 

1 Functional LF 

2 Released during crash LR 

3 Failed during crash RF 

4 Jammed RR 

N Not applicable CARGO 

U Unknown 

DESCRIBE DAMAGE: 

21/05197 
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CASE: _______ _ 

1+1 
da13 Lf: 

da14 Le: 

Transport 
Canada 

da15 Cmax: 

da16 C1: 

C2: 

C3: 

C4: 

C5: 

C6: 

Transports 
Canada 

em 

em 

em 

em 

em 

em 

em 

em 

em 

VEHICLE#: 

da17 OBJECT CONTACTED: _____ __ 

PDOF: __ _ 

CDC: 

da18 OBJECT CONTACTED: _____ _ 

PDOF: __ _ 

CDC: ________ __ 

da19 OBJECT CONTACTED: ______ _ 

PDOF: __ _ 

CDC: _______ _ 

da20 EBS ____ ,km/h 

DAMAGE. DOC 

~." . 
':'; < :; .: DAMAGE FORM 

da21 DEL T A-V km/h 

DEL TA-V LA TERAL kl7llh 

DELTA-V LONGITUDINAL kl7llh 

da22 PRE-IMPACT SPEED OF BULLET VEHICLE 

km/h 

(DO NOT CODE FOR ACRS) 

da23 VEHICLE WRITTEN OFF 

Yes No 

da24 TOTAL REPAIR COST OR WRITE-OFF VALUE 

$ 

da25 PORTION OF REPAIR COST DUE TO 
AIRBAG DEPLOYMENT 

S 

PERCENTAGE OF REPAIR COST DUE TO 
AIRBAG DEPLOYMENT 

% 

da26 SOURCE OF REPAIR COST OR WRITE-OFF 
VALUE 

1 Body shop 

2 Insurance 

3 Red Book 

4 Dealer 

21/05197 . 
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CASE: ______ VEHICLE #: 

1+1 ,Tran~polt.ir~tansPc)l1s:;~.{~i·:II>NON CASE' OCCUPANT FORM .. "'~l.-' ,11. ,* .~~. ·~"'r ..... :... .. ,', - ; 
'Canada .~~ ili'lada ..... ~·:~, .. : ... 1::;:. ~ .... t.:i .. , " ..... ; ., ....... , ·"H.·' •.. .i,;. .. . ",,', ....•• ' .. <: •. :." .• ,. ' .. ,. " •• 

OCCUPANT: -- OCCUPANT: --

nc1 GENDER Male Female nc1 GENDER Male Female 

nc2 AGE nc2 AGE 

nc3 INJURY SEVERITY nc3 INJURY SEVERITY 

1 No injury 1 No injury 

2 Minimal 2 Minimal 

3 Minor 3 Minor 

4 Major 4 Major 

5 Fatal 5 Fatal I 
6 Death or injury due to natural causes 6 Death or injury due to natural causes 

7 Injured, extent unknown 7 Injured, extent unknown 

U Unknown U Unknown \ 
nc4 SEAT BELT USED nc4 SEAT BELT USED 

Yes No Unknown Yes No Unknown 

OCCUPANT: -- OCCUPANT: --

nc1 GENDER Male Female nc1 GENDER Male Female 

• nc2 AGE nc2 AGE 

nc3 INJURY SEVERITY nc3 INJURY SEVERITY 

1 No injury 1 No injury 

2 Minimal 2 Minimal 

3 Minor 3 Minor 

4 Major . 4 Major 

5 Fatal 5 Fatal 

6 Death or injury due to nalural causes 6 Death or injury due to natural causes , . 
, 11 

7 Injured, extent unknown 7 Injured, extent unknown 

U Unknown U Unknown 

nc4 SEAT BELT USED nc4 SEAT BELT USED 

Yes No Unknown Yes No Unknown 

NCOCC.DOC 21/05197 
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CASE: _______ _ VEHICLE#: OCCUPANT: 

oe1 GENDER oe3 HEIGHT 
ft, in 

Male Female 
em (inches x 2.54 = cm) 

oe2 AGE oe4 MASS 
Ib 

kg (Ib x 0.4536 = kg) 

DESCRIBE ALL INJURIES 

. 

• 

Do you remember when the air bag deployed? Did you notice any smoke from the air bag? 

OCCUPANT.DOC 21/05197 
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CASE: _______ _ VEHICLE#: 

Do you have any special medical condition? 

ocS SPECIAL MEDICAL CONDITION 

1 Musculoskeletal 

2 Cardiovascular 

3 Diabetes 

4 Pregnancy 

5 Respiratory 

N None 

Q Other 

U Unknown 

Did you take any medication in the last 24hrs? 

oc6 MEDICATION I DRUG USAGE (prior 24hrs) 

1 ASA 

2 Sleeping pills 

3 Tranquilizers 

4 Stimulants 

5 Insulin 

6 Heart drugs 

N None 

Q Other 

U Unknown 

Did you consume any alcohol? 

oc7 BAC (mg%) 

OCCUPANT.DOC 

OCCUPANT: 

Where do you normally position the seat? 

ocS OCCUPANT REPORTED SEAT POSITION 

1 Fully forward 

2 Forward of middle 

3 Middle 

4 Rearward of middle 

5 Fully rearward 

N Not applicable 

U Unknown 

How were you sitting just prior to the collision? 

Do you recall the location of your hands on the steering 
wheel? 

Did you brace yourself with your hands and feet? 

21/05197 
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.- I 

CASE: ____ " ___ _ VEHICLE#: 

oe9 PRE-CRASH POSITION 

1 Normal seating position 

2 Braced 

3 Leaning forward 

4 Slumped forward 

5 Slouched in seat 

6 Reclined in seat 

7 Feet on dash I windows 

8 Rotated left 

9 Rotated right 

10 Lying down 

11 On lap 

12 Standing on seat 

13 Standing on floor 

Q Other 

U Unknown 

oc10 SEAT BELT USED 

Yes No Unknown 

Was the lap belt over the Somach or low over the hips? 

Was the shoulder belt over the shoulder, under the arm 
or behind the back? 

Was there any slack in the lap or shoulder belt? 

OCCUPANT.DOC 

OCCUPANT: __ 

Do you adjust the belt prior to driving? 

oe11 SEAT BELT USE MODE 

1 Used correctly 

2 Belt extended 

3 Lap belt slack 

4 Torso belt slack 

5 Lap and torso slack 

6 Lap belt not used 

7 Torso belt not used 

8 Lap belt on abdomen 

9 Torso belt off shoulder 

10 Torso belt under arm 

11 Torso belt behind back --
12 Multiple occupants 

13 Improper CRS installation 

N Not applicable 

Q Other 

U Unknown 

oc12 CHILD RESTRAINT USED 

Yes No 

Were you wearing glasses or contact lenses? 

Were they damaged? 

oc13 WEARING EYE WEAR 

Yes No Unknown 

21/05197 
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CASE: ____ " ___ _ VEHICLE#: 

Can you describe what clothing were you wearing? 

Was your clothing damaged? 

(If female) were you wearing any makeup? 

Which hospital were you transported to? 

How long were you at the hospital? 

oe14 INJURY SEVERITY 

0 No injury 

1 No codeable injury 

2 Injured 

3 Fatal 

oe1S MEDICAL TREATMENT 

1 Injured, sought no treatment 

2 First aid at scene 

3 Treated by general practitioner 

4 Examined and released from hospital 

5 Admitted to hospital 

6 Fatal 

N No Injury 

U Unknown 

oe16 INJURY INCREASED BY SEATING POSITION 

1 Definite 

2 Probable 

3 Possibly 

4 Definitely not 

U Unknown 

OCCUPANT.DOC 

OCCUPANT: 

oe17 INJURY INCREASED BY REAR LOADING TO 
SEATBACK 

1 Definite 

2 Probable 

3 Possibly 

4 Definitely not 

U Unknown 

oc1S INJURY INCREASED BY INTRUSION 

1 Definite 

2 Probable 

3 Possibly 

4 Definitely not 

U Unknown 

oc19 INJURY INCREASED BY LOOSE OBJECTS 

1 Definite 

2 Probable 

3 Possibly 

4 Definitely not 

U Unknown 

oc20 INJURY INCREASED BY OCCUPANT TO 
OCCUPANT INTERACTION 

·1 Definite 

2 Probable 

3 Possibly 

4 Definitely not 

U Unknown 

oe21 INTERVIEW TYPE 

1 Personal interview 

2 Telephone interview 

3 Questionnaire 

4 Interview with other occupant or relative 

N No interview 

OCCUPANT INTERVIEW DATE __ , __ , __ 
yy mm dd 

21/05197 
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CASE: ________ VEHICLE #: OCCUPANT: 

1+1 Tl1Insport,. ,.;,Transports 
Canada .'::" Canada .. 

re1 SEAT BELT TYPE 

1 Lap belt only 

2 Body mounted lap and torso 

3 Door mounted lap and torso 

4 Motorized 

Q Other 

re2 TONGUE TYPE 

1 Fixed 

2 Locking 

3 Modified locking sliding 

4 Sliding 

" .. :~'. ' .. ' 

re3 ADJUSTABLE UPPER SEAT BELT ANCHOR 

Yes No 

O-RING TRAVEL LENGTH em 

.. 
POSITION OF O-RING FROM TOP em 

re4 TENSION RELIEVING DEVICE 

Yes No 

re5 LOADING EVIDENCE 

Yes No 

RSTRNT.DOC 

·'.c :':'.' .. ~'. ; .... RESTRAINT FOR 
•• '.. • .,' ••.• ;..: 4","'" '~'~", ~ • '. 

• ." "i' . ..; .... ,. '. " , .• r,.. ... . . . .' 

OESCRIBE LOADING EVIDENCE 

O-RING: 

TONGUE: 

WEBBING: 

OTHER: 

21/05/97 
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CASE: _______ _ VEHICLE#: OCCUPANT: 

11+1::Jransport.!. Transports .... /,. .. . 
.. SEAT FORI'4 ~ 'eiiiiada'\~.',~}.Canad."'·~;:~ "'(' ..•. ;' .,'-,; ,. 

: .. I.~ ". : 

se15 SEAT POSITION se17 SEAT CUSHION ADJUSTER DAMAGE 

1 Fully forward 1 Deformed 

2 Forward of middle 2 Failed 

3 Middle N No damage, not applicable 

4 Rearward of middle U Unknown 

5 Fully rearward 
DESCRIBE DAMAGE: 

N Not applicable 

U Unknown 

IF SEAT CANNOT BE MOVED, DETERMINE SEA T 
TRACK POSITION: 

se18 SEATBACK DAMAGE 

1 Deformed forwards 

2 Deformed rearwards 

3 Failed forwards 

4 Failed rearwards 

5 Deformed laterally 

N No damage 
OCCUPANT REPORTED SEA T POSITION: 

DESCRIBE DAMAGE: 

. 
se16 SEAT ANCHORAGE DAMAGE 

1 Deformed 

2 Failed 

N No damage 

DESCRIBE DAMAGE: 

se19 REAR LOADING TO SEATBACK 

1 Loaded by vehicle occupant 

2 Loaded by object 

N None 

21/05197 
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CA3E: ________ VEHICLE#: 

ve1 CASE VEHICLE ve7 GROSS MASS 

Yes No Vehicle 

Occupants 

ve2 YEAR Cargo 

TOTAL kg 

veS WHEELBASE 
ve3 MAKE 

cm 

ve9 VEHICLE TOWING A TRAILER 

ve4 MODEL Yes No 

ve10 VEHICLE TOWED FROM SCENE 

Yes No 
veS BODY TYPE 

ve11 NUMBER OF OCCUPANT FORMS 

---

ve6 V.I.N. 
.. 

------ ----
1234567 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

D.O.M: __ , __ 
mm yy 

ENGINE DISPLACEMENT: _______ _ 

TRANSMISSION TYPE: 

Auto Manual 

TRANSMISSION SHIFT LEVER: 

Column Floor 

VEHICLE. DOC 

- 165 -

ODOMETER: _______ km 

DRIVE TYPE: 

FWD RWD AWD 4x4 

BRAKE TYPE: 

FRONT: disc drum 

REAR: disc drum 
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Appendix B: MVA Variable List 

Collision File 

• Collision Date 
• Collision Day 
• Collision Location 

-County/Region 
-Highway 
-Highway Suffix 
-Municipality 

• Collision Number 
• Collision Severity 
• Collision Time 
• Collision Scene 

-Emergency Equipment 
-Traffic Control Condition 
-Traffic Control Type 

• Dangerous Goods 
-Product ID 
-Product Summary 

• Failure to Remain 

Driver-Vehicle File 
• Collision Number 

Driver Information 
-Actions 
-Age 
-Age Category - Census 
-Age Category - MTO 
-Birth date 
-Charges 
-Condition 
-License Class 
-Province 
-Sex 
-Suspension Status 

Involved Person File 
• Collision Number 
• Involved Persons Information 

-Age 
-Ejection 
-Injury Level 
-Pedestrian Action 
-Pedestrian Condition 
-Position in Vehicle 
-Safety Device Used 
-Sex 

• Number of Fatalities 
• Impact Location 
• Initial Impact 
• Lighting 
• Number of Vehicles Involved 
• Police Force 
• Road Characteristics 

-Alignment 
-General Condition 
-Lane Type 
-Posted Speed Limit 
-Speed Limit 
-Surface Condition 
-Surface Type 

• Road Location Characteristics 
• Road Jurisdiction 
• Weather Conditions 

• Driver-Vehicle Involvement 
• Hit/Run Apprehension 
• Vehicle Information • 

-Condition 
-Damage Control 
-Direction of Travel 
-Maneuver 
-Number of Occupants 
-Province 
-Speed 
-Speed Category 
-Type 

• Vehicle Number 

• Person Number 
• Vehicle Number 
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Appendix C: Control Investigation Forms 

'. 
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Sheet 1 

X CONTROL COLLISION INVESTIGATION DATA FORMS 

LAST UPDATED April 15th 2003 

(CIRCLE) COLLISION DATA SOURCE: TORONTO 

PROVINCIAL COLLISION CASE NUMBER: 

OTHER (T.C.) COLLISION REFERENCE NUMBER OR INTERSECTION NAME: 

DATE OF CONTROL STUDY: 
MMIDDIYY 

TIME OF CONTROL STUDY: 
0-2400 HRS 

CONTROL DAY OF WEEK: 

Sun Non rl.l" w.ct Thul'S Frt Sat 

LONDON MONTREAl 

DATE OF ORIGINIAL COLLISION: _______ _ 
MMIDDIYY 

TIME OF ORIGINIAL COLLISION: _______ _ 
0-2400HRS 

ORIG. COLLISION DAY OF WEEK: 

Sun Mon Tu.. Wed Thurs fri S.t 

TARGET Rl STREETNAME AND VEHICLE OF INTEREST'S DIRECTION OF TRAVEL::.: ________________ _ 

BULLET R2 STREETNAME AND VEHICLE OF INTEREST'S DIRECTION OF TRAVEL_,;.: ________________ _ 

INVESTIGATOR'S (YOUR) NAME: 

- 168-
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CASE: __ _ VEHICLE #: ___ ~:~" AUTO 21 PROJECT 

X Sheet2 Data Collection Sheet 

CONTROL CASE FORM 

PARKING ARRANGEMENT CONTROL LIGHT CONDITION 
WITHIN 30 meters of Intersection by 
approach 1 Dawn - one hour before sunrise 

2 Daylight - between sunrise and sunset 
3 Dusk - one hour aHer sunset 

DRIVEWAY ACTIVITY/ACCESS POINTS 4 Dark - between dusk and dawn 

WITHIN 30 METRES OF INTERSECTION 5 Artificial Illumination 
(Identify by approach) 

CONTROL WEATHER CONDITION 

UNUSUAL TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS 1 Clear 

(e.g., with respect to vehicle types) 2 Drizzle 
3 Raining 
4 Freezing rain 

UNUSUAL DISTRACTIONS (e.g. Video 5 Snowing 

Screens) 6 Fog. smog. smoke 
7 Cloudy 
o Other 

; 

CONTROL ROAD CONDITION 

CONTROL ROAD SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL 
01 Good CONDITION (PICK WORST OF R1 and R2) 
02 Poor 
03 Underconstruction 1 Dry 

2 Wet 

ROAD CHARACTER 3 Snow covered 
4 Snow patches 

R1 : R2: 5 Ice covered 
6 Ice patches 

01 Undivided - one way • 7 Slush / wet snow 
02 Undivided - two way 8 Muddy 
03 Divided with barrier 9 Sand I dirt I oil 
04 DiVided - no bamer 

05 Ramp LEGAL SPEEDS 
06 Collector lane 
07 Express lane ONR1: km/h 
08 Transfer lane 

ONR2: km/h 
~ONTROL ROAD SURFACE MATERIAL 
1 Concrete CONTROL AVERAGE SPEED 
2 Asphalt 
3 Earth ONR1: km/h 
4 Gravel 
5 Other ON R2: km/h 

A divided roadway is a section with a median type of curbed or positive barrier or median width greater 
than or equal to one metre. An undivided roadway is a section without a qualifying median. 
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X Sheet 3 

GEOMETRIC FORM i 

Ige1 TOTAL L LANES IN A 
!ge2 TOTAL LT LANES IN A 
!ge3 TOTAL LTR LANES IN A 
Ige4 TOTAL T LANES IN A 
Ige5 TOTAL TR LANES IN A 
Ige6 TOTAL R LANES IN A 
Ige7 TOTAL LR LANES IN A 

Ige8 TOTAL L LANES IN B 
lae9 TOTAL LT LANES IN B 
Ige10 TOTAL LTR LANES IN B 
1ge11 TOTAL T LANES IN B 
Ige12 TOTAL TR LANES IN B 

lae13 TOTAL R LANES IN B 
Igo14 TOTAL LR LANES IN B 

ao15 TOTAL L LANES IN C 
ge16 TOTAL LT LANES IN C 
19017 TOTAL L TR LANES IN C 
1ge18 TOTAL T LANES IN C 
1ge19 TOTAL TR LANES IN C 
loe20 TOTAL R LANES IN C 
1ge21 TOTAL LR LANES IN C 

:ge22 TOTAL L LANES IN D 
oe23 TOTAL LT LANES IN D 

ge24 TOTAL LTR LANES IN D 
ge25 TOTAL T LANES IN 0 
ae26 TOTAL TR LANES IN 0 
ge27 TOTAL R LANES IN 0 
ge28 TOTAL LR LANES IN 0 

ge29 IS THE INTERSECTION ANGLE APPROX. 
PERPENDICULAR? 

o - NO 1 - YES 
ge30 M.6.XIMUM VERT. ALIGNMENT (SLOPE) 

0= VISUALLY FLAT 1 = GRADE 

(i.e. VISUAL UP/DOWNHILL) 

ge31 MAXIMUM EMBANKMENT 

o = VISUALLY FLAT 1 = EMBANKED 
i.e. RACE CAR TRACKS ARE EMBANKED) 

Data Collection Sheet 

ge32 HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT 

o -STRAIGHT 1-CURVED 
ge33 APPROX. MINIMUM SIGHT DISTANCE 
(IN EITHER PERTAINING DIRECTION) 

IMETERSI 
ROAD CLASSIFICATION 

ge34 R1 ge35 R2 

1 PROVINCIAL EXPRESSWAY 1 

2 CITY EXPRESSWAY 2 

3 MAJOR ARTERIAL 3 

4 MINOR ARTERIAL 4 

5 COLLECTOR 5 

·DRAW R1 AND R2 ON DIAGRAM BELOW 

~~ ,b 
I i:.i1 

• 

15 MINUTE VEHICLE COUNT 

ge36 R1 = 

ge37 R2 = 

ge38 NUMBER OF INTERSECTION LEGS 
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S~eel4 

FAG or t'ermllled Move nenls Dy t'nase 
Cycle I Phase 

LTGA? I:aSIOoun NonnDouna westDounD 
R R R 

2 

1 3 

" 

2 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

2 

" 
3 

" 

5 

6 

"~~.,,age 

in office) 

InSlructions: " . 
Go Ihrough 5 cycles when signal liming is not fixed. OlhelWise aner two identical cycles we can assume not fixed 

Record movemenls Ihal proceed in each phase. Ihe green lime for Ihe phase and Ihe yellow plus all red (if any) al Ihe 
end of Ihe phase. Treal advanced green as a separale phase. 
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X Sheet 5 

LICENSE PLATES OF CONTROL VEHICLES 

DIRECTION 1: 
NORTH I SOUTH I EAST I WEST 

VEHICLE INFO: 

LICENSE PLATE 

DIRECTION 1: 
NORTH I SOUTH I EAST I WEST 

VEHICt,.E INFO: 

LICENSE PLATE 

DIRECTION 1: 
NORTH I SOUTH I EAST I WEST 

VEHICLE INFO: 

LICENSE PLATE 

DIRECTION 1: 
NORTH I SOUTH I EAST I WEST 

VEHICLE INFO: 

LICENSE PLATE 

Data Collection Sheet 

DIRECTION 2: 
NORTH I SOUTH 

VEHICLE INFO: 

LICENSE PLATE 

DIRECTION 2: 
NORTH I SOUTH 

VEHICLE INFO: 

LICENSE PLATE 

DIRECTION 2: 
NORTH I SOUTH 

VEHICLE INFO: 

LICENSE PLATE 

• 
DIRECTION 2: 

NORTH I SOUTH 

VEHICLE INFO: 

LICENSE PLATE 
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CASE: _____ _ VEHICLE#: 

X Sheet6 Data Collection Sheet 

FORMv 

A SUMMARY/DIAGRAM OF THE COLLISION SCENE & EVENTS 
Note: This page is primarily for the control person's reference, to refresh when at scene. 

c 
A 
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X Sheet 7 Data Collection Sheet 

GEOMETRIC FORM ii: Only complete for TARGET and BULLET VEHICLE LANE(S) 
gee1 AVG L LANES WIDTH IN A __ ' gee23 AVG LT LANES WIDTH IN D_, 

gee2 AVG LT LANES WIDTH IN A __ . gee24 AVG LTR LANES WIDTH IN D ___ 

gee3 AVG LTR LANES WIDTH IN A , gee25 AVG T LANES WIDTH IN D __ " 

gee4 AVG T LANES WIDTH IN A __ , gee26 AVG TR LANES WIDTH IN D ___ 

geeS AVG TR LANES WIDTH IN A _' gee27 AVG R LANES WIDTH IN D _' 

gee6 AVG R LANES WIDTH IN A , gee28 AVG LR LANES WIDTH IN D _' 

gee7 AVG LR LANES WIDTH IN A __ ' 

gee29 ROAD PAVEMENT MARKINGS? 
geeS AVG L LANES WIDTH IN B , 

R1 R2 

gee9 AVG LT LANES WIDTH IN B , 

1 Exist 1 
gee10 AVG LTR LANES WIDTH IN B_, 2 NON-EXISTENT 2 

3 OBSCURED 3 
gee11 AVG T LANES WIDTH IN B __ ' 4 FADED 4 

gee12 AVG TR LANES WIDTH IN B ---< 

gee13 AVG R LANES WIDTH IN B _' 

gee14 AVG LR LANES WIDTH IN B __ ' 

gee15 AVG L LANES WIDTH IN C _' 
(i.e. PROTECTION = ISLAND, CURB, BARRIER.,.) 

gee16 AVG L T LANES WIDTH IN C _' • 
PROTECTION OTHER THAN PAINTED LINES IN: 

gee17 AVG LTR LANES WIDTH IN C , gee30 A o NO 1 YES 

gee31 B o NO 1 YES 
gee1S AVG T LANES WIDTH IN C __ ' gee32 C o NO 1 YES 

gee33 D o NO 1 YES 
gee19 AVG TR LANES WIDTH IN C ---< 

(i.e. COMPLETE PAINTED LINES FOR LANE) 

gee20 AVG R LANES WIDTH IN C _' 
gee34 PAINTED LINES IN A? 0 NO 1 YES 

gee21 AVG LR LANES WIDTH IN C _' gee35 PAINTED LINES IN B? 0 NO 1 YES 
gee36 PAINTED LINES IN C? 0 NO 1 YES 

gee22 AVG L LANES WIDTH IN 0 _' gee37 PAINTED LINES IN D? 0 NO 1 YES 

..... .tillne cenlrt'I,neCWlTIOIedatce .tIIe .. 
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Appendix 0: Regression Models Built 
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_VA) MV..... IotVAS ~A.6 "Iv,,7 MVA8 ",vA2J Mv",24 
MVAn Mv","l MI/A"S PER_lIIIV VEH_IW NUN!e "C(lOC TRAFCTL 
V[HT .... PE IMPCTvP !fIIVTVPE INnv SAFQuP ORIvCT OlUvCI'W N(LASSS 
SCLASSS ~CLASSS ECLAsn E&uNES H8lANES S8LANES W8LANE5: 

Clords; 

run; 

proc pd nt data-tandbt 1: run; 
proc freQ data.undbt: run; 

/" "')"'f~"f<'H,,,,,""FHulllan Factors 

I~ D1agnostics ~ 1I'I",1t;collinelor-it:y for factors of hUMan based mode,l. for 8u1ht'"/ 

du& tandbt; 
set undbtl; 
;f D2sex.'",' then 50 .• 1; 
,f DZSEX_'F' then SEx_O:run: 
proc print noobs data_tandbt; run; 
prac cor,. data .. tandbtl; 
var SEX ,~ olse .. ',I OZAG£ y2PIAGE v20ceup l"y2PiSEX.f1 r02lle"l 
NVA)4 MvAJ6; 
run; 

/" FHst Model luilt for Bullet HUM.\trt Mod.l"/ 
prOt gefMtod d.n.t-t.tndbt dese; 

clin MVA)4 Nv ... J6 D15£)1, v2plsn ollIe, 
n.odel OlF_ MV"'U MVA)6 D2~Ul D2AGE vlplA<;E 
rMVAl4 vlPiSEX D2~IC!Oib1n4l~n~.~oYbt .~yPe1: 
contr.ast '3 vs I' NVAH -1 100000; 
contrast '4 vs I' Mv ... 34 -) 0 ) 0 0 0 11; 
controlst '6 vs l' MYA34 ~1 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
contrast '7 vs l' "", ... 14 -1 00010 O. 

Page I 
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PI 09""",1111 ngforthe-Sl Sprl nt 
contrut '8 vs I' MVAH -1 0 0 .) 0 1 0; 
contr.nt '10 'liS I' NVA)4 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1: 
/ fltvA)6 5 0 1 1. ~ 8 I 
con(I",lS\ '0 'liS l' MYA)6 -} 1 0 ,) 0; 
contrJ.5ot 'z 'liS I' My"')60 -1 1 .j 0; 
contrut '6 vs I' MYA)6 0 -1 0 l 0, 
contrast '8 vs I' My ... )6 0 -} 0 .) 1; 

1'1 J .. 6 7 8 10-/ 
ru,,: 
,. Second Model Bunt for Bul1u HUMAN Model·Oj 
/. <.h .. n9~S trOll! prevIOUS one ,nclude: ,"emOIl .. 1 of also sinu 1[ holds 
highest P value _lth p = 0 9''-9 I 
PI"OC gl!l'WIIod d.u .. ~t,i,ndbt deSt.; 

class MYA). MVA)6 Vlp!SH olLIe; 
/Wode 1 02F# 14\,/A14 MVA16 02AG£ v2PIAGE vlOCCuP v2PI5£)( 
I'.MVA)" Dllle/O .. bln ~;nk·lo~,~ ~y~e::lOu~} 
contrast 'J 'liS I' WAH -1 10(1000; 
contrast '410'5 I' MVAH -101 (1000: 
contrast '6 vs I' MVAH -l. 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
contrut '7 Vs l' MVA14 -1000100; 
contrast '8 vs I' MVAH -1 000 0 1 0: 
contrast '10 vs I' MVAJ4 -1000001: 
/"'MVA}6 ; 0 1 2 6 8 .. , 
cantrnt '0 vs I' MVA)' -1 1 0 0 0; 
contrast '2 "'5 l' MVA)6 0 -1 lO 0: 
contra~t '6 Vi I' MVAl6 0 -1 0 1 0: 
contrast '810'5 I' MVA)6 0 -1 00 1: 

J·l I 4 6 7 8 10·'/ 
run; 
1 Th1rd ~del BUllt for Bullet HUNAN NodeP/ 
I' Changes frOll! previous one lnclude: removal of vlocCup s;nce it holds 
highest P '" O.9!O) "'I 
proc genmad d.lU",tandbt duc; 

C1.J5S NVA)4 MVA)6 v2P15fX OlLIe; 
",odt 1 nIh MVA)4 Mv ... )6 OlAGE vlPIAGE vlplSElt 
/"MV4)4 DILIClO .. bln }'ink=lo~;~ lY~·:;I~U~; 
contr.oUt ') VS I' MY ... )4 -1 100000; 
contrast '4 V5 I' MVA)4 -10 1 0 0 0 0; 
contrast '6 vs I' Mv ... 34 -100 1 0 0 0; 
contr,nt '7 V5 l' MV ... J4 -1 000 1 0 0; 
COntrait 'I vs I' "'10' ... )4 -1 000 0 1 0; 
contrast '10 vs I' MVA)4 -1 0 0 0 00 1. 
1 'MVA)6 ; 0 1 2 6 a Itl 
contrast '0 vs l' MY,,)6 -I 1 0 0 0 
contr.nt '2 vs I' """A)60 -1 lOa 
controlst '6 V5 I' JlllVA36 0 -1 a 1 0 
contrast '8 Vi I' ",vd60 -1 0 0 1. 

/-1467810'/ 
run; 

r Fuurth Model Built for 8\11"'t H\.MA~ Model'" 
/: Ch.lll91!'5 frOfA prevl0u~ UIlt' IUllude: removolt of V2P1SEX Slnc. H holds 
hlghnt P a 0,5161. " 
proe genmod d.ato1=tandbt dl!'5C; 

c1au MVAl4 MVA)' D2LIe; 
model 02F.. MVAH MVA]6 D~AoGE v2Pl"'G£ 

/"Ir4VAo)4 o!LICiO.Oln }'nk·ior~ ~t'~e:;lO 'I 
P,I(}. 2 
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prog"'IIIIII' ngforthes; spn nt 
I~cont,.ast • J vs I' NVd4 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0; 
contrast '4 vs I' ,..... ... 1 .. ·1 0 1 0 0 0 0; ~I 
contrast '6 vs I' NVAH -1 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
contrast '7 vs I' MYA)" ·1 0 0 0 1 0 0; 
contrast '8 Vs I' MYA]. -1 0 0 0 0 1 0; 
contrast '10 vs I' MVA34 ·1 0 0 0 0 0 1; 

/-MVAl6 I 01261-'/ 
(ontrast '0 vs l' IIIfYAJ6 -1 1 0 0 0 
contrast '2 vs I' MVAJE 0 -1 1 0 0 
contrast '6 vs I' NVAn 0 -1 0 1 0 
contrast " VI I' MVA)6 0 -1 0 0 1 

run; 1'- l'!l conyerges 

/" Fifth Model auilt for aullet HUMAN fIIIodePI 
,. Changes frQftl previous one lnf;lude: a .. moved o2lle Slnu it had 
highest unlccept.J.blt: P value. 0.4004 ~I 

.. ~ proc ge .... od du,a .. undbt due: 
;; (lus MVA)" "'VA36; 

lIIodel DlF. MYAJ" WVAn D2AGE v2pIAGE 
/tMVAJ4 /D_bin hnb~Og;\tJP:l,r~ni 10 "/ 
conuut oJ vs l' MYAJ,4 -1 1 000 0 0; 
contrast '4 Vs I' MYltS. -1 0 1 0 0 0 0: 
contrast '6 Vs I' MVA).t "1 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
Cont,.ast '7 vs I' NVA34 ·1000100; 
contrast'S VS I' ,",vAH -1 0 0 0 0 1 0: 
contr,ast '10 'IS I' ,",YA]4 ·1000001: 

/, I 0 1 1 6 a '/ 
contrast '0 vs I' MV.t.3~ -1 1 0 0 0; 
Contrast '2 V5 l' ,",\lA)6 0 -I 100; 
contrast '6 V5 I' NVA16 0 -1 0 1 0: 
contrast 'a vs l' NV.t.36 0 -I 0 0 1: 

run,; /'1> no convervenee,., CONTINUED wITH a sixth Ina1),s11o, as shown below 
'/ 

,. Sixth ,",odel Built for lullet HUMAN ,",odel·'/ 

';pi:~~~e!n~r:A~~I!:!~U~h:~:e~ n~!ug:: re~:~!~ ~ on H~e~ n;a::n~e~:~::e~:~~s~ 5~ ~6~36 and 
a rather small number of obst"rvations creates over-par,lhetenZatlon issues, 
Removing this predlctor sums prudent, but not "perhct", .'/ 

proe gtMlod data_t .. ndbt desc; 

class MVA)": 
"'odet D2F. MVA34 DIACE vZP1AGE 
I~NVAJ.4 /D_b;n llnk.~og'tltlP:3i , 8 10 ,,/ 

contrast ') vs I' IIWA34 -1 1 0 0 000; 
contrast '4 vs I' JoNAH -I 0 1 0 0 0 0; 
Contrast '6 vs I' ""1.34 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
contrast '7 vs I' "'VA34 -1000100; 
contrilst 'S vs I' NVAH -100 0 0 1 0; 
contrast '10 vs I' "'YA14 -I 0 0 0 0 0 1; 

utimau 'J vs I' MVA)4 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
estimate '4 'IS I' NVA]4 -10 1 0 0 0 0 
utl"'ate '6 vs l' ,",vA)4 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
utimau '7 'Is I' NYA)4 ·1000100 Page 

----~----------------------------------- ---- - --

~!' .. 

estimate ·S YS l' MYA14 -1 0 d''6,;al0\ngforthesiSPrint 
estimate '10 \/5 I' JlCVAH -lOOt) 0 0 1; 

run; 

~~:;e~~i :h~~! n!r!h~O:°~:!s C~~~~~?~~dn~n=r!~~ ~t~~:: Y;~:r=f!r!t:~~:1 ~t 1 !";!"~~d~~~d 
.. 900d fin1shing point, ,., 

---I 
r Bullet A"0I1yst5 Contlnued: 

"~I 
htra-Hal"'oIn ',)ctors; [nvlronmC!'nul and Ythlcle predictors 

/" Diagnostics· fIIultlco11inurltv for httors of (ny;ronmenul .nd vehicle 
predlctors baud Model, for Bullet'/ 

proe corr data.tandbt; . 
var 1It2lANES !II1MA" vlAPSPO /! yllOOv J/ VZYEAIl I"~ y2eOl :>/ 
fl!YAI0 MVAI4 MVAl6 fl!YAI8 fltYAZO MYAl2 
MVA47 
r MVAS4 MVA55 NYAS6 "'VAS' MVASS MVAS9 !4YA61 MYA64 MVA65 .11 
not good predictors and therefore removed "/ 
; run; 

I~ first Nodel luilt for Bullet Extra-Humin Model"/ 
prot gel"lll'lod dau=tOlndbt deS(: 
class y2aoov vZeOl I14vAI0 ""AI4 MVA16 MY.18 MYA20 MVAll ,.VA47; 

i~ MVA'" M~:~~t W:n~ad1 r~~~~:~ ~~r!!~~e n!~r i~h!~;~Y~~~~!:t~YC~~ ~d~!td'~r a~~~:~~r ~~rk 
-'/ 

"'odel DIF_ RILANES R2MAX VZAP'iPO vllODV V2VUR vleOL ,",vA10 
MVA14 MVA16 MVA18 MYA20 MVAU MVA'" 

/o_bin link.logit type]; 

contrast '3DR vs 201.' y2aooy -1 1 0 0: 
contrast '.\01. VS 201.' V2SODY ·1 0 1 0; 
contrast 'lTnuCK YS ZOR' ..,.2100'1' -1 0 0 I; 

contrau ... ·Z \'5 l' MVAlO -11000 
contrast 'l vs l' MVAIO -1 0 1 0 0 
contrast ' .. Vs I' MYAI0 -1 0 0 1 0 
contrait 's vS I' MYAIO -1 0001 

contrast '2 Y5 I' MVAH -1 1 0: 
contrast '3 vs I' MVA14 -1 0 1; 

contrast '2 vs I' MVA16 -110000 
contrast 'l VS l' MVA16 -1 0 1000 
contrast '4 VS I' MVA16 -1 00100 
contrast '6 VS I' MVAU -1 0 0 0 1 0 
contrast '8 YS I' MVA16 -1 00010 

Contrast '2 VS I' NYA18 -1 100; 
contrast 'l YS I' MYA18 -1 0 1 0; 
contrast '.\ YS I' MVA18 -1 001; 

contrast '1 'is I' MVA20 -1 1 0 0: 
contt.ut • 3 YS I' MVAIO -1 0 1 0; 
Contrast '4 'is I' wA20 -1 0 0 1: 

Pilge .. 
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progr .:I"'''' ngforthesl spnnt 

contrast '1 vs I' MVAn -1 1; 

contrast '2 vS I' ,.v ... <4;" -1 1 0 0; 
contrast '4 VS I' Myu7 -1 0 1 0; 
contrast '7 vS I' ,.y0\47 -1 0 0 1; 
run; 

Second .. odel IUllt for Bullet E_tra-HUlllan Mode1 ! 
" ,.-·vAlO .nd Nvd2 removed "; 
proc gel'llllod d.u=tilndbt desc: 
class V2BOOY V.?(OL "'vAlO MVAU "vA16 MVAII '4VA-I7; 

lIIodel 02F_ I2LANES R2MA~ V1AP5PD VllODY Vh'EAR vICOL. MVAI0 
MYAH ,",VAtS MVA18 M\fA47 

IO_b;n 11nk.10911 type]; 

contrut ')01 VS 2DR' v2aoov -1 1 00; 
contrut '40R 'is lOR' V]80DY -1 0 1 0; 
corftrnt 'LTTRUCK \IS lOR' vlaODy -1001: 

contrut '2 \15 I' .YA10 -1 1 0 0 0; 
contrast oJ vs I' "v410 -1 0100; 
contrast '4 VS I' .. vAlD -1 0 0 1 0; 
contrast'S vs I' NVAIO -1 0 0 0 1; 

ContriSt '] \IS I' MV414 -1 10; 
contrast ') \IS I' MVA.14 -101: 

contrast '2 \15 I' "YAI6 -1 1 0 0 0 0; 
contriSt '1 vS I' f,4v,t\16 -101000: 
contrast '4 VS I' '4v,t\16 -1 0 0 1 0 0; 
contrut '£I "IS I' ~vA16 ·1 0 0 0 1 0; 
contrast '8 vS l' f,!VAI6 -1 0 0 0 1 0: 

contrnt '2 vs I' MYA18 -1 1 0 0; 
contrast 'J VS I' )IIVAI8 -1 0 1 0; 
contrast '. Vs I' -"YA18 -1 0 0 1; 

contrut '2 vs I' f,4VA47 -I 1 0 0; 
contrast '4 "IS I' f,!VA47 -1 0 1 0; 
contrut '7 "IS I' ,",vA47 -10 01; 
run; 
I Th1rd Mod,l luilt for 8ull~t Eurol-Hu",.n Model'" 
I;' MvAl4 removed "'1 

prot gentROd dn~.t.lndbt desc: 
elus V180Dv v2eOl ""YA10 MYA16 "'Y"U MYA"'; 

!!lode 1 OlF. R2LANES l2"'AX V2APSPD V2800" v2vEAI V]eOl "'YAIO 
MYA16 MVAU MVA47 

'O~bin llnk.log;t type); 

contrut ')01 ys 201' V2BOOV -1 1 0 0: 
eontriS! '4DR vS 2OR' V2eODY -1 a 1 0; 
contrloSt 'lTTRueK \IS 20R' V2800V -1 0 0 1; 

contrast '2 vS I' MVAIO -1 1 000 
eontrut ') vS I' ,",vAIO -10100 
contrlISt '" "IS I' ,",vAIO -1 0 0 1 0 
contrast 'i "IS I' MVAI0 -1 0 0 0 1 

contrast '2 vs I' ~A16 -1 1 0 000; 
Page S 
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contr.ut ') "IS I' NYA16 -1 0 froo~·o7I1n9forthnlSPrint 
eOntrdH '4 vs I' f,4vA16 -1 00100; 
eonH,lSt '£I "IS I' f,4vA16 -1 0 0 0 1 0; 
c.ontr .. <;,t 'S "IS I' ,",vA16 -1 0 0 0 1 0; 

contr.lst '2 'IS I' MVAll -1 1 0 0: 
contr.lSl ') vS I' MVAIS -1 0 1 0: 
cOlltr.I'iot '" vs I' "'VAU -1 001; 

contr.lU '! V5 I' MY",47 -1 1 0 0; 
contr.lst '~ "IS I' f,4vA47 -1 0 1 0; 
contrut ': "IS I' f,4VA41 -1 00 1; 
run: 

/ .. Fourth Model luilt for Bullet htra-HuM')n ModePI 
/' VleOl remoill'ed "I 

proc geOlllocf data.t~ndbt desc; 
class v28oo" Mv ... l0 MYA16 MYAll MVA.7; 

model oU .. R2L ..... ES a2f,4AX V2APSPO V!BODY V2'1'U.R 
MYA16 ,",,,,0\18 ,",VA" 7 

/O_bln l1nkzloQit type]; 

contrast '3DR VS 20R' V2110DY -1 1 0 0; 
contrast '4DR vs 20.' V2SOD'I' -1 0 1 0; 
contrast 'lTTIU(K VS 201' v2100'l' -1 0 0 1; 

contrast 'z vS I' """'AI0 -1 100 0: 
contrast' 3 VS I' "vAI0 -1 0 1 0 0: 
contrast '4 v5 I' ",vAlO -1 0 010; 
contrast'S Vs l' f,4vAI0 -1 000 1; 

contrast' 2 VS I' MYAl6 -1 1 0 0 0 0; 
contrast 'l vS l' MVA16 -1 0 1000; 
controlst '4 vS I' MVA16 -1 0 0 1 0 0; 
contrast '£I V5 I' MVA16 -1 00010; 
contrast'S vs I' MVAli -1 0 0 0 10; 

contrast '2 Vs I' ".v..,18 -11 0 0; 
contrast ') vS I' MVA18 -1 0 1 0; 
contrast '4 VS I' ",VAU -1 001: 

contrast' 2 VS I' MVA47 -1 1 0 0; 
contrast '" VS I' MVA.7 -1 0 10; 
contrast '7 VS I' MVA47 -1 001; 
run; 
/" Flfth Model BUllt for lullet htra-Hulaan Model"! 
/~ V2aDOY removed ;.1 

proe geMod daU.t~ndbt desc: 
cl.:us ",,,A10 "VAU "'''A18 M"A"7; 

... odel 02F- UlANES R2MAX V2APSPD v2vEAR ,",vAlO 
MYA16 "' ... ·AlI MVA" 7 

ID=bln l1n •• logit tyve}; 

contrast '2 vS l' NVAI0 -1 I 0 0 0 
controlst 'J vS I' MVAIO -1 0 1 0 0 
controlU '" vs I' ,",vA10 ·1 0 0 1 0 
contrast'S VS I' "vA10 -1 000 I 

cantrollst '2 vS I' f,4vA16 -1 10000; 
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contrast 'J Vs I' "'V .. 16 -10 f'o°';-"O;lI'Iing forthulSPl"1nt 
contrast '4 V5 I' ""vA16 -1 0 0 1 0 0; 
contrast '6 vS I' ""VA16 -1 0 0 0 1 0; 
c.ontrast '8 \'5 l' MvA16 -100010; 

contrast '2 V5 I' !l4VAlS -1 1 0 0; 
contrast ') vs l' MYA18 -1 0 1 0; 
contrast '4 vs l' toWA18 -1 a 0 1: 

contrast '2 V5 I' MVA47 -1 1 0 0; 
contrlSt '4 \'5 I' MVAH -1 0 1 0; 
contrast '7 V5 I' MVA47 -1 0 0 1; 
run; 

r S;nh ""del Built for Bullet htra-HUIII.ln Model"-; 
I"' MYA16 reMoved "' 

,'!:y~ prOt genmod data*tandbt deosc: 
(10155 MYAI0 MVAla MVA47; 

.odel 02F_ a2LANES R2MA)( V2APSPD V2Y£AR MVAI0 
"'ViolS "rIvA"H 

/Dabin link.logit type); 

contrast '2 vs I' ""'AID -1 1 0 0 0; 
contrnt 'J YS I' MYAI0 -1 0 1 0 0; 
contrast '4 vS I' JIIvAI0 ~1 0 0 1 0; 
contrnt '5 vs I' MYAI0 -1 0 0 0 1; 

contrast '2 vs I' MYAl. -1 1 0 0: 
contrnt 'J Vs I' ro4VA18 -I 0 I 0; 
contrnt '4 vs I' MYA18 -I 0 0 1; 

cont!"ut '2 vs l' ""VA47 -1 1 0 0; 
contrast '4 VS I' IIItVA47 ~1 0 1 0; 
contrast '7 vs I' ""'A47 -1 0 0 1: 
!"un: 

/"" Seventh Model Built for Bullet ht.ra~"'ulllan Model '/ 
It> MVA.7 removed ."/ 

p roc geRlllOd dau:tandbt desc; 
clus MVAIO II'VAlB; 

model D2F __ 2UNES 12MAX V2APSPD V2V(AR MVAI0 
IIIvA18 

/O_bin link-logH type); 

contrast. '2 vs l' ""VAIQ -I 1 0 0 0; 
contrast ') VS I' MVA10 -10100; 
contrast '4 vS I' "IYA10 -1 0 0 1 0; 
contrast '5 VS l' MYAIO -1 Q 0 0 1; 

co"trast '2 vS I' """'A18 -1 1 0 0; 
contrast 'J VS I' MYAI8 -1010; 
contrast '4 VS I' "'vA18 -1 0 0 1; 
run; 
/- Eigt,", "ode1 Built for Bullet EIltra-Human Model"/ 
/"" v~vEAJt reMOved ""/ 

prot ge.,.,od d.lta .. undbt desc; 
c 1.u.s IIIv410 MYAI8: 

P3ge 7 

"'od~l D1F~ ULANES _1"".10)( 
MYA18 

/D=b,n l,nk_log'it type); 

pr09rammi "gforthesl Sprl nt 
V2APSPO MVAlO 

contrast • 2 V5 l' MVAIO -1 1 a 0 .) 
contrast' 3 Vs I' MVAIO -10 1 0 ., 
contr,lSt ." vS I' ,",vA10 -1 0 0 1 .) 
(ontr.Hot '5 vS l' MYAtO -1000 I 

conU.1st . 2 vs I' MVA18 -1 1 0 0; 
contrast 'J vs l' ""'A18 -1 0 10; 
(ontrast '. YS I' MYA18 -1 001; 
run; 
/" Ninth Model 8Ullt for 8ull .. t fctr,l-HIIIII.ln Mod.' 
'" MYAl! re-oved .. / 

proc genmod dat.-undbt due; 
class MVAI0; 

lIIodel D2,.. IllANE5 IZMA", V1AP';)PD MVAI0 

ID*bln link"'ogit type); 

contrast '2 vS I' ""'AI0 -1 1 00 0 
contrast') vs I' ""'AID -1 0 10 0 
contrast '. VS I' MVAI0 -1 0 0 1 I) 
contrast '5 vs I' MVA10 ~l 0 0 0 1 

run: 
r" Tenth and final Model Built for lullet Extra-HUMan Model '/ 
Itt RILANES removed" / 
prOt Qehrnod data",undbt desc; 
class "'VAIO; 

model D2F. R2""A)( V2APSPO ,",vA10 
/D=bin llnkalogit type); 

contrast '2 VS I' MVAI0 -1 1000 
contrast 'J vs I' MVAI0 -1 0 1 0 0 
contrast ... VS I' MVAI0 -I 0 0 I 0 
contra~ '5 VS I' MYAI0 -1 0 0 0 J 

estllllateo '2 vS I' MVAI0 -I 1000; 
est.lmate • J vs I' MVAI0 -1 0 100; 
estimate '4 VS l' JlCVAI0 -1 Q 0 1 0; 
estimate'S VS I' MVAIQ -1 000 I; 

;." All signlficant and converging ""/ 
run; 

I" ".i"~ ... ". ,,~,","<"~",,~"~,,","~,,<t'"''''""J '" ">< """, .. ,,.~"" ) '"'">~ , .... ,,:,,,,,,.,,,.,..'. 
.,~ .. "." JoQ-,,""" ,">i- ~ ~ "'"h ~v .~ .. IIo"l-.. ""'"0"0' "." J""~"""" .. ", ...... " '""~." ,.,.,. .... ">" """ "., ''' .. , ..• { 

/" NO",,". h~rl' brg,ns the' T.rgl!t Fault and not at huh an .. 11'51$ )ul y 1st 2003 
John bouyoun"s .. / 

/' Dl.lgnostics - mu1tlcolhnu.rlty· 

proc cor,. data=tandbt; 
.or 

01SE" OlAGf v lP lAGf. V loccup 
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MVA33 NYAJ!t; 
progralMl; ngforthes1 sp,.,"t 

run; 
/' First Model IUllt for Tuget HUMAN li40del I 
proc gtnmod Cln.l.tandbt due; 
,1.51 /Illy .. )) "vAlS DLSEX vlPlSElI: Dille; 
lIIodel elF. MVA]) MVAH olso DIAGE vlPIAGE vloccup 
DlLIc.'D"'b'in link=loglt typeJ; 

cuntrolS1: ') Vi I' MVAU -1 10000 a 0; 
conU'.&n '4 "50 I' MYA)) -1 0 1 0 0 000; 
contrast'S vs I' MVA)) -1 0 010000; 
contrast '6 V5 I' MVAB ·1 a a 010 a 0; 
contrast '7 V5 l' "'VAn ·10000 100; 
contnn " V5 I' MVAn ·1 0 0 a 0 0 1 0; 
contran '12 vs I' MVAH ·1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1: 
rMVAH S 1 2 ) 6 8 'I 
contran '2 V5 l' .,.VAn ·1 1 0 a 0 
contrast: '3 V5 I' NV.An ·1 a 1 a 0 
eontrut '6 vs I' MVAn ·1 a a 1 0 
contriSt '8 Vs l' MV.AU ·1 000 1 
run: 

v1p1sEX 

/'" Second Model lui 1t for T.rget HUMAN ModeP, 
/# Ch<1ngu frc. previous one lnc1ude: remov.l of MVA)S SINCE IT SHOWS POOR P 
VALUES A ... O WAS "AhY PAREI4TERS THUS "AVING POTENTIAL FOR OVER-PARAMETfRtzAlION ISSUES 
"/ 

proc genllOd d.ta.tandbt dese; 
~laS5 NVAU DISEX vipIsu: olLIe: 
_odel D1F_ MVA)) DlsEX 01AGE vlPIAGE vloecup 
DlLIC!O.bln hnk .. logit type): 

contrut 'J vs I' MYA))·1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
contrut '4 V5 l' MVA)) ·1 0 1 0 a 0 a 0 
contrast '5 vII' MVA)J ·1 a 0 1 0 0 0 0 
contrut "vs l' "VAn ·1 00010 a 0 
c.ontr<1st '7 vs l' MVA)) ·1 000 0 1 0 0 
contrast 'I vs I' MVAJ] ·1 0000010 
contrast '12 V$ I' MVA1J ·1 0 0 0 000 ; 

runi 

vlPlSEX 

I:: ) Model Built for Target HUMAN Model .... ' 
/'" Changes frOM previous one lnclude: relWooval of DIL.IC A~ P _ O.8SH' '/ 

prOt genMOd dua-undbt dese; 
clan MVA)) DlSEX VIPI5[)(: 
_ode 1 01F_ MVAl3 OlSEX DIAGE 
/O .. bin link-1OVll t)'pe); 

contrut • 3 Vs I' MVAn -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
eontrut ' .. vs I' MVAU ~l 0 1 0 0 000 
contrast'S VI I' MVAB·l 0010000 
Contrut '6 vs I' NVAB ~l 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
eontnst '7 vs I' ,",vAH ·1 0 0 0 OlD 0 
contrut '8 Vs I' I4v"n ~l 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
contrast '12 \15 I' ,",VAl] ·1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ; 

rutl: 

vlPIAGE vloccup v1PlSU 

/"' .. MOdel luilt: for Target HUC04AN J4odel"/ 
I" Changu frOli preVl0us one Include. removal of elSE .. A5 P .. 0.1l819 

P.lge 9 

progr .. _,ngforthUl spri nt 
proc gellmod d.ttol-=totndbt dr~c. 
c Ia:ts M\lA3J vlPl~fI(; 

_.-.. -----------, 

model DIF_ fl4YAJ) obG( vlplAGE vloCcup vlplSfll 
iD=bln 1,nk=log1t type3: 

contrast oJ V5 I' MYAU -1 1 000000 
(ontr.lSt ',( 'IS I' NVAo)) -I 0 1 0000 0 
(Olltr.lU 'S v50 I' M\I,,)] -1001 no 0 0 
(Olltrut '6 Vs I' ,",vAH -1 0 00 100 0 
contrast '1 vs I' "'\lAB -1000 a 1 0 0 
(onHJSt '8 vs I' MYA)) -10000010 
controlst '11 V5 I' "'YAB -100 (I 000 

run; 

/.: Ij Mod~l Built for Target HUNAN Nadel·; 
/'" ChOinges frOlll prevl0u5 one lnclude: rel'l'lov.)l of DIAGE AS P a 0.8"60 "~I 

proc Q@I'IIftOd dataataftdbt desc: 
class M'JAB vlPlSEX; 
lIIodel alF- MV.)) vIplAGE v1eccup 
/D s bln link_loCj;t type); 

contrut 'J VS I' ,..VAn ~1 1000000: 
contrast '. vs I' MVAn ~1 0100000; 
contrut 'S vs I' MVA)) ~1 0 0 10000; 
contr.J5t '6 vs I' I4VAn -10001000; 
contrast '7 Vs I' ,,",VAn -1 0 000 1 0 0; 
contr.nt '8 vs I' Mv"H -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0: 
controlSt '12 V5 l' "VAn -1 a 0 a 0 001: 

run; 

v1P1SEX 

,~ 6 Nodel aUllt for Target HUMAN Model·'/ 
/"' Ch.)nges frOlll pre'odou$ one "include: removal of v1PISEX p a 0.1727 "'"I 

prot gervnod d,Uaatolndbt due: 
class ,",vA1J: 
lIIodel D1F.. NVAn vlPIAGE vlO(eup 
/O",bin hnk_log"it t),Pe)i 

contrast 'J vs I' MVAn ~1 1000000: 
contrast '4 v$ I' ,",vAH -10 100000; 
contrast '\ "s I' MVA]] ~l 0 0 10000; 
contrast '6 vs I' MVAB ·1 000 1000: 
contrast '7 V$ I' """AH ~1 0 000100: 
contrast '8 V5 I' MVAH -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0: 
contrast '12 VI l' MV.A)) -1000000 I: 

estlf11au 'J vs l' MVA)) -1 1000000: 
estimate '4 vs I' ,,",VA})·1 0 1 00000; 
estimate'S vs l' MVA)) ~1 0 0 10000; 
e5tHnoJU '6 vs I' ",vAH ~1 0 0 0 1000; 
estlmate '7 vs I' MVA)) ·1 0 a 0 J 1 0 0: 
eStlmate '8 vs I' MVAB ~1 0 0 0 0010: 
utHIlOIte '12 vs l' MVAH -10000001; 

run: I'"' Great. "I 
/",,-.,>
,,-, .. / 

/.'-' TARGET Analys;s Continued: 
Pag~ LO 
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progralltr'll1 ngforth@s1spnnt 
Eltra-HUII'in facto"s~ Env1ronment.ll and Veh1e1. P"'~d1CtOrs 

;. r,rst MOdel lu,lt for Target htr3-Hu,"3.n "ode1 I 

proc; genillod dat".t,ndbt. dese: c.1aSl v 1800v VICOl IIIVAI) 
!!lode DlF c RIL""'ES RIMA. 
II1II ... .&1 "'vatS "'vall _".&19 
/g .. bin hnk:log1t tYPf'J; 

""'All "VAl) ,",YAH MYAl7 MVAl9 .\tVAll ""'''''6; 
vlAPsPo V1800Y vlYE.... vleOl "'''Ag ,",vAll 
"vAH ",,,""6 

I' 
contrast 'lOR VS 20R' V21100Y -1 1 0 0, 
contrast ·~D. v5 20R' v2100" -1 0 1 0, 
(ontr,ut 'lTTltuCK VS lOR' VZlOOv -1 00 1: 

contrast '2 vS I' MVAIO -1 1 000 
contrlSt 'J vS l' MVAIO -1 0 100 

,~~' ~~~~;::~ :~ ~~ i: ::t8 =1 g g A ~ 
contrast '2 vs I' I14v ... 14 -1 10; 
contrast • J vS I' RIIvA14 -1 0 1; 

contrast '2 vS I' MYA16 -1 1 0 0 0 0 
contran '3 vs I' MYA16 -1 0 1000 
contrast ... 'liS I' fiIIIVA,16 -1 0 0 1 0 0 
contrast '6 vs I' MVAl6 -1 0 0 0 1 0 
(onHa51 " 'IS I' MVA16 ·1 0 0 0 1 0 

contrast '2 'IS l' MVA18 -1 1 0 0; 
conHa51 'J 'IS l' MVA18 -1 0 10; 
conHa51 '4 'IS l' MVAlI -1 0 0 1; 

contrast '2 'IS l' IIIIvA2Q -1 1 0 0; 
contrast 'J 'liS l' ",vA20 -1 0 1 0; 
contrast '" 'liS l' MVA20 -1 0 0 1; 

contrast '2 'liS I' IINA32 -1 1; 

contrast '2 'liS l' MVA4' -1 1 0 0; 
contrast '" 'liS l' IINA4' -1 0 1 0; 
contrast '7 'liS l' MVA.47 -1 0 0 1; 

THIS IS NOT ~ECESS"'" AND HAS lEEN CQM"'ENTEO OUT. UKASE "N.,. OF THESE ARE ACTUAll 
UQUlREO "/ 
run; 
/ Second Mod~l Sui 1t for Targn Extra-Human ... odel'" 
i'" Removed MVAll, fIIIIYA13 ancl ~vA19. Poor data dlstribtion (all are in the f".st 
level) ~I 
proc genmod data.tandbt desc: 
class '11100'" VlCOl MVA9 MVAH MYAl? ~vAH Fo4VA46; 
model D1F. "LUNES RlMAX vlApSPO v1800'" vI "EAR VleOl WIIYA9 
MVA15 "'""A17 "'YAH MVA46 
lo-b;n link.1OQit t)'pe3:run; 

~; T~!~:v:~d:~A~l~ 1t,,:~" a~a;nt s~;~~1i~~~:~ ~~del 
proc genmod clau=tanclbt desc; 
class vleoo" vleOl NV .. 9 MYAI S "'V4li WIIVA46; 
lIIode1 DIF. "LlAIII[S UMAX VlAPSPD '11800" vl"EAR VLeOl MVAg 
"'vAIS ,",YAI7 MVA46 
/D=bln hnk.log1t t)'pe3;run; 

Page 11 
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progr,11111111 ngforthfi 1 spri nt 

:,.' F~:~=e~U~:~ltll~o~O~t T:l,e~l~~~f~~:~~~n .';"»del.'! 
proc genmod d~tol"tolndbt desc; 
t lan vl800V VleOl ,",v49 MY" 17 """ .. 46; 
mod~l DIF = ULANES RIMA" VlAPSPD vJaOOv 'ihEAI: VleOl MV4.g 
l1li'11"1;" Mv~46 
:o,.bin hnk=log1t t.,pe);run; 

::' F~~:v:~d:!.~¥~l[N!~r.1~ol~YTts~~~~~;~~~~n M~del 
pr·oc 1j .. '1tIIod (t.l\o1=-t,lndbt eft'sc; 
c 1,)5050 '11800'" V1(Ol ,",VAg MVA.a6; 
lIIodel D1F .. IIllANES RiMA)!; Vl"PSPD v1800'f Vl.,.EAII V1COl MVA9 
"'VA46 
,o=b," link .. loqtt type);r,,": 

I~ Sll1th Model Built for Ta"get Extra-Human Model'·'/ 
I~ Removed Mv,."6. low slgn1flcance and over--polrallleter;zat;on "issues. '., 
proc genmod data .. tandbt desc; 
(lass VlBOOV yleOl 114'149; 
moclel DlF _ R!lANES UNAX VlAPSPO vlloov V!'rEA" vleOl MVA9 
/O,.bln hnkslog;t type);r"n: 

~: S:::~!~d"'e~:~~~11~o!°~,~~~1~~a~;~!r:~=u~e~r~~~~!~~ter-i ntl0" issues, '/ 
pr-oc genmod dat~ .. tandbt desc; 
c hss vleOl "''149; 
mod.l OlF. RllANES UN"X V1APSPO vl"U" VleOl NVA9 

~~"~~~h:~ n~~~:~; ~uH~·:~~"~~rget htra-Murnan Model "/ 
/~ Reflloved v1year. p ."/ 
p roc genmod data .. tandbt desc: 
class VleOl "'VA9; 
model OIF .. ItILANES Rl"'"x VIAPSPO VICOl MY .. 9 
/O .. bln 11nk .. loglt type);r"n; 

I:' Nlnth Model 8u;lt for Target Extra-Human ,",odel· 
I' Removed v1eOl. p: / 
proc genmod d,ua-tandbt desc; 
class MV..,9; 
mode 1 DIF = IIlLAIllf:S UMA)!, vlAPsPO MVA9 

~~=~~:A.~.t ~~~ '~~~~h t~~~! (~~i 1t for Target EIItra-Human Model' / 
/" Re"'oved Rl~Al(, P", 
proc genmod data~tandbt desc; 
class Nlv49; 
model 01F _ RllANES vlAPSpo 114v.&9 
ID,.bln hnk.loglt type): 

contrast '2 'IS l' MVA9 -1 1 000 
contrast 'J VS l' MVA9 -1 0 1 0 0 
contrast '4 vs I' MV.&9 -1 0010 
contrast ''; vs I' MVA9 -1 0001 

est !latt • 2 vs }' fo4VA9 -1 1 0 0 0 
est ",au ') vs I' fo4VA9 -1 0 1 0 0 
est lIIate '4 vS I' MV.&9 ·1 00 10 
est Nau 'S VS I' ..vA9 -1 0001 

run; 
/; FJIIIAl. All REMAIIIIIIIIG VARIABtES .»oRE SIGNIFleA"tT ./ 
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progr.l:nllll "qforthes 1 spr; nt 
rurt; 

/~~<'-' INTERSECTJO", ANALYSIS O~ ALL I"'TERSECTIOtiS"o~ 

data tandbt: 
I tJSEFUL Foa OTHU ~AlVSIS 0'" THE J6J RllANES _1lANfS AlMA'" 
MVAg ~YAIO NVAU /l4VA11 "'VAlI MVAl4 .. vAH MYA16 
MVAH MVA!' MvAl9 M\lA'?O ,",vA4} MVA44 MVA7 "YA41 

ANV_LA~ D5t_Cint Cl tyS· SystemS·' 

NCLASSS SCLASSS \M(l4SSl ECLASoU 
EBLAN£S N8LAAES S8lANES WBLAt.lES 
"I 

dn.a inter-setn; 
input 
PX In) IAj_fn In}_fat_POO 
StAggered' C, tvS 
~m.JO" O-nIinor DsUnt AnY_LAS 

urds; 
d 

run; 

proc freq: 
run; 

FOWS 5ta9grdS 

SystemS fAGINTi FOwl 

-I 51 wi 

. "~~·I 

R1MA\( 

NUfII_Lrgs 

J.lulII_LII!I}S 

EI: 

/" These are the other n.,o models one could eventually bU11d in later tll11e: In] 
tAl_fat ! 

:j~c~l!~::!e!~eC:~~": ,~:if!~.t~~i:!~ ~::! ~~:!~ ~';~~';~:!-:~~it~e 1~!~~!~)'dat. 
uesd. "/ 

proc ge .... od d.t •• i ntersetn dese; 
class System FAGINT FOIIiII "Will_Legs Staggered CHy AnY_LA 
N S w E, 
lIode1 Inj_fat_PDO 
syUtM FA'INT FDW "'UIII_Legs Staggered Clty O_III.)or 
~.'nor Ostlnt AnY_LA H S w E/D",bln hnk-loglt type); 
run: 
,,, -. even fror. the f;rst run, con.,eroence occurs "I 

It 2nd run. with OstInt removed "'I 
proc ge,...od dat."'ntersctn dese; 
clus sysum 'AGINT FDw NUIII_legs St.gger.d City Any_LA 
N S W E; 
.. odel Inj_ht_POO 
Syste_ FAGINT FDW NUIIl_legs Staggered Cl~y Q_IIIa)or 
Q,..lIlnor Any_LA" S w E/O:=bln hnk.loglt t~peJ: 
run; 

It, lrd run, with Any_LA removed ~I 
proc genmod data=lnUrsCtn desc; 
c lus SysUm FAGINT FDw NUIII_U9S Staggered City 
N 5 w £; 
model In)_, .. t_Poo 
Systell FAGJNT FDW rvum_Legs Suggered CH) Q_lIIajor 

Page H 

_______ -,.__ ' ,."" .• p .. ""'''''t ......... ,'Ir'iiiif Ii PI 

Q_l'IIlnOr £ /t:bo,9;· ollml~'k~~ ~o;,;hetSy~s: {;' nt 

, ' "thd run. with CL_inor relllOved I 
proc gel'"llnod dat.1=lntersctn deu; 
(lass Svstem fAGINT FDW Nu"'_Legs Stolggered 
'" 5 W E; 

elty 

ftlodt" 1 InJ_fat_PDO * 
~ystelll N f~INTIll f~D"'b~~mi~~~!10g~~"~~:~~~ CHy Q_lIIo1)or 

run; 

. S th run. w; th C; tv removed ~: 
proc genmod daU;;;;lntersc tn desc: 
t l.:Iss ~y!otelll fAGINT FDIfII 1II""_l.9~ 

~ S :Ode~;Inj_'~LPOO 
System FAGJNT FDIfII NUlII_Lf'9s 

~ III E/O;;;;bln llnk:loglt 

Staggered 

t~~:1~er.d 

contrut .) '15 4 lanes' ""u",_Legs 1·10; 
contrOiSt 'other '15 4 laneS' NUIII_lt'ljs 0 ~1 1: 
estImate '3 '15 4 1i1nes' Hum_Legs 1 ·10; 
estHltoIte 'other VS 4 li1nes' NUIII_Lt'gs 0 ·1 1; 

Q_molJor 

contr.ln '~orthbound co1lector vs "lajor Arterul' N 1 0 ~1 0 0; 
controlSt 'Northbound Local." J4.l1or Arur~oIl' '" 0 1 ·100; 
controlst 'Northbound MInor ." "'oIJor Arurloll' N 0 0 -1 1 0; 
contrast 'Northbound AI1 other ,.oold cl,nses '15 Ma)or Arterial' Jill 0 0 -1 0 1; 
est~m.lte ''''orthbound Collector YS Major Arteha1' N 1 0 -1.0 0: 
estlm.:lte 'Northbound Local." I401lor Arteru), NO 1 -100; 
est~mate • ... orthbound "',nor "5 "'ajar Arurul' N 0.0 -1 1 0: 
eSllm.ate • ... orthbound A 11 other road classes vs Ma)or Arter;." H 0 0 ~1 0 1; 

contr.1l1 'Southbound co1hctor vs Major Arter;.1' S 1 0 -1 0 0; 
contrast 'Southbound Local .,s Kajor Arteri." sOl -1 0 0: 
contrast 'southbound Minor .,s Major Arurl.'· 5 0 0 -1 1 0; 
contr.nt 'Southbound All other road ~lolneS." Major Arterial'S 00 -101; 
est' •• te 'Southbound Collector itS Ma)Or ArterU,l' S 1 0 -1 0 0; 
estilllo1te 'southbound LOCill .,s Najar Arterioll' sO 1 -10 0; 
eStl"'ate 'southbound Minor .,5 M.iI)or Arted.l· SO 0 -1 1 OJ 
uti •• ilte 'Southbound A11 other road classes YI Major Arterul' SO 0 -10 1; 

contr.st. 'westbound Collector V5 M.)or Arterial' w 1 0 -1 0 0; 
contrast '\IIItstbound Loc.1 VI "'iljor Arterial' III 0 1 -1 0 0; 
contrast '\IIIestbound Minor '15 "'illor Art.na1· 1110.0 -1 1 OJ 
contrast 'westbound All other road C;lolUe5 vs "'alor Arteral' '" 0 0 -1 0 1; 
estllllate 'westbound collector "5 "")or Arterhl' W 1 0 -1 0 O. 
estllll.Jte 'westbound Lf?ut 'IS "illor Arted.l· w 0 1-1 0 0; 
en~ffloJte 'westbound "'lnor VS "iI)Or Artenal' wOO -1 1 0: 
estlmate 'westbound All other road classes v, ",ajar Arterial' wOO -1 0 1; 

contrast 'Eastbound Collector Vi Major Arterh1' E 1 0 -1 0 0; 
contr~ut 'Eastbound LOut VS Major Arunal' EO 1 -1 00; 
controlS( 'Eastbound Mlnor Vi Ma)or Arterial' £ 0 0 -1 1 0; 
controlst 'Eutbound All other road classes vs Major Artedal' E 0 0 -1 0 1; 
estim.lte 'Eastbound Collector "5 ~ujor Arterial' £ 10 -100: 
t?stllllolte 'Eastbound Loc.l .,s Malor Arter~al' EO 1 ·1 00; 
rstlm,Ue 'Eastbound Mlnor vs "'ol)or Arten')l' EO 0 -1 10; 
estllll"tt' 'Eastbound All other road classes vs Ma)Or Arlenal' EO 0 -1 0 1: 
run; 

, . 6th run. wHh £ removed .'/ 
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programm;ngfOrtheSl Spr"l nt 
proc genmod d,,lta=lntersctn desc: 
chls~ System FAGI'-'T FDw NIIIII_Legs St..1ggtred 
N S w • 

'tIodri Inl_f.lLp'DO 
System FAGJNT FDw NUl"_Le9s St.lC'J9~rf'd fLllla lor 

II !D=bln hnk:loglt type1; 

contrast 'J 'IS" lanes' lIIuIII_Legs 1 -10; 
Contrast 'other 'IS .a lanes' ~um_legs 0 -1 1; 
est'i",ate '3 'IS" lanes' N!JIII_Legs 1 -1 0; 
estll11ate 'other 'IS "' lanes' lIIu"'_Legs 0 -1 I; 

Contrast 'Northbound Co'1.,tor vs ~a}or Artenal' III 10 -1 00; 
\Contrast 'I'IIorthbound Local YS Major Arterlal' ~ 0 1 -1 0 0; 

i!ocontrast ',.orthbound M,nor VS Major Artenal' ~ 0 0 ·1 1 0; 
'contrast 'Northbound All other rOild classes YS ~ajo,. Artenal' 1\1 a 0 -1 0 1; 
utllllate 'Northbound Collector vs Major Arte"'a" N 1 0 -1 00; 
estimate 'I'IIorthbound Local vs Malor Arter1oll' ~ 0 1 -1 0 0; 
est;"ate • ... orttlbound ... ,nor 'IS Ma}or Arterlal' N 0 0 -1 1 0; 
estill,.te 'lirlorthbound ... \1 other road classes YS ~.)or Arterial' N 0 0 -1 0 1: 

contrast 'Southbound Collecto,. vs MaJor Arter1.l1' S 10 -1 00: 
contrast 'Southbound Local YS Major Arterial'S 0 1 -1 00; 
contrast 'Southbound l14,nor 'IS MaJor ... rtedal' S 0 0 -1 1 0; _ 
contrast 'Southbound All other road clas!.es 'IS Major Arte";al' SO 0 -1 0 1; 
estlmate 'Southbound Collecto,. vs Major ArUral' S 10 -1 0 0; 
est,mate 'Southbound Local 'IS Malor Artenal' SOl -1 0 0; 
estimate 'Southbound _,nor 'IS Malor Arteri.1I' S 0 0 -1 1 0: 
est,mau 'Southbound A11 other road classes vs MolJor Artena1' 500 -1 0 1: 

contrast 'westbound Co1lector 'IS MajOr" Arterul' W 1 0 -1 0 0; 
contrast 'westbound LOcal \/S Ma)or Artenal' w 0 1 -100: 
contrast 'Westbound Mlnor vs Ma}or Artenal' wOO -1 1 0; 
contrast 'W'estbound All other road classes vs Major "rte,.,al' III 0 0 -1 0 1; 
est'mau 'wfStbound Collector vs Major Artena" w 1 0 -1 0 0; 
estimau 'lIIIutbound Local VS Major Arter~3.1· w 0 1 -1 0 0; 
estlmate 'westbound Mlnor vs Ma)or Artenal' ¥II 0 0 -1 10; 
est'mau 'westbound ,,11 other road claSSes vs Major Arte,.,al' 11100 -10 1; 

run; 

/'" 7th run. w;t" F"Ow rrmo\l'ed ./ 
proc genmod data .. , ntersctn due; 
class SyStem FAGtNT NUII'I_Legs Staggered 
N S w ; 

lIIodel Inl_facPOO .. 
System FAGt1llT "'um_Legs Staggered 

111 \Ir /O_b,n hnk.log1t tYDe]: 

contrast 'J vs .. lanes' NUIII_Legs 1 -10; 
COf"ltrast 'other 'IS .. lanes' Num_Le9S 0 -1 1: 
estlmau 'J vs .. lanes' JiIIulII_Legs 1 -1 0; 
eni"'ate 'other YS 4 lanes' lI(u"'_Ugs 0 -I 1; 

Q_maJor 

contrast 
contrast 
contrast 
contrast 
est,"'ate 
est;mate 
utimate 
estimate 

'Northbound Co 1lector VS Major ArUrnl' Jill 1 0 -I 0 0; 
'Northbound Local vs Major Arterial' 1101 -100; 
'",orthbound M,nor vs MajOr Artena" 1\1 0 0 -1 1 0; 
'Northbound All other road dusts vs Major Arterlal' NO 0 -1 0 1: 
'NorthbOund Collector 'IS Ma)or Arterial' I'll 1 0 -1 0 0; 
'Northbound Lc;acal vs lIIIaJor Artl!rul' N 0 1 -1 0 0: 
'Northbound "',nor 'IS Ma)or Arterlal' N 0 0 -1 1 0: 
'Northbound All otner road cla"s~s vs Major Arte,.,a" ~ 0 0 -1 0 1: 

Page IS 

-- ---- -----

, 
i 
I 

, I 
I I 
, I 
I , 
I 

____ J 

- -.--- -- - ._.. . .. ---- . - _.-.-. --. ------.--

p,'ogra"ftmlngfortheslSpr"lnt 
contr-an 'Southbound collector vs MaJo" Arter;al' S 1 0 -1 0 0; 
contrast 'Southbound Local vs Major Arteda1' sO 1 -100; 
contrast 'Southbound Mlnor \/5 MajOr Arurloll' SO _0 -1 1 0: 
contr,)st 'Southbound All other road cl,uses 'IS "'ol)or Arterul' SO 0 -10 1; 
utH"olte 'Southbound Collector vs M.1JO" Artenal' S 1 0 -1 00; 
estl"',)te 'Southbound local vs Major Arterial'S 01 -100; 
estlll1.lte 'Southbound .. nnor vs Major Arterial' 50.0 -1 1 0; 
eitlmJte 'Southbound All oth~r ro,),d classes vs "'.JJor Arurul' sO 0 -101; 

contrilst 'westbound Colle-etor VSO Major Arter,al' '" 1 0 -1 0 0; 
(ontrast ''''eHbound Local V5 MJjor Art.",al' '" 0 1 -100; 
contrast 'westbound ""nor V!o Major Arterl.11' wOO -1 1 0; 
contrast 'westbound All other road c:hsses vs 114a)or Artena" \Ir 0 0 -1 0 1; 
estlmate 'westbound (ollector '"'s MajOr Arterl.l' wI 0 -1 0 0: 
estlmolte 'westbound Loc.)l 'IS MelJor Arte,.,al' " 0 1 -1 0 0; 
estl"',)te 'Westbound ~i nor 'IS MolJor Artt!'nal' wOO -1 1 0: 
estl.ate 'westbound All othe,. rOold classes 'IS IIIIaJor 4rter'ia1' wOO -1 0 1: 

run; 
1- Sth run. wtth St.lggered removed· I 
prOt genmod d.ta-lnterSCtn. deS(; 
c lass System FAGJNT Hum_Legs 

N S :odei Inl_fat_PDO 
System FAGINT HU"'_Legs Q_maJor 

N w IO .. b,n hnkalogtt type): 

contrast'] Yto 4 lanes' NU"'_Legs 1 -1 0; 
contrast ·oth",. \IS .a lanes' Hum_legs 0 -1 1: 
estimate'] 'IS .. lanes' Num_Legs 1 -1 0; 
estimate • other vs .. lanes' Num_Legs 0 -1 1; 

contrast 'Northbound Collector 'IS IIIIaJor Arterial' N 1 0 -1 0 0; 
contrast 'Northbound local vs Malor Arteri.l' NO 1 -100; 
contr.lSt 'Northbound ~'hnor vs MaJo" Arterial' NO 0 -1 1 0; 
contrast 'Northbound All other road classes vs Major Arter,al' I'll 0 0 -101: 
estll"olte 'Northbound Collector vs Major ",,,udal' N 1 0 -1 00; 
estimate '''orthbound Local vs Major Arteda1' NO 1 -100; 
est;mate "Northbound Minor vs MaJor Artedal' N 0.0 -1 10; 
estlmate 'Northbound All other road dasses 'IS Malor Arterial' N 0 0 -1 0 I; 

contrast 'Southbound Co11ector V~ Major Arterial'S 1 0 -1 00; 
contrast 'Southbound Local vs Malor .arterial's 0 1 -100; 
contrast 'Southbound Mlnor vs Major .artenal' 500 -1 1 0; 
controlst 'Southbound All oth"r road classes 'IS Major Arter,.l' 500 -I 0 I; 
esti"'ate 'Southbound Collector 'IS 114aior Arterlal' S 1 0 -1 00; 
estll1'1olte 'Southbound l~cal 'IS fIIIajor Arterial'S 0 1 -100; 
est.~lItate 'Southbound ~nnor vs Major Arterial'S 0 0 -1 1 0; 
est''''ate 'Southbound .11 othe:- road classes 'IS MajO,. Artenal' SO 0 -101; 

contrast 'westbound (ollenor vs Major A-:-ter'ial' '" 1 0 -1 0 0; 
contrast 'westbound Local vs Major A.-renal' W 0 1 -1 0 0; 
contrast 'westbound Mlno,. V5 Ma)or Arterial' wOO -1 10; 
contrast '\lilestbound All other road classes 'IS Major Arterial' wOO -1 0 1; 
estimate 'westbound Collenor vs Major Arter;.l' wI 0 -1 0 0; 
est,,,,,)te 'W"stbound LOCdl vs Malor A,·terlal' w 0 1 -1 00; 
estlm,ue '",estbound Minor 'IS Mollor Arte,.,a}' '" 0 0 -1 10; 
estlm,)te '\lilestbound All other road classes 'IS Major Arterial' wOO ·1 01: 

run; 
.I tnlS 1$ good I 

PJQP 16 

~ 
00 

" 
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h r"tbul1@thuman 
First fIlOd.l for Bull@t Hultlan Factors 

18. 1001 &9 
Thl" SA~ SYHt'm 00·.1) rhu,. ... d.ly. o\uyll'!l.t 

The GENMOO Procedure 

Model InfOf·m.n iun 

Data ~t't 
D1Strlbut1on 
link funCtion 
Dependent vari ab 1 e 
Obs.rv.ltions us\"d 
"I15S1ng v.Jlues 

IIWORK. TANoaT 
Binomul 

l 09
'

t 
02F 
140 
624 

Class level Infor-mation 

Class 

MVAJ4 
"'\lA36 
olSE)( 
V;?PlSEX 
olLIe 

Levels v.Jluu 

1 1 • 6 1 8 10 
o 1 2 8 
F • 
F • 
G Gl G:! QII_any ofl1er 

• uponse Profile 

Ordered 
valu\" D~F 

Toul 
Frequency 

4S 
95 

PIIlOC (iENMOO is modeling tke pr-obab,l1ty that DU_'l'. 

Parameter 

Prml 
Pr",2 
PrIll) 
Prlll4 
PrmS 
Prm6 
pr",7 
prm8 
pr".9 
pr'IIIIO 
prmll 
Prm12 
Pr,"13 
Prm14 

:!8, 1001 70 

£ffut 

Inur-cept 
,",VA)" 
MVAJ4 
"'VA)~ 
MVAJ4 
MVAJ4 
MVA)4 
,",vAH 
MVA)6 
"'\1",)6 
IoIIvA16 
MVAJ6 
olsn 
D2sElI 

Parameter Inforlllation 

fIoIVA)4 

1 
1 
4 
6 
7 
8 
10 

MYA)6 

Th, SAS SySUfII 

lh~ GENMOO Proc.dure 

P.HJII'eter Information 
P,Jg, I 

olSU V'?PiSElI. 02lIC 

00:·1) ThursddlY, .. uguH 

l __ ~ __ 

---- -_. __ . ---- -_._- ---_. --~ 

fl rstbullethLJllloln 

p,.ro1me'ter [ffelt 

DZ"GE 
vlPIA(,E 
V10((Up 
vlPI~fX 
v!pl~[l( 

oIUe 
DIllC 
olLIC 
0211C 
ohlC 

MVAU MVA~6 olso vZPl'SE)l o211C 

Pr-mlS 
Prm16 
Prm17 
Prm18 
Prm19 
Pnn!O 
Prm21 
Prm2Z 
PrmZ) 
PrmZ4 

Cd t.";.J F"or Assusi n9 Goodness of Fl t 

enterlon 

Dey;ance 
Staled DevlolnC€, 
Pearson ctl1-Squ"r. 
Scaled P~ar-son _1 
log Lik~hhood 

OF 

III 
111 
III 
III 

V31ue 

117.1191 
117.1191 
1l1.&Z06 
1l1.&10& 
-'8.159& 

v.)lutfOF 

0.9521 
0.9521 
1.08&1 
1.08&1 

G 
Gl 
G/ 
(JIll_any 
other-

Algodthm conv~rgt>d . 

P,Jrameter OF 
pr ~ ChiSq 

Intercept 
< .0001 

MvAli4 
<.0001 
,",vAH 

0.9997 
NVAH 

MVAH 
... 0001 

)JVA14 
... 0001 
""vAH 

MvA)4 10 

""V" 16 

)tVA16 
O.Olll 

NVAI6 
O.O6,?-l 

MVA16 

O.?c;£, 
O.~b"9 

OlSE. ... 

An.llyslS of PolrollllPur Estilllatu 

'St.l.ndolrd w.31d 9'5':' Confidence 
Est 1111.UIP Error l1111ltS 

n.~;"04 / UU'l 11.4ts48 U.45SCJ 

~16. 6916 o ':1840 -.?8.6,?Ol ~14. 7630 

-48. S448 lH.a7i'.4 -/6"19 265482.1 

0./)000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

-11. "08 1.1650 -2\.1941 ~21.2':>i'5 

~N .4!78 0.9'll ~26. )349 ~ZZ. Sl06 

~2·'-CI9S1 0.0000 -14.0951 -2".09B 

0.(1000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

·].Q9~8 1.14'1 ~'5. 5)71 -0 &485 

·1.6014 1.9116 -:.1931 0.1164 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

-O.OH9 o ~43: ~1.088S 1.040;-

o 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

P.19t" "] 

ehl ~ 
Sctuarp 

182.49 

135.8& 

0.00 

"07.29 

610.22 

6.15 

1.-':" 

0.00 

IF) 
00 ..... 

.~ 
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------~ - -- - -----

D2A(j,E 
0.0901S 

fl n~tbul1ethulII"1" 
U 033 J 0.0199 -0 OO'S:" a o:'n 00 

28. ZOOl 71 
The SAS S)!ioUI1I 00: -11 Thur!Oda.,. 4uquH 

rlue GE~~ Pro(edur'l 

~nal)os.ts Of Pal'alltete" EStll1hlt~!io 

St.1I1d.ll"d w.,ld q,~, (.)nf1Iie"(t 
Par.lrnUfo" OF 

pr > (hlSq 
EU111olttc' Err"or LUlU .. 

vlPlACi£ -0.0158 
O.O]~l 

0.017! -0.0694 -0.0021 

v2'OC:CUP ·0.028' 
0.9279 

o 1186 ·0.6HI o 191. 

v'?P!S£)l 0.118' 0.5206 -0.6814 1.1191 
O.SI51 

v2PlSE1( 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

02 LIe 
0.9410 

o 0699 0.944;' ·1 7811 1.921. 

o.?uc 
0.8118 

GI -0.]92U 1.68:'8 -3 6901 2.9062 

ollIe 
o .~lJ2 

G~ '0.9111 1 1-102 ·1.1'79 1.121. 

olLie GM_any 2.4S14 I. 8646 ·1.2011 •. 1019 
0.1886 

olLIe other 0.0000 o 0000 0.0000 O. 0000 

SClle 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1. 0000 

NOTE: The scale Ilaralllf'ter "'OIS held f'lIIed 

LR St.ltlStlCS For T~·p. ] AnalvSIS 

Source 

MVAH 
,",vAlf> 
o2~ElI. 
O.2AGE 
v2PIA(jE 
vlOCCUp 
v2plSElI. 
D~LIC 

Chi· 
OF SqUJ.re 

)0.9] 
9.69 
0.00 
2. 8~ 
". S~ 
0.01 
o .! 
" .J.? 

!l40n-fStllOl,Jb 1e 
IIO\\S 

(ont ras t Ito'" 

4 'Ws 1 

"on-ESt1T1.lbl~ 
li!;1'l\\S 

P.lge 3 

Pr .. ChlSq 

< 0001 
0.007. 
O.96.a9 
0.0918 
0.011< 
0.9178 
0.1111 
0.18~' 

(111 
Sqll.l'·t! 

4 l< 

o 01 

O.4l 

0.01 

0.01 

0.6.1 

1.1! 

_____ -=. -=..r=--'~~"'-';' '". ',c, .~~ ,"';"'~"'~""~ - ....... ,. ili'tlli'rtiliilW:::!!S:5!!!t! 

2M. tOO] 72 

Cgntr .. 1St 

1 YS 1 
" YSo 1 6 vs 1 
7 V$. 1 
8 V$. 1 
10 vs 1 
o \IS 1 
l \I$. 1 
6 vs 1 
8 vs 1 

h rstbul J..thu .. an 

(nntr".lst MOlAl 

o vs 1 

Th~ SAS SYSUIII 00;-1) Thursday. August 

OF 

I 
0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0 
I 
I 
0 

The (jENMOO Procedure 

fIIon-ES(llholble 
MoVoS 

Controlst ROIN 

8 vs 1 

Contrast Ilt'$.ull' 

Chi-
Squ.lre Pr .. (hlSq 

o 11 0.\'82 

16:61 <:0001 

':21 0: 0072 
J.41 0.06013 

0: 11 0::411 
9.17 0.0021 

P~\Je 4 

Type 

LO 
LR 
L. 
LO 
LR 
LR 
LO 
LR 
LO 
LR 

1..0 
00 -
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f, rstbu 11 etXhultlan 
First Model for lullet Extra-HUfllan F'actors 

28. 2001 76 
The SAS syst~ 

The GENMOO Pl"'ocedure 

""ode 1 1"'0,.III.t10" 

00:.&) Thursday, August 

DaU Set 
DlStnbution 

WORK. TANDBT 
81nomlo11 

llnk Function 
oependent va ri ab 1 f 
Observ3tlonS used 
MISSing v.:Ilues 

Class leve' Inforllliltl0n 

Log,t 
oU 
III 
111 

class 

v2.oov 
v2cOt.. 

leveh values 

~( 
NVAIO 
MVAl4 
W'A16 
WAIS 
WA20 
IIIv ... )2 
lIlY ..... 1 

2DR 3DR "DR l TTRUCK 
ILACK BLUE BROWN c;olD GREEN MAROON RED SILvER 
WHITE 
1 2 I 4 I 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 4 6 8 
1 2 3 4 
1 I 34 
1 2 
1 2 • 7 

Response prof,l. 

Ordered 
value DIF 

Total 
Frequency 

103 
110 

PROC G£.-.OO IS lIIodel'ing the probability that D2Fc'l'. 

Parameter 
MYA)2 MV,,47 

P'-1111 
... 2 
p~1II3 
PI"'1I4 
• .,,1 
Pl"'116 
Prflt7 
PrIll' 
p,..9 

28. 2003 77 

Effect 

Intercept 
RlLANES 
fl2MA)( 
vlAPSPD 
\l2aoov 
v2eoo .... 
v2100V 
v2100'( 
Y2YEA" 

Parameter l"forlllat;on 

V210DY v2eOl MVAIO MVlt14 MYA16 "'VAl8 MVA20 

20' 
3D' 
40' 
LTTflUCK 

The SAS Sysam 

ThfO G£NMOO Procedure 

Plge 1 

00:43 Thursda~. August 

~~"i';\"'- - --'--
---",.-.. .-- ---

------- - - -------------------------

Parameter 
MYA)} MYA47 

prllll0 
Pr,..l1 
Prm12 
Prill}.) 
Prml4 
p,-,1I15 
Prml6 
Prml? 
Prrn18 
Prm19 
Prm20 
PrlllZl 
PrmZ2 
Prill}! 
PrmZ4 
PI'"IIIZ5 
prm26 
Prm17 
Prm28 
Prm29 
Prm)O 
Prm31 
Prml2 
PrmB 
Prm34 
Prm35 
PrmJ6 
PrmJ7 
Prm38 
PrmJ9 
PI'"",40 
Prm41 
Prm.-.z 
Prm43 

1 
Prlll44 

I 
Prm4S • Prlft46 _ 

7 

18. Z003 78 

Efhct 

V.?COl 
v}COl 
VleOl 
vleOl 
vleOl 
vZeOL 
vleOl 
vleOl 
V.?(Ol 
,",v .. 10 
114"..,10 
MYAIO 
My .. 10 
MVAID 
MY.d4 
fl4VA14 
MVA14 
foIIvA16 
""vA16 
My .. !6 
MY ... 16 
MVA16 
NYU6 
MIIAl8 
MYAIS 
MVAI8 
Mv"l8 
MVA'?O 
,",vAlO 
"'vAlO 
MVA10 
,",VAll 
MVA]] 
MYA47 

MVA4l 

~vA47 

M\lA47 

Crite";on 

DeVl.J.nce 

f I rstbu l1euhUfnan 
Parameter Infol'1lllatlon 

V2BODv V2eOl NVAI0 MVA14 ~"16 114\1 .. 18 MYA20 

BLACK 
BLUE 

1'
GOLD 
C.ME£N 
MAMOON 
RED 
SIlvU 
WHItE 

entertol For AssesSlng Goodness of F1t 

D • Y.Jlul" V.llue/DF 

Scaled Dev'ance 
110 
110 

lU.6SU 
244 .6S14 

1.1171 
1.1171 

The SAS Syne .. 00:-1] Thursday, August 

The GE-.MOO Procedure 

(rHer'.l for ASSeSS1"g Goodn~ss Of fH 

paqe 1 

0'\ 
00 
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_ ........... " .. , 

hn.lb", l1lttl(tluman 
Flnal (lOth) Model for 8ulln htra·Huflilan Factors 

rhe !tAS Systl'''' 00:4J Thursday, August 
II. lOOl Il 

,:~' 

The GE,.MQD Procedure 

Model Information 

Oau Set 
Dlst";butlon 
llnk Functlon 
Dependent VoIr1Jbl. 
ObSl'l"'utlons used 
fo41Ssing values 

WORK. T ANDaT 
B1no"na1 

loglt 
ClF 

'I' lIO 

Class level Infarmatton 

Class 

MVA10 

Leyels v.11ues 

1 2 l • I 

ResponSf Prof; 11' 

Ordl'rl!d 
value 02. 

Total 
Frequency 

1'1 
III 

PROC GENMOO ;s IIIOdl'ling the probabihty that DU".'l'. 

21. 200l 8. 

Paralfttter Informanon 

'ilf"aml't!'!'" 

Prm! 
Prm2 
Prill) 
Prill'" 
p,.",S 
"",6 
P rill 7 
Prlll8 

Effect 

Intercept 
R2MAX 
VZAPSPD 
,",vAI0 
"'vAIO 
",vA10 
MVAIO 
,",YALO 

"'YAIO 

Criterloa For AsstsS1ng Goodness of Flt 

enterio" 0' value 

Deviance .. SOi'.3170 
Scaled De"",nct' •• 507.l270 
Pearson Chi·Square •• "64.5806 
Sea led Ptarson 11[,2 4' 464.5806 

value/OF 

LillO 
1.1350 
1.039] 
1.0J>l 

The SolS System 00:43 ThursdolY, August 

The GENMOO Proctdure 

(riuri .. For AssesSlng Goodness of rh 
P.age 1 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 

I' i 
: I 
I ' 

i I 
I I 

I 
I 
[ 

-2Il.66ll - v.l •• /O' I 
fl r1.albul1UlI[,hUlllan 

(rherion Of 

log L;hhhood 

A190r1thlll convt'rged. 

Analys;s Of Parameter Estlmates 

St.lndard '-'olld g~1. cont-dence Ch,-
Polr""'ftfr U. Est 1111 .. 1\. Error limitS Square 

Pr .. Ch'isq 

Intercept 
<.0001 

Jq.f»bl J 1.0675 17.5691 21. 'Ill B'.24 

RZ_AX 0.0499 0.017" 0.0118 0.0841 8.21 
0.0042 

VZAPSPO -0.Ol>6 0.0064 -0_0111 -0.0271 J8.'2 
<.0001 

MVolI0 -n.1118 0.1960 -14.0080 -20.4916 616_73 
<.0001 

MVAIO -21.4829 0_ J921 -22 .IIlI -20.71J6 2'95.14 
<.0001 

MVAIO -22.7<12 0_7'1. -24.201l -21.-1891 .J7.l5 
,.0001 

"WAIO -20.9672 0.0000 -20.9672 -20.9672 

MVAio 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

scaie 1.0000 0_0000 LOOOO 1.0000 

NOTE: The scale parameter was held flllt'd. 

label Est ;mate 
)0 (hlSq 

2 vS 1 0.'6.> 
O. ]"86 

J vS 1 -0.4934 
0_6Jl6 

4 VS 1 1.2846 
0.1517 

5 vS 1 11_2\18 
c.0001 

28. 2003 81 

lR St.ltlStlCS '01" Type J An.llysis 

Source 

R1MAJ( 
V1APSPO 
JorVAIO 

St.lnd.lnt 
Errol" 

O. K.'04 

1 0149 

0.8960 

0.8960 

Chi-
Of Square Pr ) ChlSq 

8.61 O.OOB 
42. J8 c; 0001 
'.ll a.OS]" 

("(.ntr,ut E~tim.lte Results 

Chi-
Alphol CO'lf;denCI! l;lIIl ts Square p, 

0.05 -0.ll90 2. )769 0.88 

0.05 -2.1218 1. S150 0_1l 

0.05 -0.4716 3.0408 2.06 

o 0' lO 4956 14.0080 616.73 

Th. SA!t Svsh~1II 00:41 Thursday, August 

P.l9t 2 

------. --.-- .-- -.- ----
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f,rsttargnhuman 
'H"St Model for Tarqet Human F'actors 

18. 200) 86 
The SAS Sys um oo:~) Thursday .... ugust 

tr 

The G£HNOO PrOCf'dure 

"0.1.1 InformatIon 

Data Set 
Dlstnbutlun 
link Function 
Dependt!nt V,HI.3b 1t 
Observoltl0ns used 
M'551ng values 

~II.K. YANOBl 
"nOllll,J f 

Lt)l)lt 
D1F 
161 
601 

Class Lt've1 Information 

('.us 

""'An 
,-vAH 
DiS£ll 
vlplSEIl 
OlLIe 

levels v"luu 

1 1 4 5 6 ; 8 12 
1 ] j 68 
F • 

F " , Gl G2 Q4_o1ny other 

Ruponu Prof,l. 

Ordered 
valuf D1F 

Totoll 
Frequency 

109 
51 

PROC G[""'OO is lIodehng the probab111ty ttlat elF.'I'. 

ParlMeter 

Prm} 
Prm2 
Prm) 
Prm4 
Prm5 
p,.",6 
Prm7 
Prln8 
Pr"'9 
PrlftlO 
Prmll 
Prm12 
PrmU 
Prll'll" 

28. 2001 87 

Efhet 

InurC@llt 
MVAB 
MVAB 
MVAB 
/lfVAB 
MVAJ) 
MVAH 
MVA)l 
MVAB 
MVA1S 
MVA]5 
MVA3S 
MVA]S 
MVA]S 

,,.rameter Jnforl'lloltion 

!roIIVA)] 

1 
I • S 
6 
7 
8 
12 

MVA)'j 

The SAS Systelll 

The GENMOO Proceodure 

Parameter IllfOrlll.uion 
Pagt> 1 

DlsE~ vlP}SEx DIlle 

00;.-'1 Thursday. August 

~~i' 
); _.,- ----' 

1-'-

" '-sttargethuflloln 

ParaMeter Effect 

OISE ... 
OlSE)t 
01o\GE 
vlp14GE 
vloccup 
vlplsn. 
vlpllioEX 
ollie 
ollIe. 
011 ((. 
DlI J( 

lilLIe 

""'An MVA)S OlSE"- vlPlsE>. ollIe 

Prlll15 
Prm16 
Prml? 
prm18 
Prm19 
Pf'mlO 
Prm21 
Prill'?'? 
PI'ml) 
Prml" 
prm2~ 

Prlll16 

• M 

en t!'r101 For Ass!'s.~ing Goodn!,~s of Fl t 

(il tedon DF value 

Ot>v;anct!' 1'1 117 \9\9 
SColled Ot>Yl.)nc! 141 117. \9\9 
Pearson Chi-Square 1'1 16S. )981 
Scaled Peal'SOIl ~Z 141 161.1981 
log Ukehhood -58.7979 

value/OF 

0.8140 
0.8)40 
1. 17 JO 
1.1710 

o 
01 
02 
GM_any 
oth!'r 

WARNING: Negatlye of H~~Sl,J.n not poslth,e deflnTte, 

An.)lys1S Of parame'~r Estimaas 

\undard w31d 95'" (onfidenc~ Chi-
parameter D' Est lmate 

PI" ~ Ch'iSQ 
Error LtllI,ts Square 

Intercept 
~ .0001 

25.5076 1.8979 21.7878 29.2274 180.61 

,",vAH 
c .0001 

-27.1247 0.6143 ·18.407! -15 .S.all 1718.41 

~4VAH -O.looJ )!211LS -611111 6HBl.! 0.00 
1.0000 
*"VAn 

0.9999 
-ll.L?H J12114.2 -611181 611281.1 0.00 

,",VA 13 O.OOOu 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

MVA33 -/ J. '.0",,, 0.791: -ZS.OS!d -;?l 9B9 881.12 
c.OOOI 
,",VA)) 

c .0001 
-lli. Slot I 0.9681 -~7.4I18 -21.626S 694.96 

IINAll 0 ·lJ .4l11 0.0000 -l3.·U21 -H.41H 

~v"')J 12 0 !l.UOCln 00000 0.0000 0.0000 

""'d5 
O.IH76 

·0 204,? o 88\\ -1. 9J9! l. S 109 O.OS 

MVAH 
0.9999 

.:'1.U..I6.a 21:'lj40. ( -445948 44$99..1 'j 0.00 

-"VA)S 
0.9999 

,I. ISIO IIHt)." 611 toll 6111\\.0 0.00 

P.sge 1 

M 
0'1 -
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f1 na 1 Urgl!'thuftll;Jn 
Flna1 r6th) Model for Target Human F'utors 

28, 1003 89 
The SAS System 00: 4 3 Thunddy. AugUSt 

.J( 

The GE~~O Procedure 

,",od.l In'orlll.1I1011 

Data Set 
D'ist"lbut ion 
L 1nk Funct Ion 
Dependent Variable 
Observatlons und 
M1ss;ng YJllues 

WORk. T A.~OB T 
'100fll1,) 1 

loCJ! t 
01F 
lG8 
~96 

(l.lu level InfO""'.3tlon 

(1.155 

MVA.)1 

Level s values 

li4~678!1 

Response' Prof,1. 

o,..dered 
value 01F 

Toul 
Frequency 

113 
15 

P.OC ~ENMOO 15 ",odell"g the prob.lb, hty tkat OlF.'!' 

18. 2003 90 

Paralltet.,- Infortnat Ion 

Parallltler 

Prml 
'''1'112 
Pr",) 
Prm .. 
PrlllS 
P,-m6 
Prm;" 
PrmS 
P,-m9 
p,.m10 
',-""11 

Efhet 

Intercept 
"IVAn 
!-Iv,,"n 
"vAH 
MVA]) 
~vA3J 
MVAJ] 
MVA3J 
MVAH 
vlP!AGE 
vloccup 

'"'YAH 

8 
12 

The S.l.S ~ystem 00:43 Thursday, August 

The GE~MOD Procedure 

C,.1tel'"l.l For 4SSfSSlng Goodness of FIt 

enter,on 

OeVlance 
SeJ hd D!'vlanCf 

OF 

159 
119 

P.19 .... 1 

v.l1ue 

123.988> 
1':'].988) 

value:OF 

0.7:-98 
0.7798 

I 
I 
I 
! final targe[human 

Pearson eh, -SqU.lrt! 159 
Scaled Pearson _2 159 
Log llkehhOod 

A lfJOrl til ... COllyprgt>d 

16'.15'1 
16".1541 
-&1. 9942 

Anollys;s of Para"'~ur Esti",at~s 

Par.lml!'tPr OF 
Pr ~ Cl'nsq 

(ntercept 
<,0001 

MVA)) 
•. 0001 

IrItYA)) 
1.0000 

MVA)) 
0.9998 

I114VAJ) 

MVA3i 
< .0001 

""'AH 
<.,0001 

,",vAH 

I14VA)i 

vIPIAGE 
O. )808 

vloecup 
0.0496 

SCJh 

o 

11 o 

Standard 
Estl'".lt~ Error 

lJ.6oHl 0.99 .... 

-26.146! 06012 

-0.09" 138098.1 

-48.7)04 195372.1 

0.0000 0.0000 

-1l.3'" 0.7711 

-}4.2759 0.1869 

-21.2421 0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 

-0.0105 0.0119 

0.6690 0.3408 

1.0000 0.0000 

~OTE: The s~al~ p.1r.lm~te" ",as held fiJ.~d, 

lila Id 9S'r, (anh den, ... 
L 1/II,ts 

21.6741 25. Sin 

-2:". )246 -14.9679 

-270668 270667.6 

-382971 382873.6 

0.0000 0.0000 

-23.8870 -10.8639 

-16.0141 -21.\377 

-2;?2421 -22 .2421 

o 0000 0.0000 

-0.0338 0.OlZ9 

0.0011 .1l'O 

1.0000 1.0000 

LA; St.ltlSt1Cs For Type] AnalYln 

Source 

MVA)] 
vlPIAGE 
vloecul-' 

OF 
ehl-

Square 

8: .67 
O. " 4.25 

Pr • ChlSq 

<.0001 
O. ):-92 
0.0]901 

1.031' 
l.On~ 

Chi -
Square 

56'.1l 

1891.31 

0.00 

0.00 

841.78 

749.28 

0.:"7 

1.85 

18. 1003 91 
The SAS System 00:·-1) Thursday. August 

Lab.l 
, ChlSq 

[snm.1tt'" 
Stdndard 

Error 

Th~ GENJoI()O proc.edure 

Contrast Estlmate Ruults 

Alp"') eOnf1dl!'nl~ ll11'11 ts 

Page 1 

eh;
Square p, 

tr) 
0\ -
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f'i rst tolrgf't)(hulnan 
First Nodel for Target htra~Hulllan Factors 

.--.-.---. --l 

28. 2001 92 
Thf' SAS Syst"' 00:.) Thursday, August 

class 

VIBCOY 
vleOL 

MYAg 
fIIIVAll 
fIIIYAI) 
fIIIvAlS 
,""vAI7 
MVAI9 
"tvA)1 
MYA46 

tevels 

The GENM()O Procedure 

Model [nfor", .. t;on 

Data Set 
Qlstrlbut;on 
Llnk Function 
Dependent vadable 
Observati ons used 
M1sslng valuu 

I«)AK. TANOIT 
81nQml.11 

log,t 
DIF 
Z"1 
S21 

class Level Infor.atlon 

values 

lOA 30R 4DR L TTRUCK 
BLACK BLUE BROWN GOLD GREEN "'''RooN RED SILVER 
.... ITE 
1 1 I < 5 
12 
1 2 I 
1 2 3 4 S 
I 2 3 .. 
1 1 3 4 11 
1 
1 J .. 10 

lI:uponse Proh h 

Ordered 
value olF 

Total 
Frequency 

143 
98 

PAoe GEN'4OD is Iftodehng the probab;hty that OIFiE'I'. 

erner;a f:or "ssesSlng Goodness of Flt 

Cr;urion OF value value/OF 

oevunce 206 216.7912 1.052-1 
Sea led Dev,.nce '06 ZI6.7952 1.0S.?-I 
Pearson (hi-Square ~06 2.23.4408 1.0847 
Scaled Pearson xl 206 223 -1406 1.0847 
Log L lkehhood -108.3976 

28. 1003 93 
The 5AS System 00:4) Thursday. August 

The GE-.MOD Procedure 

WAA~I-'G: "egallv" of He5S1.ln not pnsiti ... e d"flnue. 

P3g. 1 

_ .. _--_. ------- -

~. .~~--.-~ 

---------------------_. ---.------. 
i 
I 
I 

! f"ir5tUrgetxhullliln 
"nillyns Of Polr,Jmeter EStl'lI,)tu 

Stand,Jrd wald 95' Confidenu 
Pa"am~ter OF 

Pr ,. Ch15q 
Uti,ute Error Ll"'lts 

Internpt 
0.1173 

107.9031 89.1~1' -61.1688 183.0761 

RIlANES o .076S 
0.5958 

0.1441 -0.'060 0.3S89 

RIMAl( 
0.0189 

0.0722 0.0307 0.0119 o .1l2< 

VlAPSPO -00151 
O. lOS! 

0.0119 ·0.OJ84 0.0081 

VIBOOY 'DR 
0.40lS 

O. S66S 0.67S2 -0.7S68 I. 8898 
V1BODV 3DR 16.3138 
0.9'.)99 

195372 .1 -381896 182948. S 

VI800Y 
0.2101 

40R 0.10ll 0.5738 -0.'216 1.1278 

VlBOOV lTTRUCI( 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

ViVEAR -a 0196 
0.1840 

0.0"9 -0.1476 0.011l 

vleOL 
0.0131 

BUCK 1 39411 0.7230 ~O.O223 2.8119 

vleOL 
O.OBO 

BLUE 1 601. 0.6473 0.3387 1.8760 

vleol 
0.0110 

aROWN 1 6168 0.8286 -0.0073 3.1409 

vleaL GOLD 24 4189 
0.9999 

195172 .1 ~382898 382946.6 

VleOL GREEN 1 1516 
0.0057 

0.1786 0.616S 3.6786 

vleoL 
0.1846 

MAROON 1.6403 1. S32! -1.1640 4.6445 

VleOL 
0.0151 

RED 1. 5219 0.6299 0.2873 2.7S65 

VICOL SILVER. 1. )919 
0.0267 

0.6280 0.1611 2.6227 

vleOL WHITE 0.0000 . 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

"'VAg 26.9465 
'" .0001 

1.1970 24.6004 '9.'927 
~VAg 27.0284 
<.0001 

0.6514 2S.7Sli' 28. lOB 

,""VAg ;?7.0125 
..: .0001 

1.0396 24.9750 29.0100 

"vA9 2S .4l1l 0.0000 2S.<l12 21. '312 
,",vA9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
,",VAll -0.1063 
0.9110 

1.9720 -3.9712 3. 7587 

"VAll 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

""VAll -22 .181l 0.0000 -22.1883 -22.1883 

fIIIvAlJ 2.1069 
1.0000 

19B72.1 ~381920 J8~92". ] 

~vAIJ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

MVAIS 2.2617 O.46}l 1. )581 J.169-1 
page 1 

eh;~ 
Squar. 

1.<6 

0.18 

5.S1 

1.61 

0.70 

0.00 

1.10 

I. 76 

1.72 

6.17 

3.81 

0.00 

7.64 

LIS 

5.84 

<.91 

506.75 

1721.61 

675.19 

0.00 

0.00 

24.00 

r-.. 
0\ ..... 

"\ 
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hl1.) 1 t Jrl)f'f "hum,m 
~ln.J;l fLOth) Model for Target £ .. tra-HU"'oln r:,lcto,'s 

28. 200l 95 
The S~S System OO:·H ThurSday. ,t,ugust 

The GE ... ~n Procedure 

Model Intorlllation 

Data SlIPt 
DHthbutl0n 
L Ink Function 
Dependent V.lrl.tble 
Observatlons Used 
"',ssing Values 

WORK. lANDBl 
Binolllial 

Loglt 
OIF 
448 
JI6 

Cl.1ss leyel InfOr-ll.ltlOn 

Class 

"".9 
levels values 

1 2 ) 4 S 

Response P,.ofi 1 e 

Orde .. ed 
VJI 1 Ul!' OIF 

Total 
F .. equency 

III 
III 

PROC G[NMOO 15 modeling the p .. obabihty th.1t 01F:'l'. 

Polra"'eter Intorlll.1t'ion 

Parameter Effect MVA9 

P .. "'1 Inte,.cept 
p .. ",2 RHANES 
Prill) VlAPSPD 
Pr",4 ""vA9 
PrlllS MVA9 
Pnnti MVA9 
Prill? MVA9 
Prm8 ""A9 

'nter;a For Assessing Goodness of Fn 

,,.he,.ion OF value 

Oev;ann "1 498.13S0 
Sca led Dev; ance 441 498.2150 
Pea .. son Chi -Square HI 460.0866 
Sea led Pea,.son )(2 441 460.0866 

vollue/OF 

1.1298 
1 lZ98 
1.043] 
1.0411 

25. 200) 96 
The SA'S System oo:..t) Thursday • .lugust 

The GENMOO Protedu .. ", 

CI"lter13 Fo .. As"ess;n~ Goodness of FH 
Page 1 

Par,)men,. 
Pr :0 (hlSq 

Intercf!'pt 
0.1088 

RlLANES 
0.0016 

VU.PSPO 
... 0001 "" .. o 0420 

""'9 D .0199 
",,'9 

U .0)02 
""'9 O.07H 
"".9 
Scale 

, In.l1t.lrgt!'\''.hUln.ln 

(,.henon O. v.)luf' 

Log llk~hhood -249.117S 

Algorithm convtl""gf'd. 

An .. lyoSlS Of Parameter Estimates 

Standard wald 9~l'. confldence 
OF EstImate Error LHllltS 

-I. 9021 1.1865 -".2280 0.4231 

0.2110 0.0111 0.09:3 0.4168 

-0_0375 0,0065 -0.0101 .. 0.0248 

1.1929 1.1748 0.0942 S.0915 

1.6btJ7 1.1468 0.4221 4.9173 

1.7476 1.26n 0.16l4 1.2319 

1 1278 1.19S4 -0. 21~2 4.4707 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

1.0000 0.0000 l.0000 1.0000 

Vol lue/OF 

Chi
Square 

I-I' 

9.91 

ll.12 

4.14 

\.'2 

4.70 

l.17 

IIIOTE: The scale paraMete,. was held tl.f'd. 

label Btlmate 
:. ChlSq 

1 vs 1 0.0168 
0.8910 

J VS 1 0.1548 
0.8416 

... VS 1 -0.4651 
0.H28 

') V5 1 -!. ')919 
o O~20 

28. ~OOJ 9' 

LA 'iUt;stics For Type 3 Analys1S 

~ource 

R!LANES 
V1APSPD 
MVA9 

St.:lI1d,l,.d 
[ .... e .. 

O.S8n 

O. ;"Q49 

o 6;" .. 1 

l. ";"4~ 

Chi -
OF Square Pr )0 Ch15q 

10.40 O.OOll 
)'). )8 ... 0001 
8.90 0.06);" 

Cont".lSt Est'mate Results 

Chi-
Alph3 ConftdpnCf' llll'l1tS Square Pr 

0.0\ -1.0641 1.2F8 0.02 

O.OS -1.~O11 1.7127 0.0'" 

0.0\ -1. ;"942 0.8640 0.4" 

o 01 -\.091\ -0.0942 4.14 

fhe ':tAS Syst~'" 00' 4) Thursday, Auoust 

P.ltJlIe :. 

0\ 
0\ -
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Chlss 

System 
FAGINT 
FDW 
Hullt_legs 
St.1ggered 
Ctty 
Any_LA 
N 
S 

The SAS Systent 00:"1 Thursd,w, August 

The GENMOD p"OClPdur~ 

Model Infor-lIIat;on 

Data Set 
01Strlbutlon 
l;nk Functl0n 
Dependent V,H"1olble 
Observ.lt lons used 
~lSS1"9 Y.lh~es 

WORk. lNTEItSCTN 
8in()ll'lial 

log; t 
[ni_ht_POo 

10'1 
192 

(1.3", level Infor-matloR 

levels values 

JIIITSS SCOOT other 
no yes 
no yes 
I 4 99 
no yes 
ET EY' NY SC TO vO 
no yes 
(OLLen LOCAL MAlART ~INART OTHU 
COl Lent LOCAL MA)AltT MIHART OTHER 
COLlen LOCAL JIIIAJARl "'INART OTHER 
COLLCTR LOCAL ..... ]AA.T MINART OTHER 

Jtesponu Prahl e 

Ordered 
Inj_ 
ht_ Total 

v31ue POD Frequency 

1 882 
0 161 

PAce GENf0400 ;s modeling the probabIlity that InJ_ht_POO.'l'. 

Cnteri.1 For AsseSSIng Goodness Of Fa 

28. 2003 99 

Criur;on 

Deli/iane! 
Sea ltd Devtanu 
Pearson (ht-SQuare 
Sea led Pearson 1(2 
Log Llkehhood 

A 19Or1 thlll conoverged. 

OF value valur!OF 

1010 6'54.7190 0.6-'83 
1010 654.7390 0.6-'83 
1010 10n .4196 1 0618 
1010 1071. '196 1.0618 

-121.169S 

The SAS Svsttm 00:43 Thursd.l). August 

The CiE~MOO Procedure 

Page 1 

_44 ___ . __ 

Parameter 
Pr ~ ehlSoq 

InterCII!Pt 
<.0001 
System 
0.8111 
§ysttm 
0.3326 
Systl!'m 

FAGIHT 
O.OO'S 
FAGINT 

FOw o (1)84 
FOW 

Hum_Legs 
< .0001 
Hum_Legs 

Hum_Legs 

~;gnr'd 
St.1ggered 

~il~oo 
City 
0.9800 

~'n21 
City 
O.l·u] 

~'~~IO 
etty 

g~on1r 
O_mi"",-
O.H}: 
OstInt 
0.9181 
AnY_LA 
0.5Z07 
... nV_LA 

N 
0.4J84 
N 
0.970;" 
N 
0.10'6 
• 0.0910 
N 

first 1 ntersec t1 on 
Analysts Of PoJrameter Enllft3trs 

5tand.rd wald 95,," (onhdrnce eh,-
OF Estimate Error Llillts SquoJrI! 

-2&.8CJlO 1.8SS9 -30.5).13 -23.2477 209.28 

MTSS -O.I~IO O.BlII -1. 7GII 1. 4211 0.0' 

SCOOT -0.8612 0.88S8 -1.6012 o 8S0S 0.9' 

other 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

no -1.0017 O.ISIJ -1.6961 -0.1111 8.07 

yes 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

O.HB 0.21S' -0.0147 0.8411 I. SS 

yos 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O. 0000 

19.0706 o. ";492 18.0011 10.ISGI 1106.74 

20.3901 0.0000 10.1901 20.1901 

99 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

1.]5)1) 0.7079 ·0.1118 2.6409 1.14 

yes o DODO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -ET ·0.6618 0.6144 .1. 8G80 O. S'OS 1.11 0 
[Y -O.OllH 0.7696 -I.S116 1. 4891 0.00 C"I 
NY ·0.70;"] 0.6175 ·1.9174 0.5030 1.11 

sc -0. 8CJ~7 0.611' -/ .0909 O.IOSS 2.13 

TO 41.0416 0.5768 -J .1111 0.0889 3.26 

vO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0001 ).01 

0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0001 1.16 

-0.0000 o 0005 -0.0010 0.0010 0.01 

O.IS8) 0.SS78 -0.11S0 1.4'516 0.41 

yes 0.0000 o 0000 0.0000 0.0000 

COLlcn 0.30/\ 1.01S6 -1.1!73 2.812) 0.60 

LOCAL o '))82 1.0.11;" .~ OOJI) 2.0800 0.00 

"'AJART 1. H&8 1.199-1 -0.-1040 •. 19~6 ~. 61 

MINART 1. ~9/1 1.119; -0.10/1 '.0869 2.86 

OTHER n. ~)OOO o 0000 0.0000 0.0000 
P"9~ 1 
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:( 
cl.1ss 

Systelfl 
F"ACiI~T 
NUM_Legs 

• S 

• 

The SAS Systt'fB 00: 41 Thursday. August 

Tt,., GENMOD Proudure 

\IIod" 1 Infomation 

Data Set 
Dlstrlbution 
Link Function 
Dependent vanabh 
Observatlons used 
JIIlsslng \I.1I1Ue5 

WOR".IN1EltS(TN 
81noml.ll 

LOg1t 
Inl_facpoo 

114/ 
693 

(10155 level Infor-matlon 

levels values 

""55 SCOOT other 
no yes 
3 4 99 
COLLCTR LOCAL "'A)ART MIN .... ' OTHER 
COLLerR LOCAL "'AJART MINART OTHER 
(OlLCTR LOCAL "'AlART MIHAAT OTHER 

Response Prof; 1e 

Ordered 
value 

J~~: 
POO 

Total 
Frequency 

949 
19) 

PROC GENMOD is fIIOdeling the probabillty that Inl_faLPDOz'l'. 

Parameter 

p,.",l 
Prml 
Prm) 
PI"1II4 
PromS 
Prm6 
Pr",1 
Pr",8 
p,.",9 
p,.",10 
Prmil 
p,.",12 

28. 200) la/ 

Effect 

Intercept 
Systell'l 
System 
System 
FAGINT 
FAGl~T 
Hum_Legs 
NUIII_Legs 
Num_legs 
Q_"'oljor · • 

Parameter Infor!nation 

System FAGINT Nulft_Legs 

MTSS 
SCOOT 
other 

no y·· j 
4 
99 

The SAS System 

Thr GEN~ Procrdurr 

Pagr 1 

COUCTR 
LOCAL 

00:4) Thursday. August 

i I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

Parametrr 

Prlll13 
Prill 14 
PrmlS 
Prm16 
Prllll' 
Prml8 
Pr1ll1g 
Prm20 
Prm21 

COLLCTR 
Prlll22 

LOCAL 
Prm2) 

MAJART 
P,-",24 

~INART 

P,-m25 
OTHER 

Efhct 

• • • S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

• 
w 

w .. 
.. 

fl na 1; ntrrsecti on 
parameUr Infor"llat'ion 

System FAGJNT HUM_Legs 

MAJAIIT 
NINART 
OTHER 

Cnter;a For Assess1ng Goodness of fit 

Crltenon 

D!Ovi ance 
Scaled D!,y'iancr 
Pearson (tn-square 
~c.lhd P!Oarson -.2 
log llk.llhood 

OF 

1121 
11' 3 
1113 
1113 

value 

715.5366 
715.5366 

llS4.6114 
11S4.61l4 
-387.7683 

COllen 
LOCAL 
f.!AJART 
MINART 
OTHER 

value/OF 

0.6906 
0.6906 
1.1172 
1.1172 

AlgorIthm convergl!'d. 

...nllys.n of paraml!'ter Estimatl!'s 

Standard '-Iald 95' Conhd!Onc!O Chi-
Parameter OF Es.t1ftlJte 

Pr > Ch(~ 
Error Limns Square 

Int!'rcept ·24 7184 1.1300 
<.0001 

-16.9931 -22.56)7 480.85 

Systll!m IIIIIT55 0.166/ 
0.7965 

0.6444 -1.0968 1.4/92 0.07 

Sys.tem SCOOT -u b~54 
0.36lJ 

0.7099 -2.0369 0.7460 0.83 

System other O.nooo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

FAGINT no -1.1140 
0.0002 

0./968 -1. 70S7 -0.5422 14.34 

FAGINT Y" o 0000 0.0000 O. 0000 0.0000 

Num_legs 
<.0001 

19.1750 o 1148 18.1580 19.99:!0 )788 02 

Num_legs :!O.2705 0.0000 20.2705 :!O.2i"05 

Num_l!Ogs 99 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

P.1C}1!' '1 

I 
I 

-_._._ .. _-- _._-----, 
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to~r 
• 0.5114 • 0.912' 

28. 200) 10) 

P,Ir_eter 
Pr > ChlSq 

N 
0.2949 
N 
0.1925 
• 
s 
0.0147 • 0.08U • 0.001' • 0.0219 • .. 
<.O(){Jl .. 
0.0147 .. 
<.0001 .. 
<.0001 .. 
SCile 

COLLen 

LOCAL 

MAlAn 

MIN .... T 

OTH(I 

COLLeT. 

LOC,t,L 

M,U".T 

MIHART 

OTHER 

COLLCTR 

LOCAL 

"'A)ART 

IiIII'-I.lRr 

OTHER 

.F 

'1 nal1ntersect; on 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.6024 

-0.0987 

1.0U4 

1.011. 

-1. )799 

-1.08S! 

0.0001 11.06 

2.\846 0.15 

1.11876 0.01 

The SAS Sys t em 00:4) Thursday, August 

Thr GENNOD Proc.edure 

AnalY515 Of parameter Est,mates 

Standard lIIIald 91j,.; Confldence Ch,-
Estllllate Errar L1M\tS Square 

1.17U 1.1181 -1.0202 1.1627 1.10 

1.4001 1.074' -0.7017 1.5059 1.70 

0.0000 0.0000 00000 0.0000 

2.0912 0.8569 0.4116 ),]708 5.96 

1.5065 0.8643 ·0.1814 l. 2005 1.0' 
2 .8501 0.9145 0.9401 4.7600 8.11 

2.0218 0.9081 0.2419 l. 8027 '.96 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

1.6116 0.IU9 l.tiZs!' ) .6428 26.31 

1.2ll0 0.4970 0.ll88 2.1871 5.96 

1.8872 0.5454 1.8184 4.9561 50.81 

1.1069 0.1)427 2.2412 4. )707 n.B 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
NOTE: The 5, .. 1. oarlme'ter was he 1 d flliled 

La SUtlSnc.5 For Type} Analysls 

(hl-
Source O. SClu .. ,.~ Pr ,. ChlSq 

System 6.61 o 0166 
FACiINT 16.96 ,.0001 
~ulft_Lfgs 8.28 0.0119 
<1-ma)or II OJ 0.0001 • 10.80 O.OJ89 , 10 86 0.0282 

93.9' <.0001 

Page l 

r- .------------------, 

I , 

, 
I 

i 

fln.J1intersnt'on 
lontrau Est Hlldte Res.ults 

Standard 
Label 

Alpha 
ntl.ate Error 

J vs " bnn oal 
other vs 4 1 aRes 

0.01 
Northbound Col hetor vs M.ljor Arten.)1 

0.01 
Northbound Local vs 1iII.J)or Arterial 

0.01 
Northbound "';nor vs ",ajor Arternl 

0.01 
Northbound .11 other road chsses vs "'a}or Artutal 

0.01 
Southbound Collect",. 'IS "'I;]or ",.ter,al 

0.01 . 
Southbound LOc."at V5 MoIIjo,. Arterial 

0.01 

18. 2001 104 
The SAS Systffll 

The CiENMOO Procedure 

Contrast Esthlate Results 

label 
Alpha 

Southbound IiIIlnor vs N.tjor Artenal 
0.01 

Southbound All other road (lusts vs "'ajor Arterial 
001 

westbound collector vs Majer ""rteda' 
0.01 

westbound Local vs. ",ajor Arte,·ia' 
0.01 

Wesrbound Ntnor 'is "'ajor Arter-ul 
0.01 

westbound ..,11 other road classes vs ",.ajor ArUl"'hl 
0.01 

Contl"'.st (stllllate Results 

-0.8914 0.314S 

-10.2705 0.0000 

-0.1689 0.6901 

-1.2700 0.6910 

0.1189 0.6655 

-1.1713 1.1111 

-0.7189 0.7121 

-1.1416 0.7294 

00:4) Thursday, August 

Standal"'d 
Est i •• tf Error 

--0.8273 0.6810 

-2.8501 O.974S 

-1.2116 0.1'26 

-2.6743 0.15-48 

-0.5801 0.1969 

-3.8872 0.5454 

Chi-
label 
Pr » ChiSq 

ConfideRct Llmlt5 square 

] V5 .a lann 
0.00014 

other V5 .a 1.Jnes 

Northbound Collectol"' vs M.1Jor Arltd'}l 
0 . .&097 

Northbound Loc')l 'IS Ma)Or Artenal 
0.0676 

Northbound .,nor vs "'a]or Arterlal 
0.n09 

-1.111' 

-20 1701 

-1.921\ 

-1.6122 

-1.0751 

Page' .. 

-0.1784 8.09 

-20.1705 

0.7817 0.68 

0.0921 1.34 

1.1l12 0.12 
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'tn.,l I"t.r$~(t ;1)" 
Nort~~1~~= An other road eluses VI ""jar Arteri .. 1 

SCNJt~~f~)~ Co1hetor V$ Major Arterhl 

Southbound loc.l \IS "'IIIJO,. ArUrial 
0.0615 

Southbound ""nor VI .... jor Aruri .. l 
0.11\1 

Southbound .. n other road duSt's n Major ., ttria' 
0.0010 

Wl!'stbound Collect",. v, Maj",. Artpd.' 
0.000) 

wlI!'slbound Local vs .. .,jor "rurh' 
001,0001 

Wl!'stbl)und Mtnor n M.jor Artprf.' 
O,DS07 

"~"bound "II other road chuP' YS ... "j.,,.. .. ,t.rhl 
<.0001 

·).Jftn 

·1.1 :I~ 

·1.7711 

-1.1611 

·4.76'10 

·I"n, 
-1.1(,1;" 

-1.1511 

·41."1;1 

C"n".,,,t ... """ 'S 

Contrnt 
Ty". 

J VI 4 ,,.,,es 
1I 

olh .. r v'S " hne, 
U 

Northbound CDllettor vs Major .rterl.)1 
U 

Northb"und uul vS Major A,.Urial 
U 

Northbound M;nor V1 M.jo,. Arterial 
U 

Northb"und All other tOld duns V$ M"jor Ar,.,t.,l 
1I 

Soutl,bound (ol1ector VI "',jor Art~r;a' 
U 

~outhbound lou1 v, Major Art.rh. 
U 

50ut"'hound Minor VS MAjO,. .rUr-b' 
U 

Southbound 1.1. other road etas'es vs "4ajor ",.t.,I;\, 
La 

Westbound co11nto,. v, Mljor Arterial 
U 

Westbound lOCI' V, Major Arterial 
U 

Dr 

1.0101 \. 10 

O.fiS71 1.10 

0.0860 1.19 

o ,,§l')ln 1.17 

·0.9101 8 \\ 

-0 5800 Illl 

·I."M 55"1 

".1')1'117 I. "I 

-'1 , IIU". 'jr) ItI 

lhl -
S'1I1." .. ,., .. Ihi";., 

7 .~,. n, on~o 

0.55 0.4';"" 

0.70 0.tnr7 

1.6' O.O'i~'i 

0.11 o 7J;';' 

1.10 o nl,. 
1.09 'L'~;'i 

1.10 f).nr>"'1 

"4) o 1111'1 

B .01 f1 ('nll; 

.' n;-
t') ono} 

65.61 ~ nnor 
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Appendix F: Data Entry Guide 

City of Toronto Collision Data Entry Instructions 

• Target vehicles are V I traveling on R I. _!!!!l!~t vehicles are V2 on R2. 
Data entry must be accommodated for this. Many fields are dependant on 

this being coded in proper sequence to this. When it is determined that 

police have indicated target and bullet as vehicle 2, I, as opposed to I, 2. 

then many fields are reversed (w.r.t.the "&" sign), including: 

• MVA9& 10 

• MVA I 1& 12 

• MVA 13 & 14 

• MVA IS & 16 

• MVA 17& 18 

• MVA 19&20 

• MVA21 &22 

• MVA23&24 

• MVA33 &34 

• MVA 35 &36 

• MVA43 &44 

• MVA 46&47 

• MVA 48, 49, 50, 5 1,52,53 & 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59 

• MVA 60 & 61 

• MV A 62,63 & 64,65 

This may require reversal of involved persons (drivers and passengers) gender, age, 

injuries, position, etc. 

• Unless otherwise stated, yes = I, no = 2. When unknown, observation is 

left as blank. 

• The failed to remain' checkbox is located m;ar the top of the collision report 

and is simply a yes = I or no = 2 or unl\nown = blank field. 

• The intersection perpendicular field is determined from the sketch(es) 

provided in the collision report(s). It is a yes or no field. 

• The number of lanes in R I and R2 is usually recorded by police in boxes 

nearest the sketch. On a two-way roadway with 3 lanes in each way, that 

would be 6 lanes recorded. 

• The color of lights field is indicative of any note that points to any of the 

following collision characteristics: 

- 206-

I - Involvement of Amber/Red 

2 - End of L T priority phase 

3 - Totally red light running, no amber 

4 - Green 

, 
l , 
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Otherwise, it is assumed to be either other or unknown and is left blank. This 

information is often indicated in the sketch notes or diagram itself. 

• Position of passengers is to be in accordance with the manner specified on 

the coded template page. Do not follow the police recorded style for this 

field. 

• Only use the middle seating row seats (3 and 4) when a middle row exists. 

Otherwise, use the last row. I.e., in the case of a 4 door sedan, use the front 

most seats (D, 2, I) and the rearmost seats (5,6,7) and never the middle 

row seats (3 and 4). 

• Using this manner of coding passengers, there will be many blank 
passenger fields where no passenger exists. 

- 207-
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations 
Ability Impaired Alcohol 
Driving while one's ability is impaired by alcohol or driving with a blood alcohol 

concentration exceeding 80 milligrams in 100 millilitres of blood. 

Alcohol Involved 
This category includes both drivers reported as ability impaired by alcohol and drivers 

reported as "had been drinking." 

Driver 
Unless specified otherwise, any person, whether licensed or not, considered to be in care 

and control of a vehicle at the time of a collision. 

Fatal Collision 
A motor vehicle collision in which at lest one person sustains bodily injuries resulting in 

death. Since January I, 1982, fatal collision statistics include only deaths within 30 days 

of the collision. 

Had Been Drinking 
Driving after having drunk an amount of alcohol not considered sufficient to be legally 

impaired or with a measured blood alcohol count of greater than zero but less than 80 

milligrams. 

Highway 
A common and public highway, street, avenue, etc, any part of which is intended for 

• 
public use or used by the general public for the passage of vehicles' and including the area 

between property lines. 

Major Injury 
A non-fatal injury severe enough to require that the injured person be admitted to hospital, 

even if for observation only. 

Minimal Injury 
A non-fatal injury, including minor abrasions and bruises, which does not necessitate the 

injured person going to a hospital. 

Minor Injury 
A non-fatal injury requiring medical treatment at a hospital emergency room, but not f 

requiring hospitalization of the involved person. 

Motor Vehicle Collision 

Any incident in which bodily injury or damage to property is sustained as a result of the 

movement of a motor vehicle, or of its load while a motor vehicle is in motion. 
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Off-Highway Collision 
An off-highway collision involving any of the motorized vehicles which are covered by 

legislation under the Highway Traffic Act, the Motorized Snow Vehicles Act, and the Off

Road Veh icles Act. 

On-Highway Collision 
A motor vehicle collision which occurs on the highway between the property lines. 

Pedestrian 
Any person not riding in or on a vehicle involved in a motor vehicle collision. 

Personal Injury Collision 
A motor vehicle collision in which at least one person involved sustains bodily injuries not 

resulting in death. 

Property Damage Collision 
A motor vehicle collision in which no person sustains b~dily injury, but in which there is 

damage to any public property or damage to private property including damage to the 

motor vehicle or its load. 

Reportable Collision 
Any fatal or injury collision, or any collision in which there is any damage to public 

property in excess ofa monetary value prescribed in law. The minimum reportable level 

for property damage only collision rose from $200 to $400 on January 1, 1978 and rose 
------_.-- .-- ---- --

again to $700 on January 1, 1985. As of January 1, 1998, the minimum reportable level 

for property damage only collision is $1,000. 

Self-Reporting of a Collision 
Under a new section of the High~~Jr.~ffL~~~9S 199( 1.1 )], when one is in a collision in 

which there is only property damage (no injury or death, and, among other conditions, no 

criminal activities such as impaired driving) the involved person(s) may report the 

collision immediately by proceeding with one's vehicle to a Collision Reporting Centre. 

Self-Reporting of a collision was introduced on January 1, 1997. 

Suspension , 
Withdrawal of a driver's privilege to operate a motor vehicle for a prescribed period of 

time. [40] 

ADT Average Daily Traffic 

CO Crude Odds 
---~-----' 

COR Crude Odds Ratio 

CRC Collision Reporting Centre 

FAG Flashing Advance Green 
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FDW Flashing Don't Walk 

LA Left Tum Arrow 

LOS (Statistical) Level of Significance 

MTO Ministry of Transportation 

MVA Motor Vehicle Accident Report 

OR Odds Ratio 

PDO Property Damage On Iy 

RAIR Relative Collision Involvement Rates 

SAS Statistical Analysis Software 

SCOOT Split Cycle Offset Optimization Technique 

MTSS Main Traffic Signal System 

MVTC Motor Vehicle Traffic Crashes 

VMT Vehicle Miles Traveled 

VSRC Vehicle Safety Research Centre 
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